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SIGNS OF THE TIMES
THE WORLD OUTLOOK

A witness of high character, after
three years of travel over four continents and the isles of the sea, recently
told the committee of the Church Missionary Society in London, that he
had a conviction, ineradicable, that the
world is peculiarly ripe for the Gospel. The laborers, notwithstanding
fewness, and scattered as they are,
everywhere rejoice in present success
and expect greater things. Peoples, a
generation ago, careless if not disdainful, respond to evangelistic efforts; and over extensive areas antipathy and apathy are giving way to
sympathy. A new spirit pervades the
Orient, with its half of the world's
population. There is a new inquiry as
to facts, a probing of causes, a concert
of remedial efforts. It is, he says,
like the awakening of giants from
long sleep and torpor.
Mr. John R. Mott, who has been
mainly occupied in world-wide travel
for a decade of years, gives fully as
striking testimony in the same direction.
SPIRITUAL FORCES IN INDIA

Much more than is generally imagined is being done for the spiritual benefit of the Hindu races, by
devoted Christian civilians. A large
number of noble men and women belonging to the official and commercial

classes, have gone to India to spend
their lives there, and have been as intensely earnest and impassioned in the
propagation of the Christian faith as
any missionaries could be. It is an
error, says Dr. William Durban, to
suppose that few outside the missionary section set a Christian example to /
the natives of India or engage in
Christian work. Many of the officers
of the British army in India are con.sistent and saintly men, and their
wives are shining lights for Christ.
One of the most enthusiastic advocates of Christianity now in India is
Sir Andrew Fraser, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, who never neglects
an opportunity for exercising his personal influence or for doing actual religious work. He is president of the
India Sunday-school Union, and last
summer he presided at the opening
session of the Darjiling Christian
Conference. When he was visiting
Bankipore, the civil station of Patna,
on one of his official tours, he
preached at the ordinary native Christian services, at the Baptist chapel.
There can not be any doubt that
Christianity will continue its forward
march in India, until, in the not distant future, it will hold the field with
dominating spiritual power.
Dr. Durban continues: "Only
Christian faith can hold the balance in
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India between the absolutely antagonistic cults of Brahmanists, Moslems,
Jains, and Parsecs. India is a land of
perpetual religious discords. Even
the Moslems are not unified in that
country, as some persons fancy who
have made no study of the conditions.
Recentl.· on the occasion of the M uharram celebration a fatal riot occurred, arising out of a dispute between the Sunni and Shiah sections
of Mohammedans in Bombay. Five
persons were killed and forty seriously il,jured. Among the latter were a
Parsee and a Hindu who were merely
spectators. When the Christian religion wins India it may not, of
cOllrse, present a spectacle of absolute unity, but at any rate murderous
fanaticism will be eliminated and the
spirit of peace and charity will be understood.
INDIA COMING TO CHRIST

India is a great country with four
times the population of the United
States and more being born every day
by natural birth than by spiritual birth
and yet there are many encouraging
signs that India is awakening- to a
sense of her need of Christ. It is
the Christian Church at home that is
holding back. Some of ~he signs of
progress are:
1. Modern Protestant Missions III
India were reborn with the new India
which followed the Mutiny. In the
year 185 I there were 15,003 Protestant Christians in all India. In 1890
there were 648,843. The census returns for 1900 show 978,936. These
figures furnish ground for hope, resolution and thanksgiving.
2. Missionaries worked among the
Telugus thirty years to win twentyfive converts; they then baptized 2,222
converts in one clay, and 8,691 in six
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weeks. There are now 50,000 Telugu
Christians.
3. To-day a huudred thousand natives in India are ready to cast away
their idols and profess Christ, if there
were teachers ready who could give
them Christian training.
4. The position occupied by those
who come out as followers of Jesus
Christ marks another advance. Years
ago they were despised as the offscouring of the earth; to-day in many
places they enjoy the confidence of
their neighbors.
5. Education for women and girls,
the coming home-makers of India, is
making rapid progress, and is encouraged by intelligent and wealthy natives. Large sums have been given
to medical education for women.
6. The record of medical and missionary work in the past twenty-five
years is marvelous.
7. Every hospital and dispensary,
every visit of a physician, and every
prescription given is an object-lesson
of the power and influence of Christian love. An Indian paper commenting on a successful operation performed by a woman physician, said:
"The age of miracles is not passed, for
Jesus Christ is still working miracles
through women physicians."
8. Missionary work among the
Moslems in India seems hopeful. The
immobility of Islam has sustained
many a shock from which it is trying
vainly to recover.
9. The number of converts from
Islam is an earnest of the great work
which lies before Christian missionaries, and a proof of the way in which
God has owned what has already been
done.
10. There is a remarkable decay.of
. superstitious rites and practises. The
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widow no more burns o.n the funeral
pyre of her husband; and the children
are no more flung into the Ganges by
superstitious mothers. The Rajputs,
who were formerly the chief sinners
in the practise of female infanticide,
are now working in Oudh, for its
banishment.
11. A society has recently been
formed in India for the protection of
children. This is destined to exert a
great influence over the present and
future life and character of India. It
aims to prevent the public and private
wrongs of children and the corruption
of their morals, and to take action for
the making and enforcing of laws for
their protection.
ANOTHER WITNESS TO KOREA

Just now this former Hermit nation is the cynosure of all eyes. Professor Harlan P. Beach, of Yale "Cniversity, who has been traveling
through the Orient, says he has seen
no such sights anywhere as in Korea.
"When it comes to eagerness for
Christian learning, Koreans again appear in the van, eclipsing apparently
the Christians of Uganda. One constantly hears of conferences, normal
institutes, inquirers
classes, etc.,
which would drive American pastors
distracted. Yet the people are hungry for them all, and it is the only
way in which the small force can be
gin to overtake their work. If you
ask the missionaries how they keep
out of the grave or insane asylum
with all this pressure, they will give
Y0lt replies of which this is a specimen: 'We don't keep out of either, as
the death-rate and invalid list is exceedingly serious. Yet remember that
we do not have to look up work as
you do in America; we do not have
to get in the shafts and pull along
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a lazy membership, but they pull and
inspire us; success is a perpetual
tonic; and God is manifestly with us
and we know that He is in us also.' "
In 1883 a New York financier gave
his check for $6,000 to start a mission in Korea. In a public meeting
recently he announced that it was the
best-paying investment he had ever
made. Now is the time for Christian
men and women to make other paying
investments-to lay up treasures in
heaven and at the same time to· save
lives of men and women, children on
earth. Two thousand five hundred
were baptized in Korea last year.
RELIGIOUS TOLERATION IN RUSSIA

Pastor Fetler, the Russian, who
recently visited England, belongs to
the Baptists of the Baltic Provinces,
and had much to say as to the bitter
persecutions endured by his family
for both political ancr spiritual reasons. Last· summer he undertook
evangelistic work in Russia, purposing to begin, if possible, in the very
heart of the country, making Moscow
his headquarters. The success he met
with is one of the proofs that in all the
darkness of the situation in the M uscovite dominions there is at least one
gleam of light. The edict of religious
toleration which was at first regarded
with skeptical scorn, appears to have
been issued by the Czar with a sincere purpose in view. Pastor Fetler
is at work under the auspices of the
Baptist Pioneer Mission and sends
word that he has witnessed since he
commenced his mission fully 1,400
conversions, of which 182 were registered recently in a single fortnight.
He has gone to St. Petersburg, and
is holding Sunday meetings in the
palace of the celebrated and devout
Princess Lieven.
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THE KONGO SITUATION

It is announced that King Leopold
has at last yielded to pressure and his
fears of intervention by England and
America and has agreed to turn over
to Belgium the control of the Kongo
Independent State. The reports of
American and British consuls so fully
substantiated the charges made
against Leopold's administration that
the governments of these two civilized
nations demanded reform, with a hint
that unless something adequate were
done in this direction, they would take
the matter in their own hands.
According to the agreement between Leopold and the Belgian Government, the King turns over the
crown domain and crown foundation
lands, while Belgium agrees to assume Kongo obligations amounting to
$21,000,000 and to continue large an.nual payments of revenues which will
keep the King himself from dire poverty! To Prince Albert also are to
be paid $24,000 a year and $15,000
to the King's daughter, Clementine.
The King has also decided to pose
as a philanthropist by including in the
agreement a special payment by the
government of $10,000,000 in fifteen
annual payments for the construction
of hospitals, schools and other institutions.
It is stated, however, by the Kongo
Reform Association, that the terms of
annexation are entirely inadequate to
correct the abuses. No stipulation is
made for the restoration of land or
its produce to the natives, or for the
reduction of the extortionate labor tax
which involves incessant slavery. No
provision is made for the abolition of
commercial monopolies and the establishment of free trade as provided by
the Berlin Act. Other weak points in
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the agreement make it doubtful
whether this control by Belgium will
adequately change the situation of oppression. The strongest point in its
favor is that it will be possible for
the British and American Governments to treat directly with Belgium
for the correction of evils. Meanwhile the conditions in the Kongo
State continue practically unimproved.
PROGRESS OF MOHAMMEDANISM IN
WEST AFRICA

From the Gold Coast Colony and
from Ashantiland come continued
reports of the steady progress of Mohammedanism. In N saba, Gold Coast,
the propaganda is so strong that the
followers of the False Prophet feel
greatly encouraged. One of them, a
native fanatic, approached one of the
missionaries of the Basel Society and
told' him, that if he would not acknowledge Mohammed, he would be
killed within two years and six
months. Every follower of Mohammed is eager to fight for him and feels
himself high above the heathen
negroes, who, he thinks, will soon be
punished and destroyed by his God
who sent the great earthquake of November, 1906, as a warning for all
unbelievers. From some stations in
the Gcrld Coast Colony, come reports
that Mohammedans are settling in increasing numbers, from others that
Mohammedan houses of prayer have
been opened. In Ashantiland large
settlements of Mohammedans have
been opened and, strange to say, these
Mohammedans sell amulets and
charms to the heathen, while they
teach Mohammedanism and state that
they serve the same God as the missionaries. It is said that only two
Ashanties have accepted Mohammedanism thus far, but many wear already the Mohammedan garb.
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THE PROGRESS IN THE TRANSVAAL

The Transvaal Colony in South
Africa contains a population of more
than one million and a half upon its
112,000 square miles.
About one
million of these are still fetish-worshipers, altho the Wesleyan Methodists of London, the Berlin and Hermannsburg Societies of Germany, the
Mission Romande of Switzerland, and
the American Board have been at
work there many years. A writer in
Der Missions-Freund gives an interesting account of the progress of
the Gospel in the colony. He says:
The Berlin Missionary Society has
been at work in the Transvaal Colony
since r860 and employs at present 35
missionaries upon 48 stations.
Much
work remains to be done there. Especially in Northern Transvaal heathenism
still prevails and the sunlight of the Gospel battles against the dense fog ascending from the depths of fetish worship.
Unbroken heathendom, however, is not
to be found in any part of the colony.
The times of serious torment or bloody
persecutions of native Christians and the
missionaries are past. It is well known
that the powerful government severely
punishes all attacks upon Christian congregations and their teachers, and that
it now and then interferes energetically
with heathen usages. Last year, when
the blacks arose in rebellion in Natal,
some anxiety prevailed, for had they succeeded, a rebellion would have broken
out in the Transvaal also and might have
caused great harm and damage. But the
rebellion in Natal failed, and the Transvaal remained quiet.

The number of native Christians in
Northern Transvaal within the sphere
of work of the two German societies
is estimated at one hundred thousand, and that many heathen are still
found. In some places these are hard
to reach with the Gospel on account
of their great indifference toward the
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Christian doctrine of sin and the
atonement. In other places, and they
are in the majority, there is great
readiness among these heathen to hear
and to believe. Missionary Hoffmann of Mphome, Northern Transvaal, writes:
. I made a visit to the mighty heathen
under chief Mossuane.
The spectacle
which I saw, will never be forgotten.
The heathen chief and thirty or forty of
his heathen subjects were erecting a little
church for his people who were desirous
of learning. There was great rejoicing
among these heathen upon our arrival,
for the chief had expected me and begged
for a teacher for many months.

These heathen people are thus willing to listen to the teaching of the
Gospel, and Christ's cause makes
rapid progress.
A WORTHY RECOGNITION OF
MISSIONS

One of the cheering signs of the
times is found in the increasing number of articles on missions in nonreligious newspapers and magazines.
A striking illustration appears in The
World's Work, which contains in recent issues articles by Edgar Allen
Forbes upon medical and educational
missions, with excellent illustrations
to add to the impressiveness of the
text. Of the second article these are
the opening sentences:
"If a man in quest of material for
an American exhibit were to sail out
of San Francisco Bay with a phonograph recorder, he would come up on
the other side at Sandy Hook with a
polyglot collection of records that
would give the people of the United
States a new conception of their part
in the world's advance toward light.
His audience might hear a spellingclass recite in the tuneful Hawaiian
tongue or listen to Moros, Tagalogs,
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and Igorrotes reading from the same
McGuffey's Reader. A change of records might bring the sound of little
Japanese reciting geography, or of
Chinese repeating the multiplication
table in a dozen dialects. Another
record would tell in quaint Siamese
the difference between a transitive and
an intransitive verb, or conjugate the
verb 'to be' in anyone of the languages of India. One might hear a
professor from Pennsylvania lecturing
on anatomy to a class of young men
in the ancient kingdom of Darius; or
a young woman from Massachusetts
explaining the mvsteries of an eclipse
to a group of girls in Constartinople;
or a Princeton man telling in Arabic
the relations between a major and a
minor premise.
Manual - training
teachers would recognize the sound
of hammer and plane from the headwaters of the Nile and of the Euphrates, the ring of an anvil on the
southern slopes of the Himalayas, or
the hum of a circular saw on the
Kongo or the Niger. And when the
audience had listened to all this and
'My Country, 'tis of Thee,' in Eskimo
and in Spanish, the exhibit of American teaching would have only begun."
ASSISTANCE FOR THE IMMIGRANTS

As a people we are coming slowly
but steadily to see and perform our
duty to the hosts of the foreign-born
who are pouring in upon us, both for
their sakes and our own. The latest
movement relating to this great matter is seen in the recent organization
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in Boston of the North American
Civic League; with such men of high
standing in Church and business circles as President Rothwell of the
Board of Commerce, Bishop Lawrence and ArchbishoiJ O'Connell. The
Boston Young l\fen's Christian Association was prominent in the matter.
The League will place in the steamships, cards and posters in different
languages, containing valuable information. It will act as a clearing-house
for all societies engaged in immigration work, discover and guard against
the agencies which seek to convert the
immigrant into a dangerous citizen,
find employment, where possible, for
the deserving, direct different races
to those sections of the country where
they are most likely to become selfsupporting, and assist them in reaching their destinations. Cooperating
with the government officials and patriotic societies, the League will try
to instruct the immigrants in principles of good government, and to
found a corps of foreign-born men of
high character who will assist in these
various enterprises,
Well does The Congregationalist
suggest: "The fact that last year
brought to this country more than
1,000,000 immigrants, of whom eighteen per cent. were Protestant, twelve
per cent. Hebrew and sixty-six per
cent. Roman Catholic, shows the need
of a movement to prevent this foreign invasion from becoming a burden
and a menace, and help make it a real
blessing to this lanel."
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RELIGIOUS STATISTICS FOR 1907
According to Dr. H. K. Carroll's figures 1ll The Christian Advocate, the
gain in Churches III 1907 IS more than'double that of 1906, but the gain in
Churches is nearly 2,000 less and in communicants over 300,000 less than that
of the previous year. The Roman Catholic denomination report over II,OOO,000 members, while Sadlier's Catholic Directory reports the Roman Catholic
population as 'I3,890,353, the number of priests as I 5,093, with 8,072 churches
and 4,076 missions.
The following table shows the ministers, churches, communicants, and
relative gains or decreases (*):
sm..IARY

~OR

1907

NET

GAINS

FOR

1907

..,
~
'S
:il

Denominations

----------------------1---1,569

Adventists (6 bodies)....................
Baptists (14 bodies).....................
Brethren (River) (3 bodies)..............
Brethren (Plymouth) (4 bodies) •.........
Buddhist (Chinese) •................••..
Buddist and Shintoist (Japanese) ...•.••..
Catholics (9 bodies).....................
Catholic Apostolic .•• :..................
Christadelphians ....................... .
Christian Connection ................... .
Christian Catholic (Dowie) .•....•.•...•..
Christian Scientists .................... .

2,544
55,294
98
314
47

99,298
5,224,305
4,239
6,661

4
259

45
676

3,861
103,358

622

282

266,000

2,168
594
728
54

20
5
748
72
4,359
473
910
156

11,645,495
1,491
1,277
101,597
40,000
85,096
11,500
41,475
8,200
3,084
699,321
1,285,123
121,705
173,641
122,081
340
20,000
237,321
143,000
398,000
2,022,605
46,000
61,690
6,660,784
17,199
1,821,504
830,659
430,458
28,000
740
913
2,142
150,000
2,607
289,652
71,200
52,621
14,126

Grand Total in 1907 ...•....•.•.• 161,731

210,199

Grand total in 1906 .•••..••.•••.. \ 159,430

205,985

Christian Union ....................... .

Church of God (Winebrennarian) ......•..
Church of the New Jerusalem ........... .
Communistic Societies (6 bodies) ........ .

38,279
173

9
15,891
95
1,348
104
1,336
201
499
130

5,923
6,673
3.337
1,503
1,466
4
100
974
301
1,952
8,040
355
Swedish Evangelical Mission Covenant. .. .
Mennonites (12 bodies) ................. _ 1,240
Methodists (17 bodies) ....... _.......... . 41,893
129
Moravians ..
Presbyterians (12 bodies) ........ _. _..... . 12,723
5,197
Protestant Episcopal (2 bodies) ..•........
Reformed (3 hodies). __ ................. .
1,999
4,765
Salvation Army ........................ .
Schwenkfeldians ......... _.... _........ .
6
17
Social Brethren ........................ ..
Society for Ethical Culture ...•.........••
10
Congregationalists ...................... .

Disciples of Christ. ..................... .
Dunkards (4 bodies) .................... .
Evangelical (2 bodies) .................. .
Friends (4 bodies) ...................... .
Friends of the Temple ................. ..
German Evangelical Protestant ..••.•..•...
German Evangehcal Synod ............... .
Jews (2 bodies) ........................ .
Latter-day Saints (2 bodies) .... __ . _.. __ ._
Lutherans (23 bodies) ...••..............

00

•••••••••

0

••••••••••••••••

Spiritualists ............................ .
Theosophical Society .................... .
United Brethren (2 bodies) .....•........
U nitanans

...

0

•••••

•••••••••••••••••••••

Universalists .......................... ..
Independent Congregations .............•.

12,731
10
63
1,340
110
668
268
590
144
22
5,941
11,307
1,159
2,666
.1,075
4
155
1,262
570
1,328
13,169
351
701
61,518
119
16,478
7,779
2,596
1,016

8

10

4,899

2

116

23
"480
96
48

18
197
59
25

2,604
20,365
511
2,564
3,329

10

35

8,901

300
168
10

135

1,646
65,172

381

1,946

"I
18
*61
"45
992
1

556
212
33
33

"SaO
9

10

*79

101,696
276
49,627
"15,833
8,099

442

8

8
9
*67

3,414
200
*3,210

32,983,156

2,301

4,214

627,546

32,355,610

4,201

1,901

931,740

5

It will be interesting to compare these figures with the statistics of missionary work as given in the MISSIONARY REVIEW for January, 1908.
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WHAT ARE THE LIMITS OF CHRISTIAN TOLERATION?
EDITORIAL

One of the conspicuous signs of the
times is the new attitude of tolerance
toward those who differ, especially in
matters pertaining to religion. The
era of bitter controversy and conflict
has been abruptly followed by one of
concession and compromise, whose
watchword is that charming word,
"charity," which is made to cover a
multitude of doctrinal sins. Even
Coleridge's paradox, that "the only
true spirit of tolerance consists in our
conscientious toleration of each other's
intolerance," is out of date; and those
are now considered illiberal and dogmatic, who show any intolerance even
as to errors which they may regard as
vital and fundamental. This whole attitude of liberalism seems to demand
a careful, prayerful, review. There
may be rocks ahead.
One curious and suggestive episode
in Hebrew history stands unique and
solitary. When t:1e respective adherents of David and Ishbosheth-the
rival claimants for the kingdom-were
struggling for the possession of Gibeon-the new seat of the Tabernacle
after the fall of Nob-a contest took
place which, in character and issue,
has no paraIlel even in the combat between the Horatii and Curiatii, four
hundred years later.
Abner, as Ishbosheth's champion,
proposed, to save effusion of blood,
that twelve picked men from each of
the contending hosts should meet in
battle and, as representatives, decide
the issue. David's captain, J oab, accepted the challenge; and, when the
selected Judahites and Benjamites
rushed madly at one another, all of
them fell together. The Benjamites,

famous as left-handed (Judges xx :16),
would naturally seize the heads of
their opponents with the right ha)ld,
while running them through with the
left; the men of Judah, as dexterous
as the others were sinistrous, would,
exactly similarly, use the left hand to
lay hold, and the right to wield the
sword, and so they all feU simultaneously.
This quaintly tragic combat is a parable of many a historic battle waged
with tongue and pen. It is hard to
say on which side the final advantage
lies, because, on both sides something
has been gained and lost; while both
parties were contending for the mastery, neither fuUy secured it. They
were swayed by different motives,
used different methods, and aimed at
different ends. Each got an advantage, but only at the cost of yielding
something, and hence there was a surrender even in securing success. N either completely vanquished the other,
but both had gains offset by losses.
N ever was this more strikingly exemplified than in some modern theological· and ecclesiastical adjustments.
A religious "Tribunal of the Hague"
seems already in sight where all confEct and controversies are to be settled
by compromise; and whether this is
on the whole to be welcomed as an unmixed good, is what, perhaps, it becomes us to consider.
For the first three centuries the
world and the Church were arrayed
against each other with mutual hostility. It was believed that they were
so essentially at war that their opposing principles and tendencies were irreconcilable: those ~ho belonged to
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Christ expected to be hated of all men
for His Name's sake. Under Constantine the world and the Church were
wedded in a State Church, with the
emperor at its head. The via crucis
became the via Jucis, self-denial was
displaced by self-indulgence; the confession of Christ became the signal,
not for the cross but for the crown,
and many thought the millennium had
dawned. The Church won the world
and disarmed opposition; but, meanwhile, the world captured the Church
and leavened it with secularism. The
world became more churchly, but the
Church vastly more worldly, reminding of the experiments in "endosmose"
and "exdosmose," where two liquids
on opposite sides of the membrane so
intermingle as that each loses its individual qualities and assimilates with
the other.
There are many other examples in
history, and they are multiplying fast
in these days, of the abatement of opposition by a mutual concession. This
is especially exhibited in the domain
of politics, where it seems to be a settled maxim, that "if you can not get a
whole loaf you are to be content with
half." Even such a man as Gladstone,
with high ethical ideals and orthodox
religious views, justified compromise
on the ground that it was impracticable
to carry ·out in the political sphere the
strict principles of truth and honesty;
one must do the best he can with the
elements he has to confront.
The bearing of this matter upon
mission work, and in fact upon the
whole conflict of Christianity with
heathenism and skepticism, is of immense importance. Some of us can not
avoid a profound misgiving that there
is a peril in union that may be worse
than in separation, and that some
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peace may be bought at the price of
purity-a daubing of a falling wall
with untempered mortar, a yielding of
what is vital, a sacrifice of truth. It
is quite possible in some forms of mission work to overcome opposition by
eliminating what arouses antagonism,
or by virtually assimilating Christianity to heathenism. Roman Catholicism has won more than one victory
over Buddhism by simply investing
Buddhistic rites and customs with a'
new name, leaving its essentials untouched; and there is a strong movement now in favor of allowing polygamy among heathen converts, if it existed before conversion, and tolerating
ancestral worship as a mere form of
reverence for parental authority, etc.
Two marked manifestations of this
tendency toward toleration may be
mentioned as examples: one a recent
course of lectures delivered in India
by a theological professor; and the
other a work of fiction from the pen of
a prominent evangelist, preacher and
author.*
The lectures, delivered in India and
Ceylon, are on "The Witness of the
Oriental Consciousness to Jesus
Christ." In the dedication, the lecturer announces himself as one "who
believes in the unity of the human
race, and who looks with reverence
on the India of the past, with affection
on the India of the present, and with
ardent expectation on the India of the
future." In the opening lecture he
proclaims his "affection and admiration for brethren of other faiths," and
his appreciation "of the qualities of
the Oriental consciousness," and
"their potential value for the higher
interpretation of the Christian relig• Barrows' Lectures, 1906, Charles Cuthhert Hall.
A Prophet in Babylon, W. J. Dawson,
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ion." He thinks "the East marvelously qualified to be the interpreter vf
the Christian mysteries;" he addresses
his Indian hearers, appealing to their
"tolerant and discriminating minds,"
"as a friend returning to friends, with
whom he has taken sweet counsel before, and on whose broad and catholic
friendship he now depends." He does
"not consider that the hereditary divergencies of racial and religious tradition offer the slightest impediment
to fellowship," etc. The following
paragraph may be quoted in full:
My Brethren (if I may have the honor
to address you in that term of blended affection and respect), I have set before you
in outline the purpose that brings me the
second time to India. The prospectus of my
argument is in your possession. You know
my heart. I have kept nothing back. Because you are what you are, possessors,
through a proud and ancient ancestry, of
that most rich treasure, the Oriental consciousness, I bring to you a treasure, rich,
profound, sacred, worthy of your ancestry,
worthy of yourselves. I ask you to examine
it in relation to yourselves, looking up.on it
as an instrument through which you, gentlemen of the East, may discharge an incalculable service for the whole world.

This sounded so much like flattery
that the lecturer himself felt constrained empha~ical1y to disclaim any
such intention; but it is conciliation
carried, as many think, to the extreme.
With every page of the opening lecture
this attitude of almost homage toward
the "Oriental consciousness" becomes
more conspicuously prominent. He selects four elements which contribute to
(his "consciousness"-"The contemplative life; the presence of the unseen;
aspiration toward ultimate being; the
sanctions of the past." We quote
again:
You have been Orientals since the dawn
of the world. Continue to be Orientals forever, till the world's last twilight closes in
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the final darkness. Cling to the contemplative life: your glorious heritage, your peculiar strength. It has given you elements
of personality of which the West stands in
need and shall one day come seeking at your
hand. It has given you repose, gentleness,
patience, gravity, noble indifference alike to
material possession and material privation,
eternal remembrance of the things that eye
hath not seen nor ear heard, which God
hath prepared for them that love Him.
You are aware that the immemorial
thought of India emphasizes the reality of
the invisible absolute, while to some extent
admitting the distinction of the individual
soul and its phenomenal environment, but
regarding it under the terms "Maya" or
"Avidya." . . . Without going into this
very interesting subject, which I have the
greatest desire to investigate further under
competent Eastern guides, my purpose in
referring to it at all is to point out that
the age-long tendency of Indian thinking to
clothe itself in the various forms of monism, has overspread the East with a most
solemn and impressive sense of the presence
of the unseen. It is not strange that the
East has been historically the birthplace of
everyone of the great religions of the
world, and the natural fountain and origin
of the world's religious experience. That
this religious experience has undergone
stages of development with which I personally could not be satisfied, as, for example, in some of the forms and phenomena of animism, which, as a matter of
fact, seem to me to have been greatly influenced from non-Aryan sources, is not a
matter germane to my present purpose. I
wish to testify that, as I come into tHe
East once more, I am more than ever conscious of the fact that' here the presence
of the unseen is realized. That fact is inherently sublime. It bears witness to the
indestructible seed of divinity within the
finite soul. It is the refusal of man to be
put off with the husk of physical existence,
because the eternal wheat of immortality is
his portion. May the day never come when
the East, inebriated with the wine of modern culture, and dazzled by the appliances
of modern civilization, shall move from her
high seat of vision, forget her prophets of
the invisible, barter her great inheritance in
the unseen and bow down before the per-
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ishable idols of this present age, the' unconsecrated gods of a passing hour! . . .
'I speak with emotion of that element of
sl1blimity in Oriental consciousness which
I have called eastern reverence for the
sanctions of the past. I do not discuss at
the present moment whether in all respects your past, great as it has
been, should be permitted to control
your present as much as your reverence
allows it to do. I do not raise the question
here of how far "the shadow of the future,"
as Me Kidd calls it, may be invoked to
fall upon you even as already it has fallen
upon us, But one thing I affirm with confidence and with admiration which I do
not seek to disguise: the sublimity of that
element in the eastern mind which tenaci~usly, proudly, reverently esteems its
great inheritances, treasures its ancestral
classics, keeps faith with its forefathers, sits
unwearied, after three thousand years, at
the living springs of its primeval hopes. If
the watchword of the West is Progress,
the watchword of the East is Faith!

These extracts suffice both to allow
the lecturer to speak for himself, and
to illustrate the remarkably conciliatory tone of this whole series. Such
catholicity and charity are charming;
but may they not be misleading? Is
not Christianity essentially intolerant
of all heathenism, even the most refined and cultured? Whatever may
be said of the "sublimity of the Oriental consciousness," one thing is
sure: it does not prevent these Indians, whom the lecturer salutes as
"brethren," from drawing their popular creed from Vedic hynms, in which
there are no higher conceptions of sin
than a failure to address praises to the
elementary deities, or gratify them
with oblations; and these were hearers who believe in "endless transmigrations of souls," and are "philosophic
atheists," and yet have enough deities,
such as they are, to supply "a million
for every day in the year."
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It is also a universal fact that idolatry and immorality are allied. Nowhere has idol worship prevailed without that strange worship of sex that
sanctifies even prostitution as a surrender to the gods. The subject does
not allow of fair treatment in these
pages; but India is no exception to
this universal fact; and, in view of
the awful exaltation of a cow and degradation of woman, this praise of the
Oriental consciousness seems at best
one-sided. If the Bible is true and
Christ and His disciples were not intolerant and fanatical dogmatics, there
is "no salvation in any other," and India can find eternal life only in the
one "Name given under heaven among
men whereby we must be saved."
In the work of fiction to which reference is made, the author has portrayed in colors, sufficiently vivid, the
failure of the Church to realize the
great mission to the masses of mankind in the great cities. There is no
denying the great gulf, apparently
fixt and so far unbridgeable, between
the Church and the poor, the outcast,
the working classes. The few certainly fail to reach the many. The
more spiritual-minded, both in the
ministry and in the membership, laTIleht as undeniable the alienation of
the multitudes from the house of worship. It is not needful to enter upon
this matter; the facts are substantially
as the writer puts them, The serious
question is his proposed remedy.
The book suggests "A League of
Service," in which "ali who love unite
in behalf of all who suffer." The
conception is ennobling and inspiring,
and the way in which it is supposed
to be embodied in action commends
itself to the heroic element in all unselfish souls. But, with all that is
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good, the same excess of liberalism
appears. The main characters in this
story are, for the most part, those
whose faith has been singularly shaken
and who have been led or driven into
more liberal views. The whole trend
of the story is toward the elimination
of dogma from Christianity, and the
substitution of unselfish ministry to all
who have need, in its place. Those here
held up to admiration and imitation,
have found themselves defenseless before destructive criticism and have
become heretical, but redeemed even
heresy by loving and self-denying
service. The "League" which is to take
the place of the wo~n-out and virtually defunct church, is not to be called
a church, nor to have creeds, forms or
subscriptions. Its law is to be freedom; its condition, service. It is to
unite all who love humanity in the
common service of humanity. It is to
be a society of equals. It will worship
Christ, but neither as God nor man;
rather as a living presence in all men,
making all men divine. It will attract
everybody, for it will include everybody, and be based on universal ideas.
And to make the author's new declaration of independence more explicit,
the only creed is to be love, and the
only test, service. The appeal is "alike
to Catholic and Protestant, to Unitarians and Trinitarians," and "would
not exclude the Buddhist and the Mohammedan" ; it would embrace men of
no fixt religious creed who, nevertheless, "admit the principle of altruism
in human conduct."*
Again these citations must suffice;
but they compel us to face the issue,
whether those who cali themselves
Christian disciples are to surrender all
creeds, and join in a league of unsel-

fish service with all who will join
them on the basis of pure altruism!
Whether doctrine is to be considered
as of no consequence, and deportment
to be the critelOion? Whether our faith
-in the sense of a system of beliefis to be allowed almost any limits of
unrestraint, only so that love consents
to serve unselfishly all who suffer or
have need?
This is no ghost of fancy but a ponderous and substantial reality-this
new and widely advocated theory of
Christian life. It will not down at our
bidding, and we must make up our
minds as to our position on the question which is imperatively demanding
an answer.
Is there ground to fear that, while
thus avoiding the Scylla of intoler"ance, we are running perilously near
the Charybdis of laxity? There is an
element of sentiment in humanity to
which unselfishness appeals. But the
noblest service to God and man is the
fruit of faith, not of unbelief. To
count it a matter of indifference what
one believes, provided he is sincere, is
to make it no longer worth while,
either to search after truth or to obey
it when found. Right and truth, and
wro()ng and er~or, are eternally allied,
and no human policy can reverse these
relations. It can never be a matter of
no moment what a man holds to be
true. We are to "hold fast the form
of sound words with faith and love,
which are in Christ Jesus." Such lectures as we have instanced, addrest to
the heathen, make inconsistent a 00spel message that makes salvation to
depend on the acceptance of Jesus
Christ. Such a "League of Service,"
however noble as a philanthropic
measure, can never take the place of
the Church which its founder declared
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built upon the confession of Himself
as Christ the Son of the living God.
While the New Testament remains our
guide, our love for all men must not
blind us to their doctrinal errors, nor
to the danger they involve. Salvation
prepares for service. Men need first
of all to be saved from both their
errors of belief and their iniquities of
life; then, built upon Christ as the
Savior, the Son of God, the Lord of
life, faith in Him makes ready for a
service in His name that is not the
product of a capricious impulse or a
transient sentiment, but a principle of
life as unchanging as God Himself.
If, as Mr. Dawson contends, the
Church has failed, possibly the remedy
lies not in substituting for it a League
of Service, but in a return toward
the primitive beliefs and practises that
made the Apostolic Church the greatest league of service the world has
ever seen. If the idols could be put
away-the idolatry of music, architec-
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ture, oratory, and estheticism generally; if money and culture and rank
could be less the standards which attract homage and foster caste; if selfishness, with its love of ease and love
of novelty could be displaced by a
Christlike self-denial, and devotion to ~
eternal truth; if prayer were more
cherished as the great motive power in
holiness and service; if, in a word, the
Spirit of the living, loving God could
have in His own house, more liberty
to work unhindered, so that He could
do His mighty works-it is quite possible that the lost dynamic of the pulpit might be restored, and the lost
hold of the Ch1.\rch on the common
people regained. While we are looking about for a substitute for God's
imperial institution, it may be well to
inquire whether, by proper repentance
and retracement of steps, we might
not find in the way of new conformity
to His pattern also new enduement
with His power.

BATTLE HYMN OF THE CHURCH
To be sung to the Tune Zion; 8s. 7s. & 45.
BY REV.

J.

FORD SUTTON, D.D

Hark, the tread of coming millions
Marching on-the hosts of God;
Coming from the isles and nations,
Ransom'd by the Savior's blood.
Hear them shonting!
"He hath wash'd us in His Blood!"

Soldiers of the cross, long waiting
For the coming of this dayToiling, weeping, watching, prayingCourage take and march away!
"We have triumphed!"
Soon you'll hear our Captain say.

God His promise is fulfilling
To His well beloved Son;
Heathen nations to Him giving,
For a heritage, His own.
See them coming!
All to worship at His throne.

When the long retreat has sounded,
And our Chieftain leads the way,
By His conquering host surrounded,
To the realms of endless day;
Then, how blessed!
To have fought to win the day.

Christ is seeing of the travail
Of His loving waiting soul
In the triumphs of the Gospel
Over m<.-,l, from pole to pole.
Hear their praises!
Like the voices of waters roll.

Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
Hallelujah to the Lamb!
All in Earth and all in Heaven
Sound the praises of His name!
Mighty Savior!
We will conquer in Thy name.
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WEALTHY HINDUS GOING TO A MELA

WHERE SINS ARE WASHED AWAY
BY

MRS.

MARGARET DENNING,

MUZAFFARPlJR, INDIA

Or rather where people believe and sometimes hundreds, left bethey are washed away. There are hind on the wide platforms, shouta number of places in India where ing and struggling to the last to gain
Hindus congregate for ceremonial entrance to the jammed cars, those
bathing, at certain times and sea- inside vociferously ordering them
sons in great throngs. Sonpur, in off, pushing them from the steps,
the province of Bengal, is the scene and all hauling and mauling until
of one of these great melas. From the last chance was gone.
every village and town they come
And what a medley to the sight
on foot, by horse, camel or e1ephant- as well!
Umbrellas, brass and
back; in the richly caparisoned earthen cooking vessels, (some of
"rath" of olden days, or in "dan- the latter breaking occasionally),
dies," ox carts, "ekkas" (horse cart sticks, the inevitable "hooka," rolls
for one), and thousands by rail,sit- of bedding, screaming children,
ting crammed together in the box cars, strings of frightened women, each
hanging on the sides, if allowed; holding to the garment of the one
begging permission to sit on the in front; garments of red, yellow,
floor in first- and second-class cars, purple, green, white and blue, sweet(but paying only third-class fare), meat and "pan-supari" venders, "teaanyway, anyhow, on to the mela!
water" men, "cold-ice" sellers, all in
At ever.y station we saw dozens, one tumultuous mass, calling to
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friends, shouting their wares or their
gods, begging for places, beseeching
alms, abusive, pleading; in discomfort, chilliness, hunger, illness-even
death sometimes, on to the mela!
How they gazed at our party of
six, settling comfortably for the
night, in a small compartment reserved for us by the railway officials.

•
TAKING A DRINK WITHOUT

BREAKING

CASTE

It must have been difficult for them
to understand. And when they arrive at the meta, most of these
scenes repeat themselves; dust,
noise, crowds, animals, worship,
buying and selIing, crude amusements, sincerity, sins; and everything very barefaced and manifest.
The people were bathing all along
the banks of the Gunduk river, but
the more religious traveled on foot
four miles to the junction of the
Gunduk and the Ganges, determined
to reach the most holy stream for
their yearly ceremonial purification.
Vife hired a small boat near the
great red bridge which spans the
Gunduk. The bridge has, on either
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side of the rails, footpaths, solid
with human beings, and as we
floated down to the junction, we
watched this living stream on the
bridge, and the bathing throngs in
the water. 'People were mixed up
with plunging elephants, horses,
buffaloes and cattle. The water was
indescribably filthy, but the bathers
dipt it up in their hands and quaffed
it as the nectar of the gods. One
said it tasted like milk. It surely
exceeded it in consistency. At one
place a dense crowd was ascending
and descending to and from the special temple of Shiva, which consecrates this place and is the partiClllar lodestone· drawing the 'people
here year after year.
Near the temple was a long line
of fakirs. The more correct name
is siiclhu, when applied to Hindu religious or holy men . They are filthy
and loathsome in the extreme, entirely naked save for a tiny strip
of cloth; their faces and bodies
smeared with ashes and manure, and
around their necks strings of dirty
prayer-beads. Their hair was matted
with cow dung and various designs
in colors disfigured still more their
vile faces. Near the bridge we saw
one man buried in tl)e earth up to
his neck, his face made more hideous by being daubed with tumeric
powder, and the pl'Otruding head
looking like that of a dead ghoul,
but for an occasional opening of the
evil eyes. A little further on, an
arm extending from the earth, the
remainder of the man being buried
in . some way; the fingers held a
string of beads and manipulated it
industriously.
Around all these loathsome creatures an. admiring crowd collected.
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These beings with "features fell,
brought to the soul wierd thoughts
of hell," and yet, to those poor gazers, this travesty of holiness represented the apex of religious thought
and endea VOL Now and then a rush
through the crowd would be made
by a group of devotees shouting,

A HINDU :FAK[R IN

"Ram, Ram, Sita Ram," as they ran
to the river.
The Shiva temple had a door
scarcely three feet wide, ami the
people were crushing in, a solid mass
of living, breathing fanaticism .
Most of them carried aloft a little
brass vessel full of Ganges water,
and endeavored to pour it out before the ida!. Some, failing this,
threw the water high in the air, and
those upon whom it fell were grateful for the sanctifying drops. A
stream trickled out from the temple from the abundant libations and
made a very miry place in the road
over which myriads of feet were
treading, as the people sought their
"god."
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And what makes the special sanctity 6f this temple and this image
of Shiva?
Our pundit, from whom we take
leo;sons in Urdu and Hindi, who spoke
in English, and is fairly well educated,
saw nothing incongruous or foolish
in the story he gave of the origin

HIS WEIGHT OF CHAIN::)

of this especial festival at this particular shrine. Here is his story: "The
temple is in honor of Shiva and the
image or gael in it has not been placed
there by man or consecratecl by man.
The name of the god is Harihar (pronounced 'hurry-hur'). Hari;'s one
of the forms of Vishnu (the preserver
in the Hindu Triad), Har is one of
th~ forms of Shiva (the destroyer).
Shiva was here invoked by Vishnu.
A long time ago here ,was a forest
and wild elephants roamed; and one
day one came to drink water in the
river and an alligator caught hold of
him by the leg and tried to drag him
into the river. A struggle ensued. At
last the elephant became, of course,
helpless, and feeling himself placed,
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in great danger, called out to Vishnu
for help with all the sincerity Of his
geart, and so, of course, Vish11:u having mercy for him, came and released
him out of the mouth of the alligator
and killed the alligator. And for the
memory of the event Vishnu invoked
Shiva, and Shiva, of course, in a man-

A
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is 'He who dwells in every heart.' But
these crowds know nothing. Only the
educated ones know. These simply run
from habit, calling 'Ram, Ram, Sita
Ram.' This name includes Ram himself and God in any form because it
is apparent that he who dwells in
every heart is Ram." This was not

BIBLE· COLPORTEUR SELLING BIBLES AT A MELA IN

INDIA

ner became fixt there and made the very lucid, but the pundit did not
spot an inhabitable place. No, of know it.
course that is not all," the pundit con"Why do these crowds go every
tinued, "Vishnu· ordained that who year? Do they go for worship? This
ever will come and offer Ganges water year there were more than two million·
to Shiva will be thought to be-what pilgrims, according to railway tickets
shall I say? Ah, to be meritorious!
purchased and other counting; why
"The reason some call out to 'Ram, do they all go?" I asked. "Most of
Ram, Sita Ram,' is that Ram is an them go for the purpose of mela," he
incarnation of Vishnu and Sita was answered, "that is, to see and hear and
his wife. Altho the names of God buy and sell. The thing is, there are
are innumerable, yet of all the names pilgrimages and worship which men
Ram is the most effective. It comes do from imitation, but there. is merit
from the root Ram (pronounced only to the few who do it from the
'rum') and the meaning of this root heart."
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"Does anyone teach these multitudes?" I asked. "Nobody t~aches
them," he answered, "that is, no one
has made it his especial duty to teach
them. Who is to care for that? The
government does nothing. The rich
men are also ignorant and how can
they do anything? Yes, there are
• a few religious teachers who instruct
some of the people. Only a few of
those fakirs are real fakirs. Most are
only beggars. They put ashes on as
a sign that they are holy men. Yes,
they are highly respected, of course,
in India. If a great Rajah comes in
grandeur he will not be respected and
reverenced so much; but if he puts
on ashes and filth he will receive many
obeisances, . for he comes as a holy
man.
"Yes, most of the fakirs and sadhus (sod-hoos) are bad men." This
and much of his talk being in answer
to questions from me.
"Oh, yes, I think there are good
ones among them. There is one man
at Hajipur, Lakshman Das, who is
a true holy man. The holy man at
Benares also-I have forgotten his,
name; he is now dead."
I told him that I had seen Sri Swamy Bhaskar-anand Saraswati at the
monkey temple in Benares, and also
his marble image there. I admitted
that he was probably sincere and good
in a way. But what good has he
done? In what is the world any better for his having lived? Admitting
that he sat in contemplation of what
;s good for years and years, was it not
an intense selfishness to care for his
own salvation alone?"
But the pundit could not see. Ah,
that is the test; what good has this
religion done? With its high-sounding talk among the lettered few, about
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astral planes, mahatmas, sadhus, and
similar visionary nonsense, taken up,
alas, by some western people. A few
may gasp and gaze, but what of unselfishness, purity, or philanthropy can
it show? What good have these few
barefooted Brahminical Theosophical
"OM, UM, OOM" people done for
their land or their people? Alas, that
among them are some English' women
sitting at the feet of "swamies" in
Benares, delvii1g for truth with the
muck-rake, while the real vision of
glory-the coming of Christ to India,
is before them, if they but lift their
eyes.
"To the poor the Gospel is
preached," the test now as then, of
the real, the divine religion. With it
comes the uplift of the poor-the
"making many rich"; schools, hospitals, hope, salvation, love. This dark
picture of the mela is a picture of the
best that these people have.
Oh, for Truth's great electric to replace these feeble rushlights of devotion, which but serve to make manifest
the dense gloom around.
"Vhat man cares for these souls?

.. THUS SPEAKETH CHRIST OUR
LORD" *

Ye call me MASTER and ob~y me not,
Ye call me LIGHT and see me not,
Ye call me WAY and walk not,
Ye call me LIFE and desire me not,
Ye call me WISE and follow me not,
Ye call me FAIR and love me not,
Ye call me RICH and ask me not,
Ye call me ETERNAL and seek me not,
Ye call me GRACIOUS and trust me not,
Ye call me NOBLE and serve me not,
Ye call me MIGHTY and honor me not,
Ye call me JUST and fear me not,
If I condemn you blame me not.
• From an old slab in the Cathedral of Lubeck,
Germany.
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THE BIBLE IN INDIA
BY THE REV. H. U. WEITBRECHT, PH.D., D.D., PUNJAB, INDIA
Missionary of the Church Missionary Society, Chief Reviser of the Urdu New Testament

India is a focus of the world's religions and a land of ancient Scriptures. It is the home of Brahmanism
with its Vedas; the motherland of
Buddhism and its Tripitaka, and still
shelters a fringe of Buddhist adherents in the northwestern Himalayas.
A fifth of its population consists of the
followers of Islam who hold to the
Koran as the uncreated word of God.
It retains, in the South, one branch of
an ancient Church-the Syrian-which
has kept a primeval translation of the
Bible for more than a millennium: and
a shrunken community of Jews, using
the Hebrew Old Testament, which
their forefathers brought over, perhaps two thousand years ago.*
But India is also aland of illiteracy.
Even now, after half a century of systematic education, out of the 283, 000,000 people (excluding Burmah) only
fourteen per cent. of the males, and
one-half per cent. of the females are
in any sense literate; and the Brahmans, who form only five per cent. of
the population, include seventeen per
cent. of the literate class, a fact which
throws no small light on the earlier
history of their supremacy. What the
illiteracy of India was before Christian missionary pioneers made the first
beginnings toward popular education
we can only conjecture. Those attempts, long since- overtaken by the
resources of the State, once roused to
its duty, yet still providing an appreciable portion of the education of the
land, resulted in making the Indian
Christians the best-educated part of
* I refer, of course, to the Syrian churches in the
native States of Iravancore and Cochin. and to the
three synagogs of black, white and yellow Jews in
the city of Cochin.-H. U. W.

the community (Brahmans not excepted) and paved the way for the
work of the Bible in India.
India is also the land of many
tonglles. They are variously counted,
but Dr. C. H. Grierson, author of the •
Indian Linguistic Census, estimates
143 languages, differing from each
other no less than French and Spanish, belonging to three great familiesthe Aryan, the Dravidian, and the Indo-Chinese; the first spoken by some
220,000,000, the second by 60,000,000,
the third (again excluding Burmah),
by about 3,000,000.
To the teachers of the earlier religions of India this Babel of Ian ....
guages made little difference so far
as their sacred Scriptures were concerned. Throughout their history the
holy books of the Brahman, the Buddhist and the Moslem' have remained
veiled from the common people in the
obscurity of a sacred tongue, Sanskrit, Pali or Arabic, and their teachers have been content to pursue the
primitive method of the earliest Christian catechists, whom Papias describes as translating St. Matthew's
Hebrew record of the Sayings of our
Lord, "each as he was able." But the
Gospel is the religion, not of the letter which killeth, but of the Spirit
which giveth life, and from the first
it has appealed in its records to the
universal consciousness, causing men
to hear in their own tongues the wonderful works of God. The evangelists have given us the words and
works of Jesus, not in the Aramaic
which he spoke (save a few fragments), but in the Greek, which would
reach the greatest number within and
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without the Church. But after a very
few generations, Latin- and Syriacspeaking churches had multiplied, and
the second century saw translations of
the Bible made for them, so that the
message had gone forth in the three
languages which proclaimed at once
the accusation and the dignity of
the crucified Christ. Thenceforward
through all its history the Dible has
done its chief work by means of translations. Of course, there have been
three groups: the early versions, such
as those already mentioned, which
sprang from the missionary activity
of the early Church; the great European versions of the Reformation period, at once the cause and the result
of a spiritual and intellectual revival
of Christendom; and the systematic
Bible translations of the modern age,
again connected with the missionary
work of the Church in that portion
which bases belief and practise upon
an open Bible. The translation and
dissemination of the Bible in the world
has become an activity which can
brook no mere opportunism, but must
insist on taking a complete survey of
the condition and needs of the entire
race for whom the message is intended. And this necessity has produced great organizations, the Bible
Societies, whose work, if it is to be
efficiently executed, demands fervent
zeal no less than technical ability. In
India we have a typical theater of
their operations, displaying every variety of religion and culture.
To describe the work of the Bible
in India is in effect to describe the
'operations of the British and Foreign
Bible Society in that country. A certain amount is also done in the way of
circulation by the National Bible Society of Scotland, while the Baptist
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Bible Translation Society represents
the earliest translators of the Serampore Mission. :American missionaries
sometimes act as secretaries to the local auxiliaries, notably the Rev. T. S.
\i\Tynkoop, secretary of a most progressive branch at Allahabad, of whom
more hereafter. The American Bible
Society has now and then given a
grant in aid toward the proC:uction of
some version, but it has not (so far
as I know) worked systematically in
India.
The work of the British and Foreign Society (established at home in
1804) was first organized in India
by the establishment of the Calcutta
Auxiliary in ISIl, and one of its earliest undertakings was to print and circulate the epoch-making Urdu tr:1I1slation by the great Henry Martyn,
which he completed in the same year,
and of which he wrote : "Your design
of announcing the translation as
printed at the expense of the British
and Foreign Bible Society I highly approve. I wish to see honor put upon
so Godlike an institution." Since that
time other auxiliaries have been established in Madras, Bombay, Allahabad,
Lahore and Bangalore, under the control of local committees who raise a
certain amount by subscriptions in India, but mainly financed by the liberal
subsidies in cash and 'books which the
parent society sends out.* The circulation is carried on through the central depositaries, aided by branches in
the more important cities and by colporteurs widely scattered throughout
the land, and also by a staff of Biblewomen who carryon the slow and
difficult work of circulating the Scrip• The expenditure of the British and Foreign Bible
Society on its branches in India for 1904 (exclusive of

printing Indian Scriptures at home) was £9.496; that
of the Scotch Bible Society, £2,065.
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tures in the Zenanas. At the Decennial
Conference of 1902 it was reported
that during the previous decade over
6,000,000 copies of the Bible, New
Testament and portions, had been circulated in sixty languages and dialects.
During 1904 the copies circulated were
as follows:
British and Foreign Bible Society 664,578
National Bible Society of Scotland 198,774
Baptist Bible Translation Society
(issues) ..... ,., ... ".,." ... ,. 58,000
Total for 1904 ",." .. """ 921,352

To appreciate what this dissemination of the Bible means we must consider to what extent the languages of
India have been reached by the Bible
translator. Excluding Burmah, the
lists of the British and Foreign Bible
Society show that out of 143 Indian
languages only 43 as yet have the
Bible, in whole or in part. But of
these, eleven represent the great nations of India, thus:
Bengali, viz.:
Hindu* ........ 21,000,000
Musalmani* '" 23,000,000
Gujurati ......... .
Hindi, viz.:
Western ....... 39,500,000
Eastern , ...... 21,500,000
Bihari ....... " 37,000,000
Rajasthani ..... 11,000,000
Kanarese ....... .
Malayalam ...... .
Marathi ........ ,.
Oriya .. , ........ .
Panjabi, viz.:
Hindu* ........ 7,000,000
.Musalmani* .... 10,000,000
Western ....... 3,250,000
Sindhi .......... .
Tamil ........... .
Telugu .............. "." ..
Total population with access to the Bible ...... .

44-,500,000
10,000,000

109,000,000
10,500,000
6,000,000
18,250,000
9,500,000

20,250,000
3,000,000
16.500,000
20,000,000
267,500,000

But the impression conveyed by
these figures requires modification:
(I) Of the twelve languages enumerated nine have the whole Bible,
* These are only rough estimates.
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while Hindu, Panjabi and Sindhi have
only the New Testament complete
and portions of the Old Testament.
(2) But it will be noted that three of
them are subdivided, viz.: Bengali,
Hindi and Panjabi. In' the case of
Hindi this division is racial, in that
of Bengali it is religious, and (tho it
happens that almost all the speakers
of western Panjabi are Mohammedans) with Panjabi it is both, In each
of these languages there is a standard
version, representing the original
Sanskrit language; in the Musalmani
dialects of Bengali and Panjabi only
Scripture portions are extant. (3)
In Hindi the language of modern literature is based on the western dialect, and in this we have the whole
Bible, while in the other great
tongues of the Hindi area only beginnings have been made. (4) In'this
list Urdu is not mentioned at all, tho
it is the most widely spread language
of India, being the language of literature and culture wherever Mohammedans dwell, and the medium of
education and administration and general intercourse over an area of North
India with a population of not less
than 100,000,000. But it is grammat- .
icaIly base'd on western Hindi and
therefore included under it in the
enumeration given,
These remarks will serve to show
the complevity and vastness of Bibletranslation work in India, especially
when we remember that there are
eight more languages whose speakers number from one to two millions.
Of these Kashmiri has the whole
Bible; Pashtu and K 01 the New Testament; while Malto and Gond have
Pashtu (1,25°,000) and
portions.
Tibetan ( under 100,000) represent
much larger populations beyond the
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frontiers of the Indian Empire, and as
a matter of fact we know that the
Christian Scriptures to some extent
. reach those popUlations. Scriptures
also go in the languages of India
(chiefly Urdu and Hindi and Tamil)
to Demerara, Australia, South Africa,
the East African Protectorate, and
other countries where the Indian laborer, soldier or trader emigrates. We
may assume that the literates of India, about I5,ooo,00o-all read one
of the principal languages above enumerated and this shows to what extent the Bible is so far accessible to
the peoples of the empire.
In this polyglot mission field the
work of translation and revision of
Biblical versions is constantly going
on. The last two years have seen the
completion of the revision of three
great tran~latioGs, the Old Testament
in Hindi, and the New Testament in
Telugu and Urdu; also the beginnings
of new versions in Brahui for the tribe
of that name in Baluchistan, and Balti
for a mountain tribe of northern
Kashmir, both Mohammedan. Broadly
speaking, the Indian translator does
not have to encounter the difficulties
of which we hear in the case of savage tribes whose idea of feasting is
intoxication on beer, and who call
love a preference for half-putrid meat.
We have to do with languages possessing a grammar, a character, and
more or less of a literature. Yet even
so the different atmosphere of thought
in which they have grown to maturity
often enough presents puzzling problems of a special kind, besides those
which always attend the transference
of thought from the mold of one language to that of another. Before illustrating this, however, let me give
a very brief indication of the way in
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which the work of Biblical translation
in India has developed.
Before the beginning of the nineteenth century only sporadic translations had been made: a Tamil New
Testat1.1ent by the Dutch missionaries
of Ceylon, in 1688, followed by
another by the Danish. Missionary
Ziegenbalg of Tranquebar in 1715; an
unprinted Telugu version in 1732, and
a Hindustani (Urdu) translation of
the New Testament by the German,
Schultze, of the same mission: with
attempts at portions in Bengali and
Hindustani by a Doctor Thomas and
a Mr. Hunter~these constitute the
whole recGrd. But in 1793 arrived
William Carey, who, while still a cobbler, had taught himself Hebrew,
Greek, Latin and French, and that
because "his heart burned incessantly
with a desire for the salvation of the
heathen, and his mind was filled with
the idea of being some day a translator of the Word of God into the languages of those who still sit in darkness." In 1799 he was joined by
Ward, the printer, and Marshman, the
second linguist, and under the protection of the Danish flag in the city
of Holy Rama (Serampore-Sri Rampur) a work was begun by this triumvirate which resulted by the time of
Carey's death (1834) in the publication of the whole Bible in six Indian
languages, besides Chinese; of the
New Testament in twenty-three other
languages; and of portions in ten
tongues more. The work was accomplished at a cost of £91,500, of which
the British and Foreign Bible Society contributed about £30,000, and the
translators (who subsisted on a pittance while they were receiving liberal salaries for linguistic work from
the government) with their Indiar.
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friends, over 15,000. The enthusiasm
excited among the home congregations
by the work of the three was such
that it became necessary to stop the
contributions, and the esteem in which
the linguistic work of the missionaries
were held in India contributed not a
little to form the public opinion which
brought abo~t the removal (in 18 13)
of the prohibition of missionary effort
by the East India Company. In the
nature of the case, it was impossible
that the bulk of this work should be
other than pioneering; the most colossal industry could not give the necessary supervision to the Indian helpers engaged on all these ve.-sions. A
certain number, like the Multani, have
never come into practical use at all;
others, like Dr. Marshman's Chinese,
have been principally usefuL as a basis
for the work of successors, but several, especially the Bengali, Oriya and
Sanskrit hold the field to this day, of
course after needful ,revision.
While Carey, Marshman and Ward
were engaged in their great undertaking, there arrived in India another
scholar, trained under different conditions, possessing the highest distinctions which an English university
could confer,but moved by the same
consuming zeal for the conversion of
the. world to Christ, which burned in
them. Henry Martyn arrived in India in May, 1805, as a' chaplain of the
East India Company by appointment,
yet a missionary by vocation, without
neglecting his pastoral charge. If the
eyes of the Serampore brethren were
directed to the Far East, so that they
included Chinese in their great scheme
of Bible translation, Henry Martyn
looked also westward in his desire
for the conversion of the Moslem.
He had made studies already in Ara-
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bic, Persian and Urdu (or Hindustani). This latter was the speech of
Mohammedan rule in India, formed
by grafting on Hindi a Persian and
Arabic vocabulary and idiom, and on
this language first he laid his hand
for Christ as being the key to unlock
for the immense Mohammedan population of India the teachings of the
Law, the Psalter and the Gospel,
which their prophet declared to be inspired. When Carey found that a
well-equipped scholar was ready to
take up the work in the three great
Moslem languages, he showed equal
good sense and Christian feeling in
leaving them to him. Martyn seems
to have begun work immediately after
his arrival; at any rate in less than
two years (March, 1808) the first
draft was completed and sent to scholars at Calcutta for criticism. During
the following three years it was frequently revised, and in r810 the Urdu
version, together with one in Persian,
was finally submitted for the approval
of critics. The Urdu was passed and
sent to press in r8I I. The Persian
was rejected, as too full of Arabic, and
in the same year Martyn left for Persia to perfect it, and on the way home
thence laid down his life at Tocat in
Asia Minor. Two year; after his
death, in 1813, the Urdu New Testament was published, the whole edition
having narrowly escaped destruction
in the fire which destroyed the Serampore Press in 1812, and in 1815 the
Persian appeared. Both these versions have undergone revision, the
Persian once, and the more widely
circulated Urdu three times,* but in
both instances Martyn's translation
* The last revision of the Urdu New Testa·
ment took place from 1893 to 1904 and has just

issued from the l?ress.
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forms the basis of the subsequent
ones, as Tyndale's does of other English versions down to the revised editions of r88r and r884; and that altho Martyn had only begun to read
these languages in 1805, and to come
into contact with speakers of them
since r806. True, ':he shape and polish of the language which he used
he owed largely to his excellent assistants, but he had to determine the
tone and temper of the work, and its
faithfulness to the original. This he
did with the help of that Spirit who
once worked in the miraculous gift of
tongues and still inspires His servants to mold the languages of men
to convey His message.
India has seen no more such giants
of polyglot industry or geniuses
of linguistic perception; but a vast
amount of laborious accuracy and
keen d'iscrimination has been put into
the eleven greater and thirty-two less. er versions, which 'are from time to
time being further polished and perfected ; and the most encouraging
feature of these undertakings is the
increasing share being taken in them
by indigenous Christian scholars.
The difficulties of translation have
been referred to as they present themselves in India. Foremost among these
we should place the generally wide
difference between the language of literature and that of popular usage.
The accepted style of writing is in
many cases so different from that of
speech that the rendering, on which
one's literary assistants insist, may be
quite unintelligible to the average
reader, without such professional explanation 'as he is accustomed to in
the case of his own religious books.
The grammar of a great language like
Bengali, when" the first translators be-

gan their work was not even recognized in its own identity, but as
Sanskrit grammar, modified by usage.
In fact prose writing was little developed in any of the Indian languages
a century ago, and while the lack of
a lucid and dignified' expression of.
thought in prose form was one of the
difficulties with which biblical translators were confronted, the development of such a style, not without inevitable errors in the process, was not
a little set forward by them. Having
found the right medium, the translator has to face the fact that the language he deals with is far less tolerant of involved sentences, whether
relative or dependent, than the Greek,
and much less capable of pregnant
brevity than the Hebrew. Moreover,
as he is rendering into contemporary
speech, he can less readily employ
obscure literalisms than one who has
at his command a supply of archaic
religious terms, and he therefore has,
on the whole, to translate more freely
than the scholars who produced the
great versions of the VI est. All the
more is he called upon to answer the
difficult question: What terms or
phrases enshrine specifically biblical
conceptions or teachings, and therefore must be transverbated into the
speech of India, as a Christian enlargement of her world of thought,
and which will exercise their true
force by freer translation? Thus to
translate literally a phrase, albeit important, such as "lusts of the flesh,"
is only to bewilder the reader who will
understand by 'it, if anything, a craving opposed to vegetarianism; but the
phrase: "Abide in Me," despite its
strangeness, must be retained to express the specific Christian truth of a
mystical, yet personal union with
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Christ. Or,to take a fundamental term
such as "conscience," it is probable
that none of the current Indian terms
which express the moral sense have at
all fully the connotation of syneidesis
(6VYEiTJr;>!5z~), and hence in the speech
of educated persons the English word
is freely used. Still it has hardly attained a sufficiently firm hold in general speech to be safely used in a book
intended for the generality; and
hence in one of the most recent revisions (the Urdu) the form kcmsnans
has been introduced only into the margin for the sake of intelligent readers.
Some of us may live to see it in the
text.
What of the effect of the Bible in India? In the Christian Church, through
divinity schools, boarding-schools, Sunday-schools and Bible classes, in addition to the ordinary ministrations of
public worship, I believe that the Bible
is being taught, if anything, more systematically than in home lands, and
in the higher teaching the critical
problems of the day have to be faced.
Among agencies for outsiders, besides
those strictly connected with the Bible Societies, the foremost rank must
be assigned to the mission schools and
colleges. The pressure of government examinations (essential conditions for the obtaining of grants in
aid), the frequent weakness of staff,
reenforced by the natural disinclination of non-Christians, make this instruction less effective than it might
and should be; yet for all this, the
Scripture teaching thus has reached,
and is leaving millions of minds, removing the prejudices that spring .of
ignorance, raising up religious and
moral ideals before unknown, and preparing one here and another there to
receive and follow Him of whom the
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Scriptures tell. This work is very
effectively supplemented by the systematic distribution of English Scriptures through the agencies of the British and Foreign Bible Society to university passmen and graduates. Year
by year when the examinations are
over, every matriculate who applies is
presented with the Gospel of St. Luke
and the Acts; every B. A. graduate
with the New Testament, and every
M. A. with the whole Bible. During
I 904, 1,644 Bibles, 2,536 New Testaments, and 3,238 Gospels and Acts
appear to have been thus distributed.
In the course of the study of English
language and literature, the most
widely followed subject, the students
aiready come across so much of biblical history allusion and ethics that
their minds are in a measure prepared
to understand the sacred volume. At
the annual prize-giving of the Forman Christian College in Lahore one
of the prizes provided by a former student for proficiency in Sanskrit consists of copies of the Bible and the
Vedas. A Hindu assistant surgeon
publishes a pamphlet, "Precepts from
Holy Bible," in which he gives extracts from the Scriptures, in order
to prove his thesis that the higher conditions of civilization and morality
which obtain in Western lands have
their origin in the teachings of the
Bible, and he invites others to make
similar extracts from the Koran and
the Vedas. One of the most eminent
judges of the Bombay High Court,
still a nominal Hindu, was accustomed to teach his wife English by
reading the New Testament with her,
and he himself loved it and read it in
his dying hours. At a reception of
new members into the Brahmo Samaj
ea<;h neophyte was presented with a
electronic file created by cafis.org
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copy of the "Drahma Dharma" (a
handbook of the sect), the "Imitation
of Christ" and the New Testament.
In the report of the Maras Auxiliary
Bible Society we find a Hindu gentleman riving Rs. 73 (over $24) for
the year, and "a :Mohammedan secret
disciple of Christ" sends Rs. 5. As
the Han. Sir Andrew Vlingate said
at the meeting of the Calcutta Auxiliary in 1900:
\Vho can read the pleadings of the
social reformers on behalf of the daughters and sisters of Indian gentlemen,
condemned, while yet of tender age, to
the sad life of Jephthah's daughter, and
not recognize the awakening voice of
conscience? Others may persuade them-·
selves that this active pity for suffering
is a revival of al truistic Buddhism, or the
outcome of the theology of long neglected Sanskrit texts; but we recognize
the teaching of the Bible, and tho these
be but the first blades of the coming harvest, yet we are sure that they are true
corn of seed that has ne',er failed.

As for conversions, these fall into
two classes: There are the mass
movements, primarily of a social nature, which have led large numbers,
generally of the deprest classes, to
seek for admission into the Church of
Christ. On the other hand there are
the conversions of individuals and
families going on here and there over
the country, as the result of personal
convIctIon. The history of the latter is, as often as not, the history of
Bible reading, sometimes without any
other teacher; and now and then
groups of families are found prepared
for the evangelist through the reading and study of a single Gospel. The
great task and problem of the former
kind of adhesions is the "teaching
them all things whatsoever" the Savior has commanded His disciples, as
recorded in Holy Writ. The congre-
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gations in which this work has been
most thoroughly done are those in
which the despised outcast has come
up to and above the level of his proud
Hindu or Moslem neighbor, and become a means of blessing to his Christian brother of higher origin. In the
case of individual conversions the
names of brethren in the ministry and
helpers in the Gospel, to say nothing
of others, recall to one the power of
the direct message of the Ward. One,
now passed away, a pundit learned in
Hindu lore, casually met with the
Sanskrit New Testament and began
reading it from the first page. He
was arrested by the genealogy as
pointing back to a more ancient history and his inquiries procured him a
copy of the Old Testament. This he
studied, and was able to recognize the
thread of Messianic prophecy and its
fulfilment in Christ before he ever received instruction from a missionary.
Some time after his baptism, when he
was preparing for the ministry in our
Lahore Divinity School, some one
spoke in derogation of the Old Testament as unnecessary to the Christian
faith. He warmly objected: "The
Old Testament," he said, "first led me
to Christ." Another of these men,
still living and working with us, was
a Moslem student in a village mosque,
to whom his teacher gave a New Testament, left with him by an itinerating
missionary after a controversy in
which the Moslem thought that he had
gained the victory. The youth. fired
by his teacher's example, wished to be
trained as a missionary of Islam, and
the study of the New Testament was
to prepare him to meet the padres in
argument. But it resulted in his conversion to the Gospel, of which for
many years he has been a minister and
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nl1SSlOnary. In the course of work
among his former fellow believers, the
most effective method of controversy
which he hit upon was this. Being
challenged to a disputation by a mauia'wi (Moslem minister), he arranged
that, under the chairmanship of a
Hindu gentleman, each champion
should bring his Scriptures and, taking one principal topic of religion
at each session, should expound for
fifte~n minutes in turn the teachings of his book on that particular
subject, such as the divine attributes,
forgiveness of. sin, sanctification, etc.
Several meetings were held, but it was
found that the supply of matter from
the Koran on such topics had a way
of running short, and when the surplus time was adjudged to the Christian expounder the l\lohammedan was
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forced by his supporters to withdraw;
an object lesson as to the character
of the two books,
Such are a few fragmentary impressions, mostly gathered from experience of the last thirty years, of the
work of the Bible in one part of the
foreign mission field only. They may
serve as a sample of what it is doing
in four hundred tongues all over the
globe. The work of rendering the
Scriptures into these many tongues
and adjusting its message to the
thought of other nations is the complement of that which is the aim of a
sincere Biblical criticism, that seeks
to interpret the Bible to the consciousness of our age. In both cases the
life and light which the Bible contains is vindicated in the hearts and
experience of seekers after God.

THE PHILADELPHIA MISSIONARY CONVENTION
BY DELAVAN L. PIERSON

It was a sight worth going
many miles to see and one long
to be remembered when over two
thousand men from Presbyterian
churches in the Eastern States, gathered in the Academy.of Music, Philadelphia, morning, noon and night, for
two days amI a half (February I II 3), in the interest of Foreign Missions. This convention can scarcely
fail to mean much in the awakening
of a missionary spirit in the Church
at home and in the. extension of the
Kingdom of Christ in foreign lands.
Great electric signs on the City Hall
and Academy of Music blazed out a
',\¥ elcome to the Men's Foreign Missionary Convention," with a giant key

symbolically offering them the freeelom of the city. The delegates-all
men and two-thirds of them laymen,
including doctors, lawyers, teachers,
business men-came from eight Eastern and Central States, and some from
the South and West. The roll of the
Convention showed I A41 men registered as delegates, 37 as missionaries,
40 as speakers, 75 as visitors, and a
considerably larger number was in
attendance. Apparently every Presbytery in the East had its representatives and more than thirty men were
present from the Southern Church.
The first one to send in his registration fee was a colored brother from
New Jersey. Three noticeable feaelectronic file created by cafis.org
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tures were: the absence of women, the
infrequency of clerical coats,' and the
non-appearance of the collection plate.
The Convention was planned by
Mr. David McConaughy, the efficient
District Secretary of the Presbyterian
Board, and was carried to a successful conclusion with the help of an active committee of arrangements, of
which Rev. C. A. R. Janvier of Philadelphia, was chairman.
The great Academy of Music was
decorated with a huge colored map of
the world, made for the Ecumenical
Conference in I900 at a cost of over
$400. In various conspicuous places
were appropriate and epigrammatic
mottos and texts:
"This is the victory that overcometh
the world, even our faith."
"X 0 interest in missions-the only explanation either inexcusable ignorance
or wilful indifference:'
"Unlcss Jesus Christ is Lord OF ALL,
He is not Lord AT ALL."
"It is thc mission of the wholc Church to
give the whole Gospel to the whole
world."
"The Yellow race in place of being a
yellow peril, may become a golden opportunity."
"J csus Christ alonc can save the world,
but Jesus Christ can not save the world
alonc."
"We can not serve God and Mammon,
but we can serve God with Mammon."

vVhat the Omaha Convention did in
the West, the Philadelphia Conference
is expected to ·do in the East, to arouse
the Church to deliberately accept the
responsibility of its share in the evangelization of the world.
The conception of the Convention
was itself impressive, from the fact
that the interest which brought these
men together was none other than
Foreign Missions. Ten years ago it
would have been impossible to have

induced anything like that number of
men to come to such a conference.
The interest and enthusiasm of the
Convention were never on the wane,
but from the very beginning of the
meeting, when the first clear note of
enthusiasm was sounded, the high
level of intense interest was fully
maintained.
The presiding officer was Rev.
George Alexander, President of the
Board of Foreign Missions, and the
addresses were by some of the strongest speakers in the Church. These
men had one object: to stir the Presbyterian men of the United States to
a fuller realization of the present conditions in the non-Christian world and
the opportunities and obligations of
Christian men to carry forward the
campaign for the conquest of the
world for Christ. The Convention was
not called to ask for money and no
collections or subscriptions were
taken.
The program was divided into ten
sessions and conferences. The Call of
the World was presented by Dr. Arthur J. Brown and John R. Mott.
The Response of the Church was given
by Dr. Wm. H. Roberts, Moderator
of the Presbyterian Church, and by
representatives of other denominations. The present needs of the hour
were voiced by missionaries and laymen direct from the various fields and
the demands of the future were ably
advocated by Dr. Howard Agnew
Johnston and William T. Ellis.
Mr. John R. Mott spoke on "The
Urgency and Crisis in the Far East."
He stated his belief that Korea would
soon become a Christian land, if the
Church did her duty and made
a thrilling appeal for China, claiming
that there was the greatest opportuelectronic file created by cafis.org
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nity that has come to the Church in
years. The plastic condition of China
makes it imperative that the Church
should enter in now, so that when
China crystallizes, she may be Christian. In the next ten years the spiritual future of China will be determined.
The "Call of the Present Opportunity," came from many missionaries
with the same voice; the pagan religions are losing their grip; unless
Christianity embraces its opportunity,
it will be atheism or indifferentism in
the immediate future. Very striking
were the words' of Dr. Zwemer on
the great Mohammedan world. "Not
long ago it was truly said that one
could hardly find a Mohammedan convert the world over, now they are
numbered by the thousands. Mohammedans themselves are beginning to
realize that their religion will not
square with twentieth century ideas,
and hen: is our opportunity."
Dr. Zwemer stated the importance
of the Mohammedan world in the following forceful terms; (I) Because of
its strength. The immense number of
adherents, about 230,000,000, scattered through many countries and
speaking different languages. Among
these people are to be found conceptions in their faith closely akin. to
Christianity to the extent that much
is to be found in common with the
Apostles' Creed. In this faith is to
be found the "backbone of conviction"
which makes it strong. To these may
be added the strength of caste and the
strength by virtue of thirteen hundred
years of deep root in their science, art,
literature and life.
(2) Because of its weakness. This
religion is weak in its inner life. It
is weak because it is anti-Christian
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and has no essential deity of a Christ.
It is weak because hopeless, having
given no hope to the great masses. It
is sensual, pandering to low passions.
It possesses low ideals, for Mohammedanism had to be "white-washed"
to suit the twentieth century.
(3) Because of its condition. Great
changes are in progress, the Mohammedan countries are open and Islam
is on the defensive. Our advantage
lies in the fact that- the Church ha~
the weapons, not carnal; holds strategic points in Mohammedan lands
which she will never give up, and has
the inspiration of those who began the
fight.
The call was also sounded from
South America, Korea, China, India,
Africa and other lands.
Missionaries were followed by reports of men who have recently circled the globe in investigating on the
mission fields the works of these misSlOnanes.
Edward D. Sturges, of Scranton.
claimed for himself the letters F.
M. D. (Foreign Mission Devotee)
and D. D. (decidedly devoted). He
said he had been reconverted in J apan. A Christian Japanese shopkeeper told him he had to keep open
on Sundays for American and British
travelers and then seriously asked him
if there were many Christians in
America. "The world will be converted when tae Christians in the
United States are converted," said
Mr. Richard C. Morse. Our missionaries are overworked men. A bad
business policy. We need twenty per
cent more men, to hold our own on
the mission field. No fault can be
found with the missionaries, no fault
with our secretaries, the fault is with
us, who are withholding the means.
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Mr. Morse stated that "there are
over 15,000 missionaries in the world,
assisted by nearly 100,000 native helpers. These occupy 32,000 mission stations. Up to date 1,500,000 heathens
have been converted to Christianity
and there are 1,000,000 more about
to become communicants. The rate
of progress is shown by the fact that
200,000, or 14 per cent of the total
number of conversions, were made in
1907." This is against a 2 per cent
increase in the churches in the home
field.
Ex-Governor Beaver made a militant speech, calling attention to the
fact that the Great Captain has given
the order to move forward. "The
Church has been loitering on the skirmish line of missions for one hundred
years, and its duty is to delay ne longer, but plunge into the battle. Is
the Presbyterian Church doing its full
work for missions? No. The organization is all right, but it is nothing but a skeleton of dry bones unless there are wise and energetic men
and women behind it. Shall this skeleton move and live? That is the question. We have been letting dead men
and live women do the work. We are
short on the legacies of these dead
men this year. Live women are doing much, but live men haven't taken
the places of the dead men."
On Wednesday afternoon the Convention divided, the Sunday-school
superintendents and workers meeting
under the leadership of Rev. Geo.
Trull, to consider the best means of
training the children in the knowledge
of missions and awakening their interest. The pastors met in ChambersWylie church and discust practical
methods of keeping churches alive in
mission interest. The meeting in the

Academy was for laymen only, but
the audience seemed as large as at
the other sessions. This conference,
was led by David McConaughy,
the Secretary of the Forward Movement, and considered "Men's part in
leading the Church as a whole to fulfill its mission." Many excellent suggestions came both from the platform
and the floor. "Have a regular rule
to give a two-minute summary of
events for each field at each missionary meeting." "Have a statement of
missionary progress at each brotherhood meeting." "Our pastor reads
each Sunday the list of missionaries
on the missionary calendar for that
week." "Every Church that takes
hold of the foreign field will take care
of the home field."
On Thursday Gov. Beaver condt:cted a conference whose theme was
"The only Organization Called for:
the Church." "The call of to-day is
not for new societies but for the organization of the Church itself as a
Every church
mIssIOnary society.
should have a missionary committee,
representing every interest in the
church, and it should be the business
of this committee to further in every
way the missionary interest of the
whole Church." Methods of stirring
up this interest were brought out in
a conference conducted by Dr. A. L.
Phillips, of Richmond, Va. "The ignorance of the men of our Church of
missionary literature is deplorable." A
call for a show of hands revealed the
fact that few in the audience had read
three books on missions in the pa 5t
year. But more than one-half had
read the missionary magazines or leaflets of the Church. "Those who criticize the missionary books and other
literature as being effeminate and dry,
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simply do not know anything of what
they are talking," said Dr. Turnball
Lee.
J. Campbell White, Secretary of
the Laymen's Movement, spoke on
"An Adequate Business Basis for
World Evangelization." He quoted
the remark of a man who said that
he would rather save a million men
than a million dollars. He emphasized
the fact that (I) our greatest needs
are spiritual; (2) our greatest opportunities are spiritual; (3) our greatest
forces are spiritual and (4) our greatest values are spiritual. These facts
show the iollowing: (I ) We have an
adequate spiritual basis in the command and promises of Christ. (2)
We must have an adequate force of
workers. The call for one missionary
for every twenty-five thousand people
in the foreign field is the general opinion of the necessary force, this missionary to have native helpers. For the
Northern Church the foreign field is
twelve times larger than the home
field: for this greater support was
needed. At the present rate of work
it will take one hundred years to
reach the people. If this Church
should give $200,000,000 for IOO,OOO,000 people in this generation, it would
only mean two dollars for each
heathen. A man in Baltimore has
given in twenty years $IOO,OOO to an
unoccupied field in India, with the result that there are there to-day fifty
thousand converts. The reason why
Christianity does not possess the
world is because Christ does not possess the Christians.
W. T. Ellis, of the Philadelphia
Press, gave his views on the "Supreme Opportunity of the Hour," as
one of the many business men who
have traveled in the East to investi-
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gate missions. His views represented
a consensus of opinion among business men and are therefore worthy
of especial mention. He quoted the
saying of Emerson that the "world is
one neighborhood," and emphasized
the fact that we should try to make
it so by telling of Jesus Christ, so that
the neighborhood would become a
brotherhood, for "neighborhood without brotherhood is a curse." There is
a yellow peril to be reckoned with if
we do not take it in hand now. There
is no short-cut remedy to do away
with "unbrotherliness," no way but
the pure old Gospel. The world does
not want to be a brotherhood, but the
world needs to be. There is a great
world-crisis and God creates a force
here to meet a need yonder. The
movements in different parts of the
world may suggest the stately steppings of Him who makes history.
Civic, political and religious revivals
in America; social reforms, liberalism
and other movements in England,
suggest that America and England
and the Orient share in the "divine
concatenation of events." Unrest in
Portugal; restlessness 111 France;
mobs in Germany; departed glories of
Spain; Vatican troubles in Italy; conditions in Morocco; disasters in Russia; call these what you will, yet may
it not be the Spirit of God at work
among the nations? So Egypt, Turkey and India have come to the
cnS1S.
China is waking up.
In
five years China has progressed
more than in three thousand years of
previous history. China is going the
western way and wants the western
weapon and western wisdom. She
has a deep hostility to the Westerner
and the task of Christendom is to put
the spirit of brotherliness into China.
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This Convention gave evidence of
several important things. It showed
that the men of the Church are beginning to awake to the fact that the
missionary work is a campaign in
which the women and children should
not do the major share of the work.
It showed that intelligent laymen who
visit the foreign fields come back filled
with enthusiasm for the tremendous
need and glorious opportunity presented in the empires of the East.
They are also stirred with admiration
for the noble men and women who
are enduring hardships while devoting themselves to the advancement of
the Kingdom of Christ at the frontier
and for the character of the native
Christians w~lOse consecration, spiritual insight and liberality put us to
shame. The Convention also brought
to light the comparatively meager support that the great Presbyterian
Church is giving to this world-wide
work and the danger that lies in neglecting to take advantage of the present opportunity, this opportunity is
evident in the open doors the receptive attitude of the nations who are
giving up their old religions and are
beginning to see the advantages of
Christianity.
The Church is taking a forward
move and experience has proved that
the missionary spirit and generous
missionary gifts helps to build up the
Church at home as well as to extend
the Kingdom of Christ abroad. If a
church would be self-supporting and
have a healthy life and growth it must
not stagnate with self-interest. The
Church, like the Christian, is intended
to be a channel rather than a cistern.
The following plan was one presented in a leaflet distributed at the
Convention ~
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MODEL MISSIONARY CHURCH

Platform
The WHOLE CHURCH. a Missionary Society
to glVe the WHOLE GOSPEL, to the WHOLE
WORLD, according to Christ's command.

Organization
I.

2.

The SESSION, an Executive Committee
carry out this platform.
AGENCIES.
The Sunday-school a 1Iissionary Society,

to

The Women's Missionary Societies.
The Young People's Missionary Committee.
The Brotherhood Missionary Committee.
Any Other Societies Needed to Enlist all

Classes.

3. The MISSIONARY COUNCIL. made up of
one representative from each of these branches
of the Church life to help the Pastor unify
and push the work.

Methods
EDUCATIONAL.
l\lissionary Literature.
Missionary Library.
Monthly Concert.
Sermons, Address.
l\1issionary Study Class.
FINANCIAL.
Giving an Act of Worship according to the
Rules of Three (I Cor. xvi: 2.)
(Indi~
vidual, Systematic, Proportionate.)
Use Subscription Plan.
Assume a Definite Sum for the Work Abroad
as we do for the Work at Home.
INSPIRATIONAL.
The Visit of the Missionarv.
The :Missionary Rally, Convention.
The Sending forth of a Son or Daughter from
the Church.
The :Missionary Consecration l\leeting.

What will be the permanent results
of this Convention can not be foretold but there are many indications
that the men were deeply stirred by a
new vision of Christ and the work to
which he called them. Many exprest
a determination to return to their
churches and there use their influence
for a new forward movement in the
great campaign. The Presbyterians
are responsible, according to the new
division, if they accept Federative
principles, for one hundred million
people in foreign lands. On the closing day the Convention, after a full
discussion, unanimously adopted the
following resolutions:
We, men of the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America, thank
God for the command of Christ, determining forever the highest mission of
His Church, the evangelization of the
world. We are grateful for the share
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He has given us in this work, grateful
for the larger share He now offers us,
and grateful that the work is making the
workers one at home and abroad, as
shown by spiritual fellowship and practical cooperation.
Recognizing the urgency of present
conditions and our corresponding responsibility, we plan and propose as follows:
(I) That accepting the definite conclusions of the Omaha Convention as defining our specific part in the world's
evangelization, and moving toward the
six million ($6,000,000) dollars standard there establi"hed and knowing the
immediate demands of the world-field,
we now set ourselves definitely to the
task of raising at least two million ($2,000,000) dollars during the coming year.
(2) That to this end each Synod, Presbytery and individual church assume immediate and specific organized responsibility to raise its full share determined
by its ability, none limited by but all
surpassing if possible, the standard set
by the Omaha Convention.
(3) That we urge upon the men of
each church the duty of gathering and
giving information concerning the progress of missions, using the means provided by the Church and all other means
that will make the information definite
and inspiring.
(4) That believing the Holy Spirit will
do through us even more than we ask
or think in Christ Jesus, our Lord, we
solemnly renew our faith in united unceasing, definite prayer, and suggest that
in unison with other bodies the noon
hour of each day be a time when all
men may appeal to the throne of God
for the speedy evangelization of the
world.

One of the noticeable features of
the convention was that it seemed to
be dominated by a spirit of prayer.
Again and again during the deliberations pause was made for prayer.
There was a realizing sense of our insufficiency for these things, save us
the instruments of the Spirit.
That the Convention made a marked
impression on the delegates no sympathetic Christian, who felt the pulse
of the body, can doubt.
"It is a second Pentecost," said a
New York pastor, as he left the Academy, at the close of the conference.
"I asked my people last Sunday for
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an advance of twenty per cent on their
gifts for foreign missions," said another N ew York pastor. "I shall go
back to them, in view of this meeting, to make the advance fifty instead
of twenty per cent."
These expressions from such men
of wiele experience and calm judgment
show how deep was the impression
made upon the sixteen hundred men,
who for three days had sat in conference, listening to burning speeches 011
the call and the crisis £routing the
Presbyterian Church to-day.
Dr, Chas. B. Chapin, of Rochester,
calls attention to the following significant facts and truihs bronght out
at the various sessions, i. e., I. Philadelphia gave such a cordial welcome
and reception that all were, as one
man said, made D.D.'s-"delighteel
delegates." 2. The prayer life and
spiritual part of the Convention were
emphasized by three "Quiet Hours,"
as well as by a prayer-room set apart
for intercession and open at all hours,
of the day. 3. Every delegate, it is
safe to say, got such a world-vision
as he had never had before. 4. Missions is the greatest enterprise on
earth, and that from the social, educational, political, commercial and religious side,-indeed, from every side
and from all sides. 5. The next ten
or twenty years will mean more to the
Orient, to our own country, to the
kingdom, to the world than any similar period since the time of Christ.
6. It is pitiful that the Church is so
ignorant of and oblivious to this, the
opportunity of the centuries. 7. In order to meet this crisis, we must work
foreign missions upon a radically different plan and scale; we must do
bigger things in a bigger way. 8. To
the Presbyterian Church has been aselectronic file created by cafis.org
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signed IOO,OOO,OOO of heathen souls
to evangelize in this generation. 9.
This can be done, but it is a man's job.
Rev. James H. Taylor says of this
Convention: "Its value can not be estimated. Such contagious enthusiasm,
and such valuable information, when
let loose upon individual churches
must prove fruitful of good things.
How the heart of Carey would have
throbbed, and the pulse of Samuel J.
Mills quicken, and the flush on the
dying face of the lonely Martyn pass

away, and the soul of Judson rejoice,
if they could have seen such a sight
as this Convention. But better still,
the very face of the Master Himself
shows approval, as He sees men at
last listening to a commission first
given to men to perform, but which
for centuries men have shirked, but
now, may it be, are anxious to obey
the orders of the Captain of Salvation
who said: "Go ye into all the world
and preach the Gospel to every creature."

A MEN'S MISSIONARY SONG
Written for the Men's Missionary Convention in Philadelphia
BY THE REV.

H.

C.

MCCOOK, D.D.

Onward, army of God.
To victory, not to defeat!
Yielding your blood-won ground
To error were sad escheat;
Bugles of Truth should never sound
The sorrowful note of retreat!

On to the fields of strife!
Clad in your robes of white,
Bearing the Red Cross badge
Into the thickest fight;
Healing the wounds of the hurt of sin;
Mending the Wrong with Right!

Forward in Jesus name!
The column must not fall back!
Answer the challenge of foes
By charge of a fresh attack.
Soldiers of Christ, forbid the shame
Of letting the vanguard lack.

Forward, gleaners of love!
After the bands of war;
Soothe with the balm of Peace
Spirits that Hate would mar,
Pointing the eyes of dying men
To Hope's unsetting star.

Forward in Mercy's name,
True to the Master's will,
To win Him a hostile world,
By rendering good for ill;
Seeking to help, not to hurt His foes,
To rescue and not to kill.

Speed with your aiding arm
To wrecks of "humanity,
Broken by many a storm,
Adrift upon life's rough sea!
Brightening Kight with the Beacon Light,
Of blest Immortality.
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THE LUXURIOUS LIFE OF A MODERN MISSIONARY
IN INDIA
BY ALDERI' EHRGOTT, RANGOON, BURMA.

President Roosevelt once said: "A
missionary is one who squares his life
with his profession." Allowing wide
latitude for his intelligent circumspection, he could not know the full
import of his own commendable expression.
The cursory visit of even the most
sympathetic and well-informed traveler does not give one a comprehensive knowledge of missions and misSIOnanes. One must dwell on the
field and be in the work. Residence
in the Oriental climate, amidst the natives, in touch with their lives, reveals
more to the square inch in experience
than one can learn to the square mile
by reading.
Much of the romance of missions
has passed away. Slow ships, poorly
equipped, the minimum of sympathy
at home and the maximum of opposition abroad toward the missionary enterprise, hardships of pioneer work on
the field, meagre communication with
the homeland, and other trials were
especially peculiar to missionaries in
the days of Carey and Judson. The
results of their arduous endeavors, the
increased popularity of world-wide
evangelization, and the advance of
civilization have combined to reduce
these difficulties. Many remain which
a true missionary may not count a sacrifice, but which are, nevertheless,
"thorns in the flesh."
The Sun and Rain

The.~tm is just as hot now as in the
days of primitive missions. The intense heat and blinding brilliancy of
the sun in the Orient can not be imagined by the uninitiated. Insanity and

death are the penalty of undue exposure. In many places, for half the
year, a cloud rarely, if ever, hides the
incessant direct rays of the tropical
sun. However gratefully the rainy
season is ushered in, its long continuance of several months brings mildew
on garments, bedding and books, so
that it soon wears out its welcome.
One's whole system longs for a breath
of the bracing air of the West. The
atmosphere is depressing and stifling.
One truly earns his bread by the sweat
of his brow.
Insects and Reptiles

Even a short residence in the Orient gives a taste of some of the
plagues which afflicted Pharaoh. Pests
of flying and creeping things invade
the premises. Lizards on the walls,
ants in bed, garments, food-everywhere; crows by day and bats by
night; mosquitoes at all hours; other
insects fluttering in hosts about lamps,
or feasting upon linens; rats and white
ants become veritable "book-worms."
The Servant Question

In America one meets the "servant
question," but in the East the servants
are a necessary evil rather than an uncomfurlable luxury. Climate and custom are inexorable in their ruling
concerning the use of servants. Free
American democracy can not comprehend the rigidity of the Oriental caste
system. A cook is a cook and will do
nothing more; the water-carrier, the
nurse, the sweeper, is each a separate
office, and that settles it. It is impossible to combine these offices in one or
two servants. Each clings to his
sphere with tenacious stubbornness.
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The management of these necessary
Isolation
servants almost drives one to nervous
The isolation to which a foreign
prostration. As a rule they are heathmisionary is frequently subj ected is no
en devotees who pilfer and lie without
inconsiderable privation. Christianity
scruple. Everything must be kept unIS
considered an intrusion among
der lock and key and doleel out from
heathen systems.
meal to meal. One wishes that he
The depression of heart due to
might dispense with these servants
surrounding immorality, superstition
and perform the work himself. The
and ignorance increases rather than
intense heat, fixt custom and more
wears away by longer residence among
important duties of the missionary absuch people.
solutely forbid this, and every cent
Separation, by half the globe, from
of expense for household servants is
the homeland and loved ones is no
paid out of the missionaries' small
luxury. W onls are colel and almost
personal funds.
meaningless to tell the heart-sorrow
I t costs more to live on the same
following the announcement by letter
plane in Rangoon, for instance, than in
a month after the death of a loved
Doston, Kew York or any other Amerone at home.
ican city. The variety of fooel within
What has been said applies to the
reach of a missionary's means is not
ordinary missionary life abroad. The
so diverse as a casual visitor may
farther he is removed from the centers
think. Lack of appetite, due to the
of civilization the more aggravated
climate, anel monotony in menu disare the inconveniences. This is not a
count the enjoyment of meals.
complaillt but a confession. A true
Sickness and Death
missiollar)' millimi::;es sacrifice. The
There are times when the [uxuri- joy of the Lord's service, the joy of
ence of tropical vegetation loses its lives saved anel transformed, the joy
charm. A man hot and nervous with of association with fellow missionaries
fever is apt to look on the country overtop all these adverse experiences.
as a vast burying ground and every
If the word sacrifice is used at all
palm as a monument. Sickness fre- it is when circumstances compel him
quently overtakes the missionary, for to abandon his chosen field of labor
from the beginning the climate is for which he has a passion.
against him. He is compelled to deIt would be good if a number of
pend upon reserve strength stored in home pastors could live long enough
his own system. Health broken be- in the midst of the heathen world to
yond repair is often the result, if understand its social, physical and redeath does not come to his relief.
ligious atmosphere.
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TWO WEEKS IN TENTS IN INDIA
BY

GEORGE

SHERWOOD

EDDY,

We have spent two weeks out in
tents, preaching. There were altogether about 20 workers; catechists,
teachers and theological students. We
divided up into small bands each day,
going out in the morning to the more
distant villages, and in the evenings to
villages nearer by, reserving one party
for the magic lantern to preach in the
largest town of the neighborhood in
the evening. We could thus reach
nearly a score of villages with from
500 to 1,000 hearers every day; treating patients medically, selling scripture portions as we went, and trying
to make the Gospel known in every
village.
At our first tenting place we concentrated our efforts every evening upon
one particular village which seemed
hopeful. On the last night, as we
preached in the moonlight, with the
villagers sitting about on the ground,
after four or five short addresses, I rose
to "pull in the net." We hacl shown
them the power of Christ to save, and
the utter lack of Hinduism, which had
trampled upon them as poor outcasts,
not even allowing them to enter its
sacred temples. At the close of the
meeting I said, "How many of you
will to-night break away from the
awful power of caste ancl accept
Christ, whom you admit to be the true
Savior? Turning to the headman,
whose heart had been deeply touched,
and who was convinced of the truth
of Christ, I said, "My brother, will
you not stand to-night, ancl accept
Christ once for all?" It was a moment of intense suspense and of moral
struggle for the old man, for he was
not sure if anyone would follow him,
and it was not a light thing to step

KODAIKAN,\E,

SOUTH

INDIA

out from his past and break all the ties
of kindred and of caste and stand
alone for Christ. Slowly and bravely
the old man rose silently, and folded
his arms. A hum of astonishment
went through the company, who had
not believed that he would take the
step. After a pause another arose, ancl
then two young men: four in all.
There, in the rnoonlight, we wrote out
a document, and the old man signed,
promising (I) to break forever with
idolatry, (2) to attend Christian worship and to place himself under Christian instruction, and (3) with God's
help, to lead a holy life as a true
Christian from that moment. \;\lith
trembling and uncertain hand the old
man wrote his name, and the three
others followed. The village deserted
them, and they were left to stand
alone, bearing persecution in their own
homes, and receiving the cold shoulder from the villagers, who had promised to follow if they led the way. The
old man has ever since been standing
firm.
In another village we preached one
morning to a company of villagers as
they stood about listless and indifferent. The crowd gradually melted
away, but one man, with riveted gaze,
seemed to hang upon our words. He
had been prepared by previous instruction on the part of our catechist.
Finally turning to him I said, "My
brother, will you not accept Christ today?" As he trembled on the brink
of the great decision to break away
from the whole community and stand
alone, to be cut off from everything,
and perhaps be persecnted, he finally
said, "If three men will join me, I will
come to-day." Then I said, "God ancl
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three men would enable you to take
the step, but is not God alone
enough ?" Then he said, "If two men
will come, or if even one will join me,
I will come out to-day." For half an
hour he clung to the hope of one more
man, but he finally decided, "Yes, God
alone is enough; I will trust Him
against everything." And there, in
the dust of the village street, caring
not who saw or heard him, he knelt
with me, and gave his heart to Christ,
conscious of God's pres~nce alone. I
wrote out the same three conditions,
which I asked him to sign. He could
not write, but made, with the pen, the
sign of the cross, and with the clear
conviction that it would cost him
everything, he chose a new name,
"Courage," and left for his day's work
in the fields, a new man in Christ.
How ignorant, how dirty, how low in
the social scale he was I can find no
words to describe, but this I know, a
ray of light had entered that dark
soul, and in that light he has walked
all the days since. His own wife refused him food for a time; the people
have stood against him, but he has
clung to Christ, and he has remained
faithful. It doth not yet appear what
he shall be.
In our last preaching station we
baptized two boys, who had been
studying in our Christian school. A
messenger reached us, saying that an
old man, lying at the point of death,
who had been serving as the priest to
the local village demon, had sent for
us to give him Christian baptism. He
had long known the truth, but he had
not had the courage to cut off his only
source of livelihood and stand alone
against the united oppression of the
village. The old man and his wife
gave clear evidence of faith in Christ.

He chose for himself a new name,
"Faith," and his wife, "The servant
of Jesus." And there, as we were,
hot and dusty from the long journey,
and dripping with perspiration, we
knelt by the bedside in our shirtsleeves for that solemn baptismal
service. His son and daughter had
been baptized a short time before.
Within a few days the old man died.
Then persecution began. "Ah, yes,"
they said, "our god has killed him
because he became a Christian." They
refused to come to his funeral or to
help bury him, and with all the effective ingenuity which the cruel system
of caste can bring to bear upon a
helpless individual or family, the vilTheir
lage turned against them.
grain was taken up by the roots from
their field and transplanted into the
field of a neighboring Hindu. Their
relatives refused to eat with them or
to visit them. They were told they
could no longer grind their grain in
the village mortar, they could expect
no more help in their work in the
fields. Their house might remain unthatched in the rains; they might sink
or swim, live or die, as best they
could. The village passed them by in
cold silence. But through tears and
much tribulation this little family has
stood bravely now for months, coming
out with shining faces, and growing
stronger as they stand alone in this
new individual life in Christ, which
has been crusht out for centuries by
the caste system.
You tell me that these people are
outcasts, that they have nothing to
lose and everything to gain; that they
are "rice Christians." Yes, they are
"rice Christians," and so would you
and I be in their place. Tell me, my
friend, if you had no hope of ever
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getting a meal of rice from one year's to investigate the persecution and the
end to another; if you remained boycott which the villagers were incrusht as an outcast under the system stituting against them. The Hindus
of Hinduism, left dirty and degraded, had been going from house to house
sunken and superstitious, and you and to urge the villagers to refuse them
your posterity had no hope of get- water, to refuse them fire and to boyting an education or of rising in the cott their shop, which they had done
social scale unless you embraced most successfully.
Two days later I was called fifChristianity; and further, if denied
access to all the holiest temples of teen miles away to a little destitute
Hinduism because you were an out- village of fifty souls, who have just
cast, doomed to the degraded slavery come over to us in a body. The
of demon worship-if, I say, hun- village-so called-consisted of a
gry in body, ignorant in mind, dark- dozen little huts of mud, each ten feet
ened in spirit, you could, by embrac- square, with leaking straw roofs in
ing Christianity, so improve your this season of pouring rain. Their
physical condition that you could actu- well was full of muddy water in a
ally eat rice; that your children could stagnant pool, darker than the coffee
get an education and that-in Christ and milk upon your breakfast table,
-you could find the heavens opened and the whole village of fifty souls
with new and infinite possibilities for did not occupy, in its huddled coIIecendless advancement, would you, too, tion of little kennels, more space than
not become a "rice Christian?" If the single house you live in. And here,
you think it'is easy for these outcasts, . with these poor souls I stood, trying
go and try to convert them, \Ve give to bargain with the high-caste Hindus
them no rice save what they earn by for a small piece of ground at any
honest labor, and rice and education price, upon which we might build a
seem to them as nothing as compared school, and with the hope of future
with the bitter cross of being ostra- progress to these people. But there
cized by friends and relatives, with stood the caste people of the neighno visible hope of marrying their sons boring village with one mind against
and daughters nor of receiving human us, bitter that these people should be
aid. No, the persecution which they allowed education or should be torn
receive is an unanswerable evidence from their degrading slavery. Lying,
that these are not "rice Christians."
deceiving, plotting against us, ready
In one village we preached without to burn the straw roofs from over
immediate fruit, but a little later I their heads, if necessary-there stood
was sent for by a group of high-caste the combined power of heathenism and
people who wished to come out for its caste-system against us. And with
Christ. We met in the private house tiS stood fifty people as ragged, as
of the only Christian in a town of 5,- dirty, and as ignorant as ten centuries
000 people.
But to-day there is a of Hinduism could make them. Last
church in that house of some 20 week they were "Pariahs," but to-day
souls, for several high-caste families they bear the name of Christians, sons
came out that day for Christ. Only of God, heirs of the future, the hope
this week I was called to that village of India.
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HEATHEN AND CHRISTIAN

BY REV. L. II. DAVIES, M .D.*
Missionary of the London Missionary Society

Samoa (meaning the family of
Moa), is the native name of -a group
of islands extending over 267 miles
of ocean. The German flag waves
over the larger and western islands
of Upolu, Savaii, etc., while the
stars and stripes are seen in the

A SAMOAN GIRL

eastern portion-on Tutuila and
:Manl1a. The United States have a
fine land ~ locked harbor and naval
station in Tutuila.
I t was to Samoa on his homemade
little Messenger of Peace that Will-

iams of Erromanga carried the first
native teachers from Tahiti. The
early missionaries who began to reside in Samoa six years later labored
most assiduously for the accomplishment of three things. These were
the translation of the Scriptures, the
training of a native ministry and the
education of the young. They also
devoted a fair share of their time to
the healing of the sick, which has
proved a valuable auxiliary. Most
of them had some knowledge of
medicine-a few a considerable
amount-and afterward duly qualified doctors followed.
The Samoan translation of the
Scriptures, after three careful revisions, is unsurpassed for accuracy in
the South Pacific. There is also
quite a little library of books in
Samoa, commentaries, Bible dictionary, educational manuals, etc.
The institution or college at Manua during its sixty-two years of existence has been an untold blessing.
It has trained some 1,200 for the
native ministry, who combine the
duties of pastors and schoolmasters,
besides giving higher education to a
number of youths. Of the youths
many have become native pastors
and others have filled important posi tions in their islands. Not only
has Manua furnished pastors and
schoolmasters for Samoa itself, but
numbers of its students have carried
the marvelous light into dark places,
such as New Hebrides, New Caledonia, Loyalties, Niue, Tokelau, Ellice and Gilbert Island, and scores

.; - Dr. Davies was for over thirty years connected with the Samoans and later spent nearly three
years on Niue and in visiting the London :Missionary Society Mission in New Guinea and elsewhere.
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are working in New Guinea to-day.
Our high school at Leulumoega
gives a good three-years' course,
combining with general education
industrial pursuits.
The high schools for girls at Pa-

CHIEF OF MANUA,

SAMOA, AND HIS WIFE) BOTH

CHRISTIANS

pauta, Upolu and at Atualana, Tutuila, are doing a most excellent
work.
At every mission station there is
also a preparatory institution for the
brightest youths and young men
from our village schools.
In every village is a school, where
systematic examinations are carried
on by the English missionary, and,
with the exception of the salaries of
the European agents, all these colleges and schools are self-supporting. Self-support is inculcated all
over Samoa and our out-stations.
Christian Endeavor Societies also
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are flourishing and there are 5,000
members of the International Bible
Reading Association.
One special characteristic of our
Samoan churches, and the same is
true of our South Sea mission as
a whole:
They are missIOnary
churches and so they are alive.
It was a high chief of Samoa,
on questioning one of the early missionaries as to what was then happening in Britain, who was the originator of the first missionary meeting in that group. Hearing from his
missionary that in that very month
Christian people in England would
meet in London to hear about God's
work in foreign lands he pleaded
hard for a May meeting in Samoa.
This was held in the month of May
and was a most enthusiastic gathering of 3,000 persons. Since then the
May meeting has been held annually-not always in May-but sometimes as late as October or N ovember, altho the people still call the
annual missionary meeting the May
meeting.
Never were the Samoans more
generous in their offerings for
heathen lands, or more liberal in the
support of their native pastors than
at the present time. How many devoted men alld women have. given
more than mOhey-for they have
hazarded their lives in carrying the
Gospel of Christ to dark lands. The
story of South Sea Island evangelists
and martyrs is a fascinating chapter
in the history of modern missions.
In the Memorial Church at Vatarata, New Guinea, the writer recently saw a brass tablet with eightyseven names inscribed of those
who had laid down their lives for
Christ in that dark land. And of
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men and women-native evangelists from the South Sea Islands
-no less than half have died in
New Guinea, and still there are offers of service. At the end of 1905
in my charge on the steamer John
Williams for location 111 New
Guinea were eighteen couples. In
December last nearly that number
went again. These were from Cook
Island, Niue and Samoa.
600

SAMOAN

and "there he preached the Gospel."
By the labors of native agents,
superintended by ourselves and during the past forty years in the places
mentioned, not less than 25,000 have
been won over from heathenism in
connection with the Samoan mission.
Niue was called Savage Island by
Captain Cook, because its heathen
people resented the intrusion of a

NATIVE TEACHERS ON THEIR ' ...·hy TO NEW GUINEA

The part natives have played in
introducing Christianity to their islands.-Three of these, known personally to the writer, were the
means of introducing Christianity
into the Tokelau, Ellice, and the five
southern islands of the Gilbert
gTOUp.

Quite recently I met in the Cook
Island Elikana, who with others on
that memorable voyage of eight
weeks in a canoe, drifted over 1,200
miles of ocean to the Ellice group

foreigner, and "came upon him like
wild boars." Niue fekai, or Niue
the fierce, it was named by politer
natives of other groups because of
the rough manners of the inhabitants.
Niue tokotaha it was called by its
own people because of its isolated
position in the vast Pacific Ocean.
Lying there solitary, 280 miles from
anywhere, has made the island
somewhat unique in its customs and
the people almost a race by themelectronic file created by cafis.org
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selves. The Niueans, like the Samoans, eastern Polynesians and Hawaiians, are of the Malayo-Polynesian race. They are more industrious
than the Samoans, whose climate
and soil furnishes everything edible
in tropical profusion. Niue is a very
rocky island; a quarter of a century
ago the active males began to go

5,500; to-day 4,c)00 may b~ found
always on the island.
These are all church-goers and
among them are nearly 1,600 church
members. Ineffectual attempts have
been made by Roman Catholics to
obtain a footing, but the whole
island is still attached to the London
Missionary Society.

A NATIVE-BUILT CHURCH AT ALIF! IN

away-a few as sailors, but the many
as laborers to guano islands and
other places.
At present, 110t being well satisfied with the ungenerous New Zealand rule, they are increasingly
leaving in order to obtain the higher
wages they receive elsewhere. This
is the most serious aspect of Niue.
It has meant physical and moral deterioration and the introduction of
new diseases which have sapped the
physical vigor of an energetic people. Formerly the population was
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NIUE)

SOUTH

SEA ISLANDS

The writer found the people of
Niue kind and loving, altho not
polished in their manners like the
Samoans. \Vhat indeed must they
have been in heathen times when
\Villiams, at the great risk of his
life,. tried unsuccessfully to land
teachers on Niue! A number of
years passed and then a native
named Peniamina who had heard
the Gospel story in Samoa carried
it to his own island, but with little
success. He was followed by native
evangelists from Samoa; but of all
electronic file created by cafis.org
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these the highest place must be
given to Paulo, whose memory is
still fragrant. There are two spots
on Niue which should be immortalized. At the village of Mutalau is
the tomb of Paulo; five miles southwest at Tuapa is the grave of one
of his devoted converts. How Paulo

Master he would win Niue for
Christ. Joined by other Samoan
teachers he worked on and when the
first resident missionary, Rev. W. G.
Lawes (now Dr. Lawes) arrived,
congregations were gathered all
over the island.
The "noble brothers" Lawes,

SCHOOL AND CHURCH AT ALIFI, NIUE} SOUTH SEA ISLANDS

overcame opposition, how he induced the people to make roads and
to build places of worship and how,
having served his generation, "he
fell on sleep" is a record which is
kept in heaven, and is well worth
keeping by the Church on earth.
The dying request of the devoted
convert was to be buried in the spot
referred to; and why? It was because on that spot his spiritual
father one day stood, and planting
his staff in the ground with a sublime faith and undaunted courage,
resolved that with the help of his

aided by their devoted wives, have
done splendid work on Niue. The
elder Dr. Lawes, before he was
transferred to New Guinea, and during his eleven years' residence,
translated the New Testament and
some of the earlier books of the Old,
besides with his versatile genius doing many other things. His brother
has completed the translation of
the whole Bible and is full of labors
to-day. Their own native ministers
have been trained by the brothers
Lawes. vVhen the complete edition
of the Bible arrived three years ago
electronic file created by cafis.org
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the writer was scarcely able to get
a meal. The people were clamorous
to purchase-with good English
money-the new Bible.
New and improved places of worship are being erected all over the
island. As in Samoa, the Niueans
put up their own churches, ably
support their native pastors, but this
does not prevent them from giving
very generously for the work in dark
lands, and no village surpasses Mutalau for its gifts. Recently Mutalau gave in one year £ 59 ($295)
for "dark lands" and for their pastor £69 ($345). A very warm in-
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terest was manifested last August in
heathen New Guinea when six couples
were set apart to break up new
ground there.
As one looks back over forty years
there is abundant cause for joy and
thankfulness. But the work needs
consolidation and strengthening in
many places. Above all, in New
Guinea there is much need for all
the help the South Sea Island
churches can give by sending their
devoted sons and daughters to unite
with New Guinea Christianized natives in carrying the Gospel to the
regions beyond.

NATIVE WORKERS IN MISSION FIELDS
BY REV.

J.

S. CHANDLER, D.D., AMERICAN

The native worker is the prime factor in the work of any mission. A foreign missionary without fellow workers belonging to the people for whom
he labors is shorn of the strength that
his task demands. The band of native
workers creates the atmosphere in
which he gains familiarity with the
people. He and the people learn to
know each other largely through the
medium of these fellow workers. In
general they are his joy and comfort,
for they are faithful to the Lord Jesus
Christ, and therefore faithful to the
mission and to the people. Abraham
Lincoln said the Lord must love the
common people because he made so
many of them. So we may say that
missionary bodies must love their native fellow workers, they secure so
many of them.
The following table shows how generall y they are to be found in all the
missions. The last column also shows
the proportion of communicants to
workers, both foreign and native:

BOARD,

INDIA

tt>

1:~

~.~

Societies

.~~

~~

."

~.8

--------- --- --- --Britisll ... , _, ................ .
Continental Europe ....... .
Alnerican .............. , ... .
(A merican Societies)

American Board, Boston ....
Baptist Missionary Union ..
Methodist Episcopal Church
Presbyterian Church ..... .. .

7
5

5

12
20

1q

'4

26

2l

,8

All the societies of Europe and
America are represented on the field
by 12,440 missionaries and 70,305 native workers. The average number of
native workers to each missionary is
therefore not less than five.
Of the four largest American societies one, the Presbyterian, has less
natives on the average to each missionary than the average of all the societies or than the average of the other
large American societies. But they
have the largest number of foreign
electronic file created by cafis.org
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missionaries, and a larger income than
the Congregational or Baptist societies.
On the other hand the other three
of the American societies have more
than the average, viz.: seven, eight,
and nine, respectively.
Many of the missionaries are married couples, and in these cases the
associated native workers will average
from ten to fifteen for each missionary
couple.
This band of native fellow workers
comprises all or most of the following
groups, viz.: ordained pastors, catechists or evangelists, teachers, and
Bible women. Each band is organized
in connection with its mission, or station, to conduct the work most efficiently.
In the early days of missions, especially those to peoples dense in numbers and in ignorance, but few natives
were available as workers, and they
were men of very modest education
and attainments. If they were faithful and willing to learn, the missionary
could depend upon them for important
service in reaching the people and
teaching them the Gospel story. But
it was incumbent on the missionary to
keep ill. close touch with them for the
sake of their own intellectual and
spiritual growth. Often the mission
itself would prescribe lessons for them
to learn with their individual missionaries and then recite before the whole
body of the mission at its general
meetings.
The next step was the establishment
of schools to train promising children
in the branches necessary for mission
work. Primary schools created a demand for grammar and high schools,
and these for theological seminaries
and colleges; and with the establish-

ment of a system of education the
quality of men available for mission
work was constantly improving, until the need of lesson classes diminished or ceased.
While this process was going on in
the mission organization, the few converts were increasing and being
organized into congregations and
churches; and soon the necessity arose
of ordaining some for the pastoral
care of the churches. These ordained
pastors represent the highest fruit of
the spiritual work of missions. They
are the associates and companions of
the foreign missionary not only In
church work, but in the training of
the lower classes of workers.
The schools for girls have always
been as necessary as those for boys,
not only to elevate the women, but to
train mistresses for girls' schools, and
Bible women to work among nonChristian women, and intelligent wives
for the men. But it was difficult in
some places to get girls to study, and
some missionary ladies used to give
a cup of rice to each girl that would
corne to Sunday-school in the hope
of getting some of them interested
enough to come to the day-school.
Gradually that state of things passed
away and enough would come, without
being paid for it, to fill the schools.
But for years young men preparing
for mission work preferred uneducated wives to educated ones, because
they feared that education would not
help them to be obedient to their husbands. Then one mission voted that
they thought it so important to have
workers with educated wives that they
would consider an uneducated wife a
bar to promotion and increase of salary. This did something toward the
increase of education among the girls,
electronic file created by cafis.org
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but not very much. In that mission
the tide has been completely turned by
the discovery on the part of the young
men, that educated girls can, by teaching, earn a salary even after they are
married. Now educated girls, especially those trained as teachers, are
sought after. They are not always to
be had, for educated girls have learned
to have a mind of their own, and to
appreciate the opportunities of doing
good without getting married, at least
until the man of their choice appears.
On the whole, the result is that
many of the pastors have found for
their companions true helpmeets and
coworkers instead of being married to
ignorant and inefficient women.
These are the men and women who
are coming to the front in the Christian work of the mission fields. They
are the counselors and friends of the
missionary as well. as of the Christians ; they are the best representatives
of Christianity to the non-Christian
multitudes, and illustrate its power to
develop spiritual life and character in
the individual, and unite men of diverse training and advantages into one
brotherhood. It is the joy of the missionary to let them increase while he
decreases. All missions are not in the
same stage of progress in this matter,
but it is the goal for all.
But at present the main body of native workers is made up of men and
women of moderate training and small
salary, who need contact with the missionary, or native pastor, at periodical
times to receive suggestion and inspiration. They easily get into ruts,
and it does them great good to come
together every month for a couple of
days to report their work and have
seasons of conference and prayer with
one another and with their leaders.
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In the Madura Mission of S~uth
India these workers are not only
brought together every month in each
station to meet with the missionary
and pastors of that station, but every
September they all come together in a
central place with all the missionaries
and pastors for a series of conferences
extending through several days.
Many of them live apart from their
fellows, in a kind of settlement work,
with their families as the only educated Christians, and in some cases as
the only Christians, in the midst of a
Hindu and Mohammedan population.
Little by little they gain the confidence
of the people. A school is started and
the work seems prospering, when suddenly one or two young men of the
school decide to become Christians.
Immediately there is turmoil and bitterness. It ends by the expulsion of
the lads from their homes and even
from the village, and the breaking up
of the school. The result seems to be
the gain of one or two lads with the
loss of a school and the confidence of
the community. It may take years to
win back that lost prestige, and usuany the worker has to be transferred
to another place and another sent to
rebuild the schoo!. But if the young
converts prove faithful they are worth
the loss. In a village where three
brothers came out as Christians one
backslid under the pressure, but the
other two remained firm and were
driven away. Of those one has pushed
his way through the mission schools
and become a successful pastor, ministering to a parish containing seventy
small congregations. The school that
was broken up at his conversion has
been reestablished for many years,
and the relatives that drove him out
are now friends; and if other converelectronic file created by cafis.org
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sions occur, as they surely will in time,
the new converts will not be persecuted as he was.
While many workers are gained in
this way, others are the children of a
previous generation, even of those
who themselves became disciples
through tribulation. It is a joy to see
the families thus coming into Christian
work.
One Bible reader of the earlier
time, whose salary was but $2 a
month, sent three boys to the mission
schools, and by the greatest economy
and self-denial kept them there until
they could become teachers. One remains a teacher, another is a theological instructor, and the third is an ordained pastor, all faithful workers.
An old watchman, with the same
income, did the same with his family,
and now one is a prominent catechist,
two are pastors,_ and a daughter is a
Bible woman; still another was, until
his death, a useful teacher. Thus in
the family of that poor watchman were
raised up workers for each of the four
classes mentioned in this article.
These faithful coworkers with the
missionary are not only the medium
for reaching non-Christians; they
are looked up to by the -members of
their congregations as models in cleanliness, courtesy, piety, and charity. It
gives every faithful man and woman
among them an honorable and inspir-

MISSIO~

FIELDS

ing position; and when the people are
in trouble from their non-Christian
neighbors, in sickness and death, in
poverty and prison, they turn to their
"helpful minister," as he is called.
Many such workers will surely have
every sentence of commendation mentioned in Matthew's gospel uttered to
them, viz.: "I was hungry, and ye
'gave me to eat; I was thirsty, and ye
gave me drink; I was a stranger, and
ye took me in; naked, and ye clothed
me; I was sick, and ye visited me; I
was in prison, and ye came unto me."
The position of these workers in
every mission is of the utmost importance. They ought to be better
paid and able to maintain their families in a more self-repecting way. On
the other hand there ought to be more
of them. In the Madura l\Iission district there are 3,000 villages and only
524 of these have Christians in them.
The workers number about one for
each village with Christians; whereas
many more villages would welcome
them. Thus the missions are between
the two needs, of better paid workers
and more workers, which grind them
down as b",tween upper and nether
miHstone. A large trust fund of millions, like the Rockefeller, Sage, and
other funds in this land, is urgently
needed to secure good wages and small
pensions for the 70,305 native workers
of all the missions.
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INDIA: A NATION IN THE MAKING *
BY W. M. ZL:MBRO
President of the American College, Madura, India

There are many things to indicate
that the people of India are slowly
finding themselves, are coming to
their own. Everywhere there is ferment and a murmur of discontent.
The cry "Bande mataram!" (Hail
to the mother country!) is heard
throughout the land, and "swaraj"
(home rule) and "swadeshi" (home
country) have become words of magic
to conjure with. What does it all
mean? Briefly and fundamentally it
means this: A new nation is about to
be born.
There are three dominant notes in
the murmur of discontent, one political, another industrial, and the third
religious and social. During Christmas week of 1906 Dadabhai Naoroji,
a Parsee gentleman of Bombay, for
some years past resident in England
and formerly a member of the British
Parliament, in the course of his presidential address at the opening of the
twenty-second session of the Indian
National Congress insisted upon the
right of the Indian people as British
subjects to govern themselves and
asked that this right be realized. There
were nearly IO,OOO delegates and visitors present, and the address was received with a tumult of applause. The
members of the Congress belong for
the most part to the "Moderate" party. They maintain an attitude of confidence toward the British Government and believe that in the end they
will gain what they ask by persistent
agitation. They do not on any account
wish the guiding hand of the British
Raj to be withdrawn, for they know
full well that the people of India are
not yet ready to take the government
into their own hands. There is, on
the other hand, an "Extreme" party,
led by such men as Bal Ghanghadar
Tilak, of Poona, Bipin Chandar Pal,
of Calcutta, and Lala Lajpat Rai, of
Lahore, who openly assert that it is

useless to continue to ask the government for what they want, that to do
so is to play the part of beggars, and
that the thing to do is to take by force
what they can not get otherwise.
How India is Governed To-day

In order to understand the significance of the demand for a larger
measure of self-government it is necessary to have in mind just what part
the people of India now have in the
administration of their own affairs.
The Indian Government has two centers, one in England, the other in India. The home government is vested
in a Secretary of State for India, who
is a member of the British cabinet, assisted by an under-secretary and a
cabinet of fifteen members. No Indian gentleman has ever been a member of this cabinet. In India the government is vested in a Viceroy, or
Governor-General, appointed by the
Crown, and acting under the control
of the Secretary of State for India.
He is assisted by a council of five ordinary members, and when the council
acts as a legislative body there are
from ten to sixteen additional members, half of them being "non-official."
None of the ordinary and not more
than four of the non-official members
of the Viceroy's council are Indians.
The empire is divided into provinces, the six most important of which
are Bombay, Madras, Bengal, the
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh,
the Punjab, and Burma, each under
a Governor or Lieutenant-Governor,
and each with a council. These councils are modeled after the Viceroy's
council and have official and non-officialmembers. Indians may serve only
as non-official members. These Indian members may take part in the
discussions and vote as do the English members, but they are always in
a hopeless minority should any ques-

• From the American Monthly Review of Reviews.
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tion come up in which there is a clash
between the interests of the rulers and
the ruled.
For administrative purposes these
provinces are divided into districts, of
which there are in all 250, each district having its own department of administration, justice, public works.
health and sanitation, and police. Usually, tho not always, the heads of
these various departments are Englishmen. On the other hand, far and
away the larger number of government positions are held by the people.
Out of over 114,000 positions carrying
a salary of $300 or over per year 97
per cent. are held by Indians.

primitive kind. The plow consists of
three crooked sticks fastened together.
A large part of the land which might
be cultivated is uncultivated because
the farmer has not found out the way
to cultivate it with profit. In 1903-4
the following conditions pre/ailed with
reference to agriculture:*
Acres.
Total area, British India only 554,536,000
Forest. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. 67,104,000
Not available for cultivation 138,352,000
Current fallows ............ 36,870000
Cultivable waste other than fal'
T
lows
.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 103,391,000
Net area cropped ........... 208,817,000

From this it will be seen that the
net area cropped is only about 37.5
The second note of discontent is in- per cent. of the total area, while there
dustrial. In October, 1905, on the day is over 18 per cent. of the total area
that Lord Curzon's order for the par- left waste which is capable of cultivatition of Bengal went into effect, a tion.
The disastrous effects of this neglarge crowd marched through the
streets of Calcutta, flags and banners lect of industries by the educated
flying, and later went to the temple of classes is also seen in the decadence
Kali where, in the presence of the god- of the industrial arts. The artisans
dess, they took a vow that they would still work under the old hand regime
no longer buy foreign goods, espe- where the work is done at home in ..
cially English goods, the penalty to be stead of under the modern regime of
that they would give of their blood to the machine and the factory. HowKali.
Thus began the Swadeshi ever cheap labor may be in India, it
movement. As a movement to boy- is no longer as cheap as a machine,
cott foreign goods it is a failure, but and the artisan is being driven to the
as an attempt to revive and reorganize wall. From the earliest periods of histhe waning industries of the country tory up to very recent times India had
is is exerting a most helpful influence. held high rank in the trade of the
In India the industrial situation is world, having been a large producer
critical. There are many reasons for of commodities that were highly
this. Scientific and industrial educa- prized in general commerce. Since
tion has been almost wholly neglected, 1834, when the East India Company
and save among the Parsees the edu- was deprived of its monopoly, there
cated classes have held themselves en- has been a large increase in the comtirely aloof from industrial pursuits. merce of India, the exports rising
This leaves the industries in the hands from a total of $50,000,000 in that
of the ignorant and conservative year to over $580,000,000 in 1903-4.
classes, who neither invent new or im- But the exports during the early
period consisted largely in manufacprove old methods.
The result is seen everywhere. Take tured articles, while to-day they are
agriculture: The population numbers largely raw materials. Textiles, once
about 300,000,000, in a territory half an important export, now far exceed
the size of the United States, so that all other imports, amounting to twothe problem of getting enough to eat thirds of the whole. Cotton grown in
is serious. The methods and imple'* Statistics taken from the "Statesman's Year
ments of the farmer are of the most Book," 1907.
The Industrial Situation
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the country can be shipped to England,
spun, the cloth woven on the looms
of Manchester, sent back, and sold in
the bazaars just a little cheaper than
the native artisan can sell the cloth
woven on his hand 100m.
Not only are the old industries declining, but the new economic wants
that are developing are being supplied
by articles imported from abroad
rather than manufactured at home.
About 65 per cent. of the population
is engaged in agriculture. \Vhen the
rains fail, as so often happens, the people are face to face with famine conditions, a situation which might be
greatly relieved by the organization
of new industries.
Caste exclusiveness, suspicion, and
lack of business integrity make it as
yet impossible, save among the Parsees, for the people of the country, to
any considerable extent, to organize
commercial enterprises. Some years
ago, in the city of Madura, a number of Indian gentlemen thought they
would build a cotton-spinning mill to
spin the cotton grown nearby. A considerable amount of capital was subscribed, but when it came to actually
paying in the money to start the building no one would do it, and so they
bought their wives and daughters new
jewels instead.
It is sometimes said that the reason
for the present industrial depression
is to be found in the excessive burdens
of taxation which the people are compelled to bear. In answer to this it is
perhaps sufficient to cite statistics
from government records gathered by
the editor of The East alld West and
published in the June (1907) number of that magazine. These data
show that in the ten districts of the
Bombay Presidency investigated the
annual assessment averaged from a
little over 50 cents to $1 per capita,
while the assessment varied from
about 16 to 50 cents per acre, according to kind of soil.
Social and Religious Discontent

The third note of discontent is social and religious. Recently "His
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Holiness, the Guru of Shirali," called
a "Mahasabha" or great council of
the Saraswat Brahmins, for whom
His Holiness is the spiritual head, to
consider measures whereby to overcome the increasing tendency of the
people to resort to foreign travel. According to His Holiness' interpretation
of the Shastras, foreign travel is forbidden, ane! he is consequently much
exercised by the growing tendency
among his people to condone such
travel. The Guru has stood firm and
has issued bull after bull condemning
those who have returned after such
voyages, and has forbidden the orthodox to have any intercourse with them
on their return, but, in the language
of a writer in the Indian Social Refonner, "the rising spirit will not
down." The heart of India remains
deeply religious, but the intelligence
of India is demanding that what has
been long outgrown shall .now be discarded. Just as to-day the tools of
industry are antiquated and inefficient, so also many of the social conventions, religious beliefs, superstitions and practises belong back in the
days of Greece and Rome. In the
name of their holy religion the priests
forbid foreign travel, remarriage of
widows, the attainment of mature age
before marriage, intermarriage and
interdining between the different
castes and sub-castes, and plant themselves athwart every effort made to
introduce reforms imperatively needed.
England's Attitude

There can be no doubt that England means to do the fair thing with
India, sometimes slowly perhaps and
rather grudgingly in some matters,
not infrequently, when the interests
of India cross those of England, as
in the matter of an import duty on
English textiles, sacrificing the former to the latter, but yet in the long
run determined that India shall have a
square deal and when the time comes
a government of her oWn.
The fact that unrest exists is no discredit to England; rather it is the best
possible testimonx to the excellence of
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her work. As Mr. Morley said in his
budget speech of a year ago, "Every
one,-soldiers, travelers, and journalists,-they all tell us that there is a
new spirit abroad in India. Be it so.
How could you expect anything else?
You have been educating the people
for years with western ideas and literature, and you have already given
them facilities for communication with
one another." Probably nowhere in
the world is there a more efficient,
upright, faithful body of men set to
rule a country than is to be found in
India. Symp~thy with the ruled there
may not always be, misunderstandings
there are a-plenty, and the Britisher
is too often inclined to look with proud
disdain upon the people over whom he
exercises lordship, but he can not be
accused of neglect of duty, inefficiency
or graft.
England is fully aware that a new
situation has developed and is preparing to meet it. Lord Minto has already appointed a committee to consider whether the time has come to
give India some form of representative government. This committee has
made its report, and the government
recommendations based on it have
been sent home to England, but until
the reply of the Secretary of State has
been received it will not be made public just what the recommendations arc.
Meanwhile, Mr. Morley, in his last
budget speech, proposes the following
changes in the administration of the
Indian Empire: ( I) The establishment in India of an advisory "Council of Notables"; (2) a substantial enlargement of the Legislative Councils
in India, both the Governor-General'~
Council and the Provincial Legislative
Councils; (3) the nomination by the
Secretary of State for India of one
and perhaps two Indian gentlemen to
be members of the Indian Council in
London. The latest information is
that Mr. Morley has already introduced into the British Parliament legislation looking toward the bringing
about of these changes.
It is evident, however, that the Indian Government is much concerned

IN THE MAKING

about the present unrest. Around
Lahore certain agitators like Ajit
Singh have been inflaming the people
by seditious speeches and inciting to
open revolt, seeking especially to influence the Sikhs, many of whom are in
the army. On May 7 a warrant was
issued for the arrest of Ajit Singh and
Lala Lajpat Rai. The former escaped, tho he was taken later, but
Rai was arrested and without trial deported to Rangoon "for reasons of
state." A considerable portion of the
native press has of late been publishing scurrilous attacks on the government, and it became imperative to put
down with a firm hand such proceedings. Thousands still die of plague,
and agitators played upon the superstitions of the people by tales of the
British officials causing plague l.Jy
putting poison in wells. May 10,
of last year, was the anniversary
of the breaking out of the great
Sepoy Mutiny at Meerut, and as
that day drew near a rumor was
started that on this anniversary Lala
Lajpat Rai was intending to march
on Lahore with an army and begin a
military movement against the government. To prevent this a considerable detachment of soldiers was hurried to the city and prompt measures taken to prevent what it was
feared might be a serious uprising.
There was some rioting at Rawalpindi, near Lahore, two or three villages were burned, and some mission
property destroyed, but later information gives little evidence to show that
an armed uprising had been seriously
contemplated.
Who are the People of India?

The population of India is made
up of a multitude of races and
tongues gathered from many lands,
representing many creeds, divided,
discordant, oftentimes hating each
other, and until recently doing all that
they could to prevent assimilation into
one people. There are the aborigines,
now driven back into the forests and
mountain fastnesses; the Dravidian,
who came into India long before the
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coming of the AryaEs and for a time
occupied nearly the whole of the peninsula, tho later driven southward;
the Aryan, who came down through
the northwest pass about 2000 B.c.,
and who at once asserted and has
since maintained his superiority over
the other races; and the later comers,
Jew and Arab, Scyth, Tatar, and Mogul, each maintaining so far as possible his separate life, and refusing to
blend with his neighbors.
And yet these divergent peoples are
being drawn together and fused into
one nation. The Hindus and Mohammedans have for centuries been enemies, and yet Surendra N ath Bannerji, a Bengal Babu, at the outbreak
of the Swadeshi movement, addressing
the Mohammedans at their great
Bakra Id festival, said: "We are no
longer Hindus and Mohammedans, we
are Indians," a sentiment which would
have been impossible five years ago.
No people can unite to form a nation unless they have a common language. This India has never had, the
last census giving as many as sixteen
different languages, each spoken by
from 3,000,000 to 90,000,000, while
more than r60 minor dialects are recognized. A century of English rule
has made possible a common language.
English is now the language of instruction in all the high schools and
colleges throughout the empire; it is
also the official, as it is fast becoming
the commercial, language. A visitor
from America who may happen to attend the National Congress will perhaps be surprized to see the 10,000
or more delegates, splendid fellows
from all over the empire, holding dignified conference over the various
problems that present themselves, but
he will be still more surprised to find
that the proceedings are all conducted
in English, the only language that is
common among the delegates.
What part are the Indian people taking in their own regeneration? The
national organization and development
of Congress is the best thing that India has yet done of her own initiative
to prepare for self-government. It is
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not an official body and has no official
standing with government, but by it
public opinion is being formed and a
new national spirit created.
India is alive to the need of industrial reorganization, and there is coming an insistent demand for scientific
and industrial education to supplement
the exclusive literary and philosophic
education of the past. Young men in
increasing numbers are going to Japan, to Europe, and to America to
study agriculture, engineering, applied
arts, and sciences. A young high-caste
man from India has recently been taking a course at Pratt Institute and
studying among other things the process of soap-making, an unheard of
thing in the past and significant for
the future. Mills built by native capital are found in Bombay, Bengal, and
elsewhere, tho aside from what has
been done by the Parsees there is not
much to the credit of the Indian people
in the way of organized industries.
As to their religion, various attempts have been made to reform
Hinduism, but with little success, as
the Hindus themselves admit. The
Brahmo and Arya Samaj movements
have done something, but they do not
increase as one might expect them to.
Movements like the Young Men's
Hindu Association accomplish nothing. The priests are frequently corrupt and immoral. Moreover, Hinduism has no way by which to help the
low-caste man. A few years ago a
Brahman official to whom the Madras
government gave the important duty
of writing the "progress report" of
the presidency pointed out that "from
a Hindu standpoint there was no hope
for the social amelioration of the outcast within the pale of Hinduism.
There is but one way for them to rise.
and that is to accept either Mohammedanism or Christianity." The editor of the Christian Patriot, commenting on this, says: "No Hindu has
ever challenged that statement made
in a public report of government."
The Christian community, tho small,
numbering only about one per cent of
the population, is admitted on all
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hands to have an influence out of all
proportion to its numbers. It is the
only community that has the hope of
the morning in its heart, and in it
the Gospel which it preaches lies the
future of India.
What part is America taking in
this work of creating a new India?
1--iothing so far as political influence
goes, and practically nothing commercially, for America's trade with India
is insignificant, amounting in 1905 to
$7,547,938 worth of exports and $53,238,000 of imports. The only way in
which America is directly influencing
India is through her missionaries.
There are about I, IOO American men
and women engaged in mission work.
They have gone out with a ftw simple
things packed away in their trunks,the Bible,a school-book, a few tools and
implements of industry,-and with the
American idea of a fair chance to all
and a helping hand to the one who is
in need, they have scattered out into
the cities and villages and out-of-theway places and there they have set
themselves to the task of helping in
the redemption of India. Wherever
they have gone they have organized
schools, and in the school is crystal'ized much of the best that America
has. The following table indicates the
amount of educational work carried on
in India by the American missionaries:
No.
Primary
and
secondary
schools ................ 3,542
Colleges ...................
9
Theological seminaries .....
7
Industrial schools .......
17
Medical schools ...........
3
Kindergartens .............
IS

Pupils.
127,302
3,387
183
1,759
18
507

In addition to this a considerable
number of the 159 newspapers and
magazines now published in India are
published by American missionaries.
It is a small work that they are doing
compared with the much larger work
of the English, but it is something,
and something too for which India is
grateful, and all the more so because
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there is no possibility of political interest back of it. Already India is
sending some of her choice sons to
America to studv American institutions and methods of industry, and
soon many more will be coming for
the same purpose. Some of the American schools and colleges in India, like
the American college at Madura, are
trying to reorganize their work so as
to offer scientific and industrial training, for which, however, a larger income is imperative.
.
India has splendid achievements to
her credit in the past. The Empire of
Asoka was one of the greatest of preChristian empires, and the pillar and
rock inscriptions of the Asokan era
form, according to Rhys Davids, one
of the most important of any age.
Two of the four great world religions
had their birth in India, and the sacred
books of the Hindus exceed in volume
those of any other faith. N or have
they been wanting in other literature.
Where is there in all the world a
gem of architecture equal to the Taj
at Agra as it stands alone in its own
exquisite garden on the banks of the
Jumna, the finest monument in the
world to the most beautiful of sentiments, the love of man for woman?
Still greater achievements await
India in the future. No definite plan
of reorganization by which the people
will have a larger part in their own
government has yet been agreed upon.
Perhaps the plan that would be most
popular there would be for some member of the royal family of England to
become the permanent Viceroy and establish his own court, with a legislative
assembly, one branch of which at
least should be elected by the people.
While there are possibilities of serious difficulty in the future, there seems
good reason to believe that the present discontent is but the normal sign
of healthy growth, and that out of the
womb of the past a new India is being born fairer, brighter, truer, nobler than anything that the past has
ever known.
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THINGS OUT OF PROPORTION IN INDIA*
BY

.vlHS. JOHN H.

WYCKOFF

The American Arcot l\Hssion in South India

India is a land of surprizes, and you It is a cause of much Cf1me in the
may notice some of them on your land, for often little children and
very first journey in the land. The women are murdered for the jewels
proportion of water to sand in one they were wearing.
Moreover, it
of the vast river beds the train has keeps a vast amount of capital out of
Ninety million pounds
to cross, is an instance: it has taken a circulation.
bridge half a mile long to span it, sterling is the sum computed to be
but the stream of visible water there thus tied up for senseless display in
is surprizingly small, and as the hot the past 70 years that might have
months wear on, may become invisi- been expended for the comforts and
ble. At the same time, the glossy necessities of life. Is it any wonder
greenness of the banian trees that that India is poor?
shade the highway seems to be enDoes this concern the problems of
tirely out of proportion to the wither- the missionary, you ask. Yes, when
ing heat of the sun. The size of the he has to fix the salaries of his agents,
washerman's donkey is sadly dis- who feel too poor to afford twentyproportioned to the vastness of two five cents a- year for a book or a little
bundles of clothing being taken to or magazine, and yet can supply their
from the river bed, where they are daughters with nose and ear jewels
cleaned by being beaten flail-fashion and bangles, silver toe-rings besides!
on a smooth stone-and, alas! the or when an agent with a kind-hearted
nUl;l1ber of buttons that return to you supporter in this land writes a pais also staggeringly small compared thetic appeal for help to feed his
with those you know were sewed on family better, receives direct a Christmas gift of $10, and spends it all in
before that vigorous treatment!
Another incongruity that constantly substituting gold for brass in his
obtrudes itself on your notice is the wife's ears!
You are more familiar with anamount of clothing vs. jewelry everybody wears. There is an inordinate other of the distortions of heathenism
love of self-adornment in the people- that comes ~rom the undue exaltation
high and low, old and young, male of man above woman; but yoti do not
and female. A naked baby of two realize the ruinous outcome of this
months will have its fat little wrists sentiment as we meet it in a hundred
stiff with bangles and wear a string ways. In the man, arrogance unof beads round its neck. In rich fam- bounded, and self-gratification the one
ilies, the boys from two to five years purpose of his life; in the woman,
of age V!ill be in full dress, when enslavement of body and mind. The
wearing only silver anklets and brace- baby boy is the one who, if he lives
lets and a stiff necklace of gold wire, to perform the funeral rites for his
with perhaps some silver ornament on father, saves his father's soul from
the string inevitably worn around the hell; so he is a little brown god from
loins. Their sisters, in addition, will his birth, growing up undisciplined
have ears and nose more or less dec- and uncontroled. As a little boy, he
orated, and multiply the bead chains may beat his mother, unreproved.
and bangles, and their fond parents Small wonder that as a young man
think any further clothing a super- he beats or kicks his little wife, if he
fluity for such babies. This passion so chooses, for any slightest cause;
does not decrease with age nor disap- for she is given over to him body and
soul-there is no possible appealpear with extreme poverty .
• From the Bombay Guardian.
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public sentiment is all on his side,
applauding his ability to rule his own
household. Of course, she may never
speak his name, nor eat till he has
finished his meal, nor sit in his presence; that is a matter of family etiquette. "Yes, surely, I have beaten
my wife," coniest a good, earnest
Christian man, "I had to beat her
till she learned not to answer back."
But it takes more than two generations to counteract that which has
been bred in the bone for centuries.
Oh, how the subject of woman's disabilities looms up with more and more
terrible distinctness as you see into
the heart of heathenism! Books about
her wrongs have been written, which
all will do weIl to read who stiIl have
a faint idea that Hinduism is a religion sufficiently well adapted to the
Hindus to be let alone by outsiders.
The treatment it accords to its childwives and child-widows is of itself
enough to brand it as satanic. Compared with all others, surely they are
the deepest wronged who are given
over in infancy to the passions of brutal, wicked men; or who, when the
husband dies, are branded from babyhood through life as the murderers
of their husbands, for which unconscious sin no misery is too great a
punishment, no ignominy undeserved,
no mitigation allowed, no atonement
possible. And the greatest sinners in
this respect are the Brahmans, who
exalt themselves as gods, but thrust
down a widowed daughter or sister
to the lowest hell, even disfiguring
her appearance, so that all the world
may know her at a distance and avoid
her as they woule! the plague. Is it
not a miracle that out of this lowest
pit of man-invented suffering, should
have been raised up one, who has
rescued 2,000 and more of the despised widows and famine castaways,
and is bringing them into the light?
The success of the work of the Brahman widow, Pandita Ramabai, is out
of all proportion to the means employed, and is only to be explained as
you recognize in it the hand of God.
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We can touch only lightly upon
some of the other disproportions that
especially appeal to mothers. The
mad haste to get their little daughters married, over and above any desire to see them physically or mentally fitted for the responsibilities of
life, is inexplicable to all of us. And,
again, their consuming desire for children is most pathetic. . . . I have
seen them in the blistering April heat
walking three miles around a sacred
rock, with clasped hands as if in
ceaseless petition, touching the earth
at every step; and my heart ached
with the hopelessness of their remedies, and the cruelty of the public sentiment and the priestly dictum that
prescribed such remedies.
"How can they be so ignorant as
to do such things!" you exclaim; but
you only ask it because you do not
yet appreciate the proportion of darkness to light in that land, nor the astonishing power wielded over the
masses by the priests, who prescribe
these senseless remedies and keep up
the unholy feasts, with alI the imbecilities of idol-worship. They are the
emissaries of the Prince of Darkness,
and there is an army of several millions of them, many of them wandering about as sacred beggars, frightening the simple-hearted with their
pretended powers of cursing those
that oppose them, and fostering superstitious fear of gods and devils
alike. Alas, that in India morality
should seem to be in inverse ratio to
the profession of religion and that
these leaders of the people should be
the greatest hindrance to the spread
of the light! For the stupendous fact
remains, that, with all the change that
the last roo years of missionary effort
has brought about; with all that Protestant countries with their 91 missionarv societies have thus far accomplished; with all that the British
Government with its magnificent educational system has yet done; only 22
per cent of the men and but two and
a half per cent of the women of India
can read! You have put too vast a
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burden upon us, your agents, in that
distant land. You have given us a
field to work of whose extent you can
form no adequate idea. One foreign
missionary to 500,000 souls! Is that
the proportion the Christian Church
desire~ to maintain?
My husband
had a parish of 2,500 Christians, and
tho he had three assistant ministers,
yet as his congregations were scattered over an area of 500 square miles,
they did not reduce his work to such
proportions that he could rightly compass it, for those Christians were scattered in fifty different villages, and
among them were forty schools which
he had to manage and maintain. Then
think of the 800 villages with their
thousands of souls, where the Gospel
can be only occasionally preached, and
which are dependent on him for the
Bread of Life. Now add to these labors the duty of supervising the work
of your neighboring missionary who
is obliged to take his furlough, and
some serious responsibility for the
whole mission, like the treasurer's or
secretary's duties, and then tell me if
your expectation of results from your
foreign work is not sadly out of proportion to the force you send to work
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it. At the least, can no: the Church
supply the place of those who have
fallen in harness?
Dr. John Scudder died, another
missionary withdrew, and no one has
been sent to fill up the ranks again,
their fields. being divided up among
the remaining missionaries already
overburdened, so that now their responsibilities are cruelly out of proportion to their strength, and demand,
as one of them wrote, "full days and
nights of work." Is there no way to
come to their relief? I know I am
addressing a noble band of workers
who are presumably giving a large
part of their time and thought and
means to these problems-indeed, who
have given their all to God to be used
by Him as He directs-but the proportion of those who are interested in
this work is small, compared with the
larger number who do little or nothing to extend the Redeemer's kingdom
in the regions beyond. Not in a carping nor fault-finding spirit, but in a
spirit of tender love, do I urge any
who may be indifferent or lukewarm
to "come to the help of the Lord, to
the help of the Lord against the
mighty."

THE STUDENTS OF RUSSIA *
EY BARON

PAUL NICOLAY OF RUSSIA

The Russian student world does not
represent a compact homogeneous
mass of Russians, but reflects the variety of different nationalities, which
form 144,000,000 inhabitants of this
Empire and of its one hundred or more
languages and dialects. This is especially apparent in the western universities, in Y oorieff (Dorpat) for example, where the Polish, German, Lettish, Esthonian, and Russian students
form distinct groups, the last comprising, besides "great" and "small"
Russians, a number of Jews, and of
dark-faced Armenians and Georgians
from the Caucasus. These groups
are not on friendly terms with each
other .

It is impossible before a correct
census has been taken, to give an exact estimate of the number of students
in the eight universities and about
thirty-six high technical schools for
men and in the ten or eleven higher
institutions for women; but it is certain that the number has of late
greatly increased, having risen in St.
Petersburg from 14,600 in 1905 to
29,500, including about 8AOO women.
The total for all Russia can not be
below 64,000. The students are concentrated in a few great centers,
thereby making access for work among
them easier. All the universities and
almost all the high technical schools
are non-residential.

• From 'TheSludenl World, New York.
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The distinctly Russian class of students produce on a foreigner an impression that is not prepossessing.
With the exception of a few dandies
in the capitals, they are mostly extremely poor and crowd into the universities without financial means, in
hope of finding work or lessons to live
on, and many are almost starving. A
foreigner will also be struck by their
unruliness, lack of restraInt, unreliability, lack of enterprise and of perseverance, and the morE' than loose way,
in which they regard the very worst
forms of sin. The sense of good and
bad, of right and wrong, seems to be
obliterated to a terrible extent.
But much must be said in favor of
these students, to make up for these
dark outlines. Russians are an emotional people, quick to .feel and to act
under impulses, open to the worst and
to the best and highest influences. You
will hardly anywhere find more warmhearted, generous, unselfish people,
once you have won their affections.
They are willing to spend and be spent
for a cause they have espoused. A
woman student, living on fifty shillings
a month, used to give twenty to her
social democratic party. "What do
you do? What do you sacrifice ?" is a
usual question put to a Christian comrade. Should not this quality be enlisted in the cause of Christ?
One of the most interesting problems for study is the religious attitude
of the students. With a few exceptions, thcy consider themselves freethinkers, but, strange to say, the innate
religiousness of the Russian race
shows itself even in their very irreligiousness. The very fanatical zeal
of the anti-Christian propaganda they
carryon, the way they grope after
something that will fill the emptiness
of their souls, the number of suicides
committed for purely ethical reasons,
and the way they respond if something
seems to mcet their needs-arc both
expressive and impressive. It must
not be forgotten, that tho they usually reject Christianity in its Biblical
form, consider ing it to be a fable of
the past-they have never had the

Gospel put before them in its simplicity and power. Few Russians have
read through even the New Testament. Neither should it be forgotten,
that for many reasons the bulk of
Russian students have drifted so far
from Christianity and have imbibed
such a lot of false teaching of every
kind, that it will need slow, patient,
plodding work to win a greater number of them for the Christ of the Gospel. This work must be done on Scriptural, evangelical, interdenominational
lines.
There is no doubt, that new and
mighty forces for evil and good are
now at work in Russia. A change is
visible even in the political attitude
of students; many have been disappointed in their political idcals and
are now more accessible. "vVe have
learned much during these years in the
way of political agitation," they say,
"but we have not had time to think for
ourselves." New tendencies are showing themselves also in the moral and
religious realms. Crude materialism
is losing ground, and although theoretical pessimism is swaying great
numbers and even monism is taking
a more definite form, yet Christian tendencies, however vague and feeble,
are being felt more and more. Professor Bulgakoff, in .Moscow, a former ardent Marxist and atheist, is
putting Christianity to the front wherever he can.
Religious-philosophical
societies are making their appearance,
and much is spoken about Christianity. It is a gladdening fact that,
among the students, who have come
from the ecclesiastical seminaries, and
who are commonly regarded as the
1110st hardened of all, we find men in
whom the better knowledge of the
Gospel has prepared the ground for
real service for Christ. They can become our best helpers.
New spiritual breezes are visibly
blowing over Russia; an awakening
of Christian thought is visibly taking
place; outward restrictions and hindrances have mostly been removed.
N ow is the time to press 011 with all
our might.
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EDITORIALS
THE WAYS OF PRAYING

Some time since we indicated seven
different ways of giving: "The selfish
way, equal way, proportionate way,"
etc. It has often occurred to us that
the word of God hints many ways of
praying also, and their mention may
show their defect and necessary lack
of prevailing power. For instance:
1. The formal way-when prayer
is a mere form of words, with little
or no heart; or when it is simply due
to the force of a habit which has lost
its real motive power.
2. The
hurried way - hastening
through it as a disagreeable and irksome duty-a duty indeed but not a
delight, and to be dismissed as quickly
as may be.
3. The selfish way-when the real
motive is to consume the coveted
blessing upon ourselves-in some way
to promote our own selfish advantage
or pleasure.
4. The impulsive way-praying as
the feeling prompts, and when we
feel so inclined-without any definite
plan of prayer in our lives, or devout
habit.
5. The faithless way-with no real
dependence on the pron1ises of God,
or confident expectation of receiving
what we ask or seek.
6. On the contrary, there is the
thoughtful way, seeking to meditate
upon God, and intelligently understand both the nature of prayer and
the good we seek.
7. The earnest way-with the attention of the mind and the desire of
the heart absorbed in asking, with a
determination to persevere.
8. The trustful way-coming in the
spirit of a child; first believing that
God's promises justify prayer, and
then that we are coming to a Father,
both able and willing.
9. The consistent way-that is, living as we pray, and so walking with
God as to be ill the way of blessing,
and by fellowship with God inviting it.
ro. The spiritual way-so cultivating acquaintance with the Holy Spirit

that He can and does breathe in us
first the desires we breath out in
prayer.
It is easy to see why we so often
fail, and how we may succeed.
THE HOPE OF MISSIONS

Isaiah xlii: 1-7. This is one of the
great central passages of all prophecy.
The Messiah is here set forth as the
serv,:nt .of Jehoyah, upheld by His
A~mlgh~1t1ess; HIS elect, the object of
HI~ ?~!tght, the subject of His Holy
Spmts unmeasured indwelling and
outworking.
His special mission is to the Gentiles. "He shall not cry," as in helpless grief, nor "shout," as in boastful glory; but perform His service in
the quietness bf a divine confidence
and certainty of result.
"The bruised reed" and "smoking
wick" seem to refer to the golden
candlestick, whose branches were
called reeds; and so regarded, this
verse may refer to the Church, which
even in periods of spiritual decline,
He does not forsake.
When its
branches are "bruised" He does not
utterly break them off; and when its
lamp burns dim, He does not quench
it, but, by patient, loving discipline,
heals schisms, repairs breaches, and
breathes new life into the expiring
flame, so that the light may shine clear
and far.
The fourth verse, open to a similar
construction, may be translated, "He
shall not burn dimly, nor be bruised;"
and this makes the thought, throughout, beautifully consistent.
Christ finds His Church with
branches bruised and lights dim, and,
by corrective judgments, makes it capable of a powerful testimony to the
truth. Weare to look up from a
fallible, imperfect body of disciples to
an infallible and perfect Head and
Lord, who can not be bruised and
broken, nor can His light ever become
dim or be extinguished. He shall correct His Church by chastening judgments, and by punitive judgments,
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destroy the wicked, and set up His
throne upon the earth: and, for His
law, the isles shall longingly wait and
Ethiopia shall stretch forth imploring
hands.
God has called Him to be the Justifier, and holds His hand and keeps
Him; He has entered into a covenant
with Him, which is as sure as the
word and oath of God can make it.
Christ shall be the light of the Gentiles, tho the Church's lamp may, at
times, seem to be going out and its
testimony almost quenched. He shall
open blind eyes, release imprisoned
souls, and visit those in the shadow of
death.
Without claiming this as an exact
and scholar! y exegesis, careful study
of the Hebrew will satisfy the student
that the drift of this paragraph is not
ordinarily apprehended. The grand
hope of missions is here shown to be
the infallible covenant of God, not the
golden candlesticks, but He who
"walketh in the midst" of them-not
the efficiency and energy of human organization, but the power and grace
of the living, risen, glorified Christ.
The word, "judgment," occurs here
in three conspicuous connections; and
always calls attention to Divine energy
of action. God invites the cooperation of His people, but is not depend·
ent upon it. He can work in His own
way-and sometimes by mighty judgments He both brings an unfaithful
Church to see her duty, and a rebellious world to bow and submit to His
law. The whole outline of the work
missions is suggested in this passage
in Isaiah; as also of missionary histo~y. and the Divine philosophy of
miSSIOns.
A conspicuous change in prophetic
terminology occurs at the fifty-third
chapter, "The servant of the Lord"
is a phrase wqich occurs frequently,
up to the eleventh verse, referring to
the Messiah, who represents the true
Israel, the Holy Seed of God, the indestructible germ which assures continuity to Israel's life, the restorer of
moral order.
But, tho this title occurs nineteen
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times in the previous chapters (xli to
liii), after the eleventh verse of this
chapter it disappears: "My righteous
Servant shall justify many." Now his
work as servant is done; He has suffered the just for the unjust to bring
us to God; has justified many and
made them "servants of God." They
MW take up the work He has laid
down, and "fill up that which is behind in his afflictions." And so, after
this, as in chapter liv: 17, we find the
new phrase, "servants of the Lord"plural-which occurs ten times from
chapter liv: 17 to lxvi: 14. He who
is "the seed of Jehovah" now sees
His own seed and it is numerous. The
"Servant of God," thus multiplied a
thousandfold, (Rom. v: 15-19), ceases
to suffer, and in the former sense, to
serve; and His spiritual offspring take
up the service and suffering for His
sake. They go into all the world, as
witnesses to testify, and, as martyrs,
to die, for Him and His cause; until
He comes again, and then service and
suffering are merged into triumph
and glory, and the new heavens and
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness, take the place of this sin-cursed
and sorrow-stricken world; and chaos
is once more displaced by cosmos.
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS IN CHINA

The Student Volunteer Movement
has taken root in China. Revival
services were held in Peking two
years ago, and a good many University students were laid hold of.
Sixty of them united in a pledge to
work for the salvation of their fellow
countrymen - a student volunteer
band. Their leader, Mr. Chen, a tutor
in the Peking University, told the
story of this company of volunteers
and the work they have done and
have in view to a meeting of mission·
aries at Pei-ta-ho, a health resort on
the Gulf of Pechili.
Last summer forty of them spent
their summer vacation preaching in
the country mission stations, services
much appreciated at every center they
visited. This year forty-seven have
given their vacation to the same work.
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Mr. Chen and another of the band
are at present visiting the Protestant
Colleges of Shantung, seeking to interest other students in the movement.
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of Christian service, when the pyramids crumble to dust, and the monuments of brass and marble crumble.
We have only to do our work and
leave to our Master our reward.

PRACTISING VIRTUE

The Chinese "practise virtue" on
the 8th day of the 12th moon, laying
up merit against the future. Donors
advertise their intention of thus practising virtue; if the day ends and no
one applies, the supplies-consisting
of a weak soup which has been kppt
ready to serve out to applicants for
twelve hours-are fed to the pigs!
THE MONUMENTS TO MISSIONS

THE

PERSONAL ELEMENT IN
MISSIONS

A careful comparative study of missionary biography, and of the life-work
of those who have been the feeders
and supporters of missions at home,
reveals nothing more clearly than
this, that the degree of real power
wielded for Christ depends, not on
wealth, rank, culture or genius, but
on the measure of close personal fellowship with God, and in Him with
other fellow workers, and fellow helpers to the truth. Conspicuous forevermore stand out, even from their
fellow missionaries, such as Schwartz,
Carey, Judson, Livingstone, Duff,
Bowen, Hudson Taylor, Henry Martyn, Fidelia Fiske, Dr. Baedeker, in
the foreign field; and Chalmers,
Fleming Stevenson, George Muller,
John 'Wilkinson, Pennefather, Charles
Hodge, Lord Radstock, at home; and,
in every case, this prominence is
solely due to this element of personal
relation to the Lord.
Accordingly the following document has a wide bearing. Dr. John
R. Davies, of Philadelphia, who gives
it to the press, says:

The late Henry M. Stanley had a
garden, at his home in Birbright, laid
out to represent Africa. A narrow
little brook represented the Kongo,
branching at one end of the garden
to illustrate the Zambesi; a small
waterfall to remind him of Victoria
Falls, and a little lake to call to mind
the day when he first looked en Victoria Nyanza and the source of the
Nile. Probaby the idea was suggested
by the park at Blenheim where the
Duke of Marlborough planted acres of
trees to represent the position of contending armies in his main engagements; so that every spring might
hang out leafy banners and blossoms
of triumph to commemorate his victories. Many a retired missionary or
The original was placed in my care,
explorer, by some such device, might shortly
before his death. by a parishrecall the scenes of his earlier labors ioner, David Brainerd \Villiamson, a son
or travels.
of Rev. Alexander Williamson, one of
But he needs no such ll1emorials. the signers, who, leaving Princeton Semin 1822, went as a missionary to
His Master rears to him monuments inary
the Indians in the Southern States, [1"of another sort-souls renewed, a new ding upon horseback, in the discharge of
literature created, churches formed, such duties, more than four thousand
and missions planted, and schools and miles. Afterward he was the devoted
pastor of churches in Indiana, dying at
medical institutions-to make the des- Corydon, in that State, July I4, I849·
ert blossom as the rose, and transform More than eighty-five years have passed
the deathshade. into a valley of light since this covenant was written, the men
signed it having long since entered
and bloom-to displace the thorns and who
into rest, but its message is of permathistles by the planting of the Lord nent value. The depth of its piety, the
and trees of righteousness that He sweetness of its spirit, the Christlike
might be glorified-this, tho it may character of its purport makes this <;locumellt, yellow with ~ge, crumb\lIlg .1I1to
not appear so conspicuous to the eyes fragments,
a word 111 season 1!1 tlIl!es
of men, is his true memorial, and will like ours when internal and mal1lfold 111witness to the humility and fidelity terests t~nd to make both the man in
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the pew and the man in the pulpit selfcentered and forgetful of the brotherhood of believers with whom he worships and works in the Kingdom of God.

Theological Seminary,'
Princeton, September 23, 1822.
"Let brotherly love continue," is not
only the divine command, but it is
exactly the feeling of our hearts. Having been providentially brought into
the same class in this seminary, and
having enjoyed a long and very pleasant friendly intercourse, we feel desirous to perpetuate the attachment
and have therefore resolved to give
and accept this written pledge of it.
We have to confess to God and to
each other our intercourse as students
has not been so spiritual, so marked
with mutual usefulness as from our
character and employments it should
have been; yet as. we do each one
hope to be pardoned by the Savior, so
we do now severally ask forgiveness of each other for everything
which has been said or done that was
offensive, or in any way inconsistent
with that tender regard for each other's feelings and character which was
mutually due. And we do severally
forgive sincerely and from the heart
every offense and do now each one
over the faults and failings of his
brother spread the veil of Christi<ln
charity and affectionate fraternal forgetfulness.
And as we are about to leave this
beloved retreat and to separate finally
it is probable as to this world, we do
mutually offer and accept a sincere
affectionate and disinterested Christian
friendship which will last, we fondly
hope, throughout eternity. We pledge
ourselves to love one another, "to be
kind to one another, and to endeavor
as far as possible to promote each
other's happiness and usefulness; and,
also that we will be faithful in counseling and admonishing one another
in regard to everything which our
duty to GOG and to each other requires us to notice.
And now may the blest Jesus
who will not be ashamed (we humbly
hope) to call us brethren, give to our
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covenant His approbation and His
blessing, and when the separations of
time are over, unite us again as a band
of worshipers in heaven, together
with our dear departed brethren who
we trust have gone before us to that
place where we hope to be permitted
to see his face and celebrate his praises
forever. Amen.
(Signed) -George Potts, Michael
Osborn, Charles Clinton Beatty,
James Douglass, John Hudson, Hugh
Wilson, Holloway W. Hunt, Thomas
Kennedy, Moses P. Harris, Augustus
L. Chapin, Alexander Williamson,
John Breckenridge.
THE ADVANTAGE OF LATTER-DAY
SAINTS

Luther compared the writers of the
Old Testament and the New to the
two men who carried upon a staff,
between them, the branch with the
huge cluster of Eschol grapes. They
were both bearing the same precious
fruit; but one of them saw it not. The
other saw both the fruit and the man
who was his fellow carrier. Hebrew
believers could not see the full scope
and value of the truth they were bearing for the world, but Christian believers see it all, and how it was given
in outline and shadow to those of the
elder economy. Augustine said "The
New Testament is enfolded in the Old,
and the Old is unfolded in the New."
Both are indispensable to mutual completeness.
Somewhat so is it as to workers in
missions. Those who went before and
only foretold the triumphs of these
latter clays, bore their testimony but
saw not how it was fulfilled in hist<::ry, perhaps themselves understood
not the message they bore. We who
are permitted to engage in the work,
not only have our eye on the old Testament prophecies and promises, but
are permitted to behold the g'>thered
fruits of mif-sionary labor-the growing fulfilment of the long deferred
hope. We have the double inspiration
and encouragement of the Word of
God and the Work of God.
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INDIA
How Wonderfully India Has Changed

The Hindus and Mohammedans of
Cumbum, India, united with the
Christians in giving a welcome to
sixty missionaries of the American
Baptist Telugu Mission, who met
there in conference December 27,
1907, to January 2, 1908. Along the
road, for four long miles the road
was spanned with gay arches, on
which "Welcome, Welcome, W elcome!" was inscribed over and over
again. On one of the arches was to
be read: "Hail, Preachers of Truth 1"
India Missionaries in Conference

There are 104 missionaries connected with the India mission. The
year just closed has been one of
steady progress. A few stations report a considerable number of baptisms:
Sooriapett, 387; N algonda, 220; Ongale, 21 s; altogether there were 2,132
adult baptisms within the mission, of
whom about one-half came from the
non-Christian community. The number of caste people baptized numbered 44, which is 12 more than last
year and nearly three times as many
as any preceding year.
In spite of the hard times and semifamine, much progress has been made,
and quite a number of the 142 organized churches are wholly or almost
self-supporting. The Indian Christians
alone gave last year nearly $400 to
the Telugu Home Mission Society,
which was an increase of $66 on the
year before. The spiritual tone of the
churches is good, and while there
have been some defections, discipline
is well exercised.
The continu~d hard times have a
disastrous effect on the schools, particularly those in the. country hamlets.
The college at Ongole has had a prosperous year with over 300 students,
of who~ more than half are Christians. The mission maintains a high
school at Kurnool and two at N ellore,

one for boys and one for girls. The
plans and estimates for the Jewett
Memorial Church at Ongole have
been sanctioned and it will be built at
once at a cost of about $8,000.
Torrid Heat in India

A missionary writes feelingly as follows concerning what he and thousands of other Europeans are compelled to endure:
How the sunshine does scorch down today! A welcome breeze from the west had
made the night hours unexpectedly tolerable; and after sunrise, the breeze became
a wind, ~hic~, while one was in it, despite
the dust It raIsed, was like Lazarus' finger
allowed to be dipt in pitying coolness and
waved to and fro over poor, condemned
souls. But in the Bazaar street, or along
the narrow, evil-smelling pathways between
the village huts, where the walls shut off
the wind, the heat sprang up and choked
one, while on the open spaces often the
wind was forgotten because of the sun burning down ~rom. above, and the aU-prevailing
glare beat111g 111 from every side. Hardbaked fields, unseamed yet by the plow for
the most part, ali bare and bleached-and
t~i? sh~)Uld be the time of sown seed upnS111g 111 fertIle greenness, struggling with
the wilful weeds as to which shall own the
soft, wet earth.

A Refuge from the Torrid Heat

Koclaikanal has become, in a peculiar sense, the missionary center of India. It is a beautiful mountain retreat in South India, between 7,000
and 8,000 feet above the sea, and possest of a unique climatic charm. During the last two months no fewer than
309 missionary adults came to this
place for rest and recuperation. They
represent 2S missionary societies working in at least 4 provinces of India,
and are members of 8 different nationalities. It is wonderful how much of
a unifying power this sanitarium possesses as it warms up in fellowship
and amity these many polyglot Christian workers of India. And it is not
too much to claim tha~ during the last
twenty years, many ot the movements
which have made for organized union
and fellowship in this great land had
first their orig-in in suggestion, discuselectronic file created by cafis.org
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sion, or organization at this mountain
retreat in the heart of the Madura
Mission. I know of nothing which IS
better for the missionary force in India than to be thus able to meet at this
and other centers for prayer and for
conference concerning the problems
which confront them and to cultivate
the spirit of love which is necessary
wisely to solve them.
DR. J. P. JONES.

A Hideous By-product of Hinduism

Rev. J. P. Jones writes in the Advance as follows: "There are at least
5,000,000 religious mendicants who are
entirely non-productive and live upon
the people of the land. A few of them,
doubtless, are sincere and are seeking
after communion with God. But the
vast maiority of them are lazy and
rotten to' the core. Their life is known
to be utterly worthless, and they are
morally pestiferous in their influence
upon the whole community. It is
known that they have entered this profession because they are too indolent
to support themselves by honest work.
And yet the people accept them as representing the highest type of piety in
the land. Even the poorest among
them would give their last morsel to
these worthless men. And even when
such offerings are not voluntary there
are very few in the community who
would dare to refuse an offering to
these religious mendicants, because
they are so ready to invoke the most
dreadful imprecations upon those who
decline to give anything to them.
And there are few things that an orthodox Hindu dreads more than the
curse of a religious ascetic.
Europeans as Hinderers of the Gospel

In The East and The West the
Bishop of Southampton, formerly
Bishop of Bombay, writes as follows:
European society, viewed as a
whole, is materialistic and unspiritual.
The'life is not religious. This is incomparably the saddest feature in the
life of our people in India. Large
numbers of them forget their religion,
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and neglect any systematic attention
to its duties. There is, no doubt, a
small minority who are consistent and
exemplary in their attendance at
church services and their observance
of Sunday as a sacred day. But that
is not the case with the majority. I
think of a Sunday at Poona! The
station is full of soldiers and civilians,
and the upper-class Europeans during
the rains. There is only a moderate
attendance at church at the eight
0' clock service, and the official element is feebly represented.
Medical Missionaries in India

The January issue of Medical M issions in India gives the name, medical
qualification, society and address of 313
medical missionaries in India, this large
total representing an increase over
the previous year of 12. A separate
list of nurses contains 124 names, an
increase of 26. Accompanying this
issue of the journal is a carefully arranged monthly prayer cycle of medical missionaries and nurses, which
must form a very sacred link between
workers widely separated by distance,
2nd divided in a sense by creed, but
all following in the footsteps of One
who \\"et'lt about doing good and healing.
Is There Hope for India?

Have we yet really grasped the supreme problem of India? Rev, A.
C. Clayton, a missionary in the Madras district, writing in regard to the
recent census, has some words which
may be helpful in making clear the
difficulties which face, and which in
God's mercy are being overcome by,
the presentation of the Gospel of
Christ. He says:
Hindus,
Mohammedans,
Buddhists,
demon worshipers, and the like, make
a boast of 29r,OOO,ooo, while in alJ India and Burma there are scarcely 2,500,000 native Christians, most .of them very
humble folk gathered from the outcast
classes. . . . But when it is remembered that thirty years ago the 2,500,opo
were only r,250,000, there is cause for
confidence.
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Isabella Thoburn College

This well-known Christian institution in Lucknow has had phenomenal
results during the past year in the
government university examinations.
In the B. A. examinations the number of candidates sent up from the
provinces was 375, and in results Miss
Lucy Bolton of this college heads the
list. In the first arts examination a
total of 641 candidates went up, and
Dorothy Bolton of this college heads
the list. In the entrance examination'
a total of 1,367 candidates went up,
and among this number 12 scholarships were to be distributed in order
of merit. Two were given girls of
this college. Of the sixteen scholarships in the middle school examination of 27 girls, 5 came to the students of this college. The director of
public instruction says that the Isabella Thoburn College continues to
excel in examinations.~Christian Ad-

vocate.
A Bishop's Visit to a Zenana

"The Mohammedan branch of the
Zenana Mission has been working in
Calcutta for a quarter of a century,
but little is known about it, because
its work is 'purdah.' Lately the Bishop
of Calcutta desired to see some of its
activities, and the most elaborate precautions had to be taken before his
episcopal zeal could be gratified. The
houses he visited are a secret. Why?
Because some of the girls in them are
unmarried, and ignoran t persons
might perhaps imagine that the eyes
of the Bishop rested on the pupils of
the missionaries. All that the Bishop
really saw were verandas, and chairs
and tables. The doors were closed,
the half-open venetians were covered
by heavy curtains, and inside the
houses the pupils of the missionaries
read the Bible for the edification of
the Bishop, who placed his fatherly
ear to the purdah. Afterward a missionary offered, on behalf of the ladies
of the house, iced lemonade and
cigars, also neck ornaments for the
Bishop's M em sahib. The needlework
done by the pupils was shown to the
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Bishop, together with their copybooks, drawing and arithmetic. Then
the Bishop and his chaplain departed
and the pupils came on to the ve~
rafo1da and asked if the Bishop had
enjoyed the tamasha, and an old, old
woman confest that she had lifted
a little bit of the curtain and 'had seen
the Dishop !' "
CHINA
Radical Resolutions on Reform

Perhaps the most striking fact in
the last year's record is the serious
~ttempt which is being nude to abolIsh, as far as possible, the distinction
between Manchus and Chinese' that
is, the difference in dress, in 'social
status ~nd official standing between
the ru1111g caste and the subject Chinese. Some time since, the Empress
powager .issued a decree alIowing the
1l1termarnage of <;::hinese and Manchus, hoping thereby to consolidate
the two races. Later, at a meeting
held in Peking of members of the
grand council and presidents of the
ministries of state, ten resolutions
were adopted to be submitted to the
throne, of which the following were
the most important:
I.-Abolition of useless Manchu garrisons throughout China proper.
?.-Appointment of both Manchu and
Chinese to all posts throughout the Empire, without favor.
•
3.-·Alteration of dress by Manchu
women and girls, as far as possible.
4.-To allow Manchus to become merchants and do business in the same way
as Chinese, so that they may support
themselves and their families without
depending upon their military pay, which
WIll be gradually abolished during the
next ten years.
5.-To encourage intermarriage between Manchu and Chinese officials.
6.-To enlist both Manchus and Chinese for military service hereafter, without distinction.
7.-To inflict severe penalties upon
Manchu or Chinese authorities who attempt to create barriers between the
two races.
A Year's Progress in China

In reviewing the imperial edicts proclaimed in I907, the Chinese Recorder
for January suggests as follows: One
is tempted to say, with a sigh of hope
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deferred: "It is the same old storymuch of promise on paper." But this
is not the whole story. Anti-opium
reform bulks large in fact; a considerable advance has been made in putting constitutional reforms into practise (tho perhaps not much more than
reorganization can be claimed as yet;
and that not very extensive in point of
territory); sincere efforts to adjust
the political relations of the missionary propaganda have been made, if
only from an instinct of self-protection; and the enlightened policy of
sending young men to study in Europe and America, as announced in
edicts of recent years, is proceeding
more intelligently and with more care
and zeal than ever, since the return of
the five ambassadors. According to
Dr. Morrison, correspondent of the
London Times, there are now 420
Chinese students in schools and colleges in America alone.
Substantial Christian Progress

Rev. E. ]. Lee writes in the Spirit
of Missiolls: The growth of the
Church in China is very much like
that of the banyan tree, whose branches drop roots and so become themselves
centers of support and nourishment,
from which the tree continues to grow
and spread. Our work in Anking
branched out to Taihu and took root
there. Taihu, in her turn, has sent
out several branches, which are taking root, and one of these is Hsiutsang. 7Ve have here a constituency
of about 80, only two of whom, however, have been baptized, the others
being most of them in the beginner's
stage. The Christians have recently
bought a house for the mission and
are fitting it up gradually as they are
able.
Three Thousand Miao Converted

Mrs. S. Pollard, of China, in a recent meeting, said: I suppose you
have all heard of the wonderful revival among the strange Miao aborigines of the province of Yunnan. We
didn't go to the Miao people. They
came to us. We did not like the looks

of them at first. They were not too
clean. We were inclined to be suspicious of them. We did not understand them, and they did not understand us. We thought that they
might have some ulterior motive. But
it is four or five years since they
came to us, and we have not found
any ulterior motive yet. They came
to us in swarms, and filled our kitchens and bedrooms, and every room
in the house. They brought their
own food, and slept on the floors.
We had Miao everywhere. When
their food was exhausted they went
away for more, but while they were
away others were coming. We did
not know a word of their language.
There was no use to give them Chinese books. It would be like giving
French books to English children.
But we set our wits to work, and reduced their language to writing. Then
we got blackboards, and taught them
their A. B. C. They were so deeply
interested that they kept us up until
three o'clock in the morning teaching
them. At last we decided to go to
them. We did so and they have accepted Christ by hundreds and thousands. You should see them making
bricks and building chapels and
schoolhouses and studying their lessons, and pointing others to Christ.
They are beginning to teach other
tribes. About 3,000 of them have profest conversion, and ten of them are
training as Christian workers. They
have erected five chapels. All this in
the last four years.-Christian Herald.
The Blind Bo)' Who Saw Jesus

Dr. Griffith ] ohn writes : "We had
in our church at Hankow a blind boy
who was generally called Blind
=Iwang. When about sixteen years
old, his father came to one of our
chapels and heard the Gospel for the
first time. He wa~ touched, came
again; and at length con fest faith
in ) eSl1S, cast away his idols, and
joined the church. Later he brought
this son as a candidate for membership. I asked him if he loved Jesl1s,
and he said. "I do." "But. you are
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blind and have never seen Him."
"True, but I see Him with my mind's
eye." I asked him to pray with me,
and he offered a beautiful prayer.
He entered the blind school of the
Wesleyan mission and lea'rned to read
and write. He also learned basketmaking. Later still he went to Peking where he learned music, and
finally returned to Hankow to engage
in Christian work. So wonderful is
his memory that he has memorized the
entire New Testament and the hymn
book.
KOREA
What It Costs to Be a ChriJtian

Mrs. A. M. Nisbet, of the Presbyterian Mission, writes from Chunju:
The Koreans are a bright, intelligent people, and possess a good deal
of steadfastness of purpose. I used
to think, before I came to the mission
field, that there was a great deal of
danger of the natives professing to
accept Christ because of "the loaves
and fishes." But I find it very different. It costs something to be a
Christian here. You know at home
the line between the Church and the
world is such a narrow little path that
it is hard for us always to tell on
which side some of our friends are
walking; it is not so here. Take the
one thing of Sabbath observance.
Every five days there is a big market
at Chunju, to which the farmer, merchant, mechanic-everyone comes
and brings what he has to sell. A
man makes more on market day than
on the other four doubled, generally.
Of course, every few weeks market
day rolls around on Sunday. Now a
Korean Christian not only has to give
up one-seventh of his income (by
keeping one day sacred from barter
and trade), and so suffer the jeers
and sneers of his neighbors, but sometimes that day is market day, which
means a big pecuniary loss. Yet last
Sabbath market day Mr. Nesbit
counted the heads of more than 1,000
men and boys in our Sabbath-school.
It meant something for them to be
there.
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Koreans as Givers

In some of the Korean churches it
is customary to make offerings of
time as well as of money, each member stating how many days during
the year he will devote to evangelistic work. A Bible-class in Seoul,
numbering 450, pledged themselves to
give 2,200 days this year. In Pyeng
Yang, men and women who had
passed through the fire of experience
and were filled with the Holy Ghost,
resolved to visit every house in the
city. They not merely invited people to attend the meetings, but in the
power of God, told of the Savior's
love for the lost sinner. Many hundreds profest faith in Christ, and the
ingathering in the various churches
continues. A missionary society has
been formed, and five men have
already been appointed native missionary evangelists. The spirit of sacrifice and self-denial is manifest everywhere. Men and women traveled on
foot, over rough roads through mountainous country, distances of 120
miles, to study the Bible for two
weeks so as to have the truths made
clearer. How these Koreans do love
to study the Bible! They P~lt to
shame many in our home churches.
One woman sold some of her hair
that she might come to Pyeng Yang
to study in the Bible Institute. Parents deny themselves that their childree may go to school, and they find
great joy in their sacrifice.
JAPAN
Chinese Students in Japan

In the Student Warld Mr. John R.
Mott gives some very striking facts
regarding the number and condition
of Chinese students in Japan. During
his visit to the Imperial University,
in Tokyo, six years ago, he found not
to exceed twenty. Two years later
the number had increased to 500, and
the next year to 2,000, and in the
spring of 1907, according to the estimate of the Chinese ambassador,
there were not less than 15,000 Chinese in the educational institutions in
Japan. Owing to the action of the
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Chinese government by which political agitators and those who had identified themselves with the revolutionary propaganda were eliminated and
the attitucle of the Japanese educators
in discouraging the coming of shortterm students, the number has decreased until there are about !O,ooo.
From Szechwan province, which
stands before the gates of Tibet, 600
students have gone to Tokyo, and
from Hunan, the last province to admit missionaries to residence, 1,250,
the largest number from anyone
province. Mr. Mott says: "In the
history of the world there has been
no such extensive migration of students from one land to another in so
short a period. Here we find several
thousand young men, who have come
out from the proudest nation, the
most conservative nation, the most secluded nation, aptly called the Walled
Kingdom, to sit at the feet of their
conqueror in order to learn the secret
of her progress and power."
Japanese Independence

Says an exchange: How steadily
and efficiently do those Japanese Congregationalists run their own affairs!
The recent report of the annual meeting of Kumi-ai churches at Osaka
sounds much like that of any assemblage of our churches in this country.
They discust the pensioning of retired
ministers, the raising of a church
building loan fund, modifications of
traditional Congregationalism - note
that word traditional; they ordained
two ministers and pledged 1,150 yen
($575) for continuing evangelistic
inissions in various cities, and actually
talked about engaging in real foreign
missionary work, by which they
meant efforts in behalf of other races
in other lands. Already they have
established at Seoul, Korea, a Kumi-ai chu~ch, and are beginning work
at Pyeng Yang. But when it comes to
comparisons, they outstrip us in their
spiritual harvests, for these ninetyfour Kami-ai churches baptized over
2,000 persons during 1907.
More
than half of their churches are now

INTELLIGE~CE

self-supporting, and they raised for
home expensesancl missionary work
over 18,000 yen ($9,000). Even the
laymen are organizing an auxiliary,
and the women, too, are holding an
annual meeting of their missionary
societies. Yet these Japanese brethren have not outgrown their affection
for the American Board, and a vote
of thanks was passed for what it has
done thus far for Japan.
NORTH AMERICA
World-Work of the Y.M.C.A.

According to John R. Mott, recently
returned from a tour around the
world: Tho the Y. M. C. A. has been
at work for only about half a generation, there are now stationed at pivotal
positions over 70 foreign secretaries,
representing 8 nations and over 20
Christian bodies. They are a picked
body of men, and they have raised up
nearly as many native secretaries. The
latter are the hope of the movement,
for it is the policy of the Association
to develop the native branch of the
work rather than the foreign. The
proportion of young men in these
Eastern countries who are becoming
Christians has been steadily increasing, and this is particularly marked
among the educated classes. Among
those who have been reached are Government officials and students, as well
as men with money power; and the
observant traveler will find there the
beginning of a Student Volunteer
Movement in these countries.
Missions and Pennsylvania Students

A very interesting consequence of
the Men's Missionary Convention 111
Philadelphia, was a mass-meeting of
the students of the University of
Pennsylvania on Wednesday evening,
which was addrest by Robt. E. Speer,
J. Campbell White, and W. B. Smith,
at which nearly one hundred men volunteered to join classes for the study
of missionary topics. Several years
ago Joseph McCracken, the famous
full-back of the University team organized the "University Mission in
Canton, China," which has since been
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the earlier "Charlotte articles of agreement." The delegates of the new body
decided that they must define a sphere
for useful work if they were to vindicate the existence of their organization. As given in The Interior (ChiSecretary Taft and Foreign Missions
cago), missionary service was the acThe Laymen's Missionary :Movc- tivity chosen.
ment has arranged for a Men's Meet"Two committees were appointeding in Carnegie Hall, New York, on one on cooperation in foreign misApril 20th, at 8 P. M., when Secre- sions, the other on cooperation in
tary Taft, Silas McBee, Editor of home missions.
These committees
The Churchman, John R. Mott and brought in strong reports. In foreign
]. Campbell White will speak. There missions joint action was proposed in
wi11 also be presented a preliminary the maintenance of colleges, theologireport of the Laymen's Commission cal schools, and hospitals, in the prepwhich has been making a personal in- aration and circulation of Christian
vestigation of foreign mission fields, literature in native languages, in pubthis year. Over sixty prominent lay- lic protest against the immoral inmen of all denominations are mem- fluence of many commercial represenbers of this Commission. Secretary tatives in non-Christian lands, and
Taft has seen much of mission work especially in the now' almost wholly
in the Philippines, and in other parts neglected ministry of the Englishof the Orient; he will speak of his speaking populace of the port cities of
observations of the work, and of the missionary countries. In home missions,
interest of the nation in the missions conferences among the denominational
of the Church. Admission wi11 be by boards on similar features of their
ticket only. A limited number of tick- work were recommended. J oint pubets will be allotted to each denomjna- lication of literature--especially Suntion. Men wishing to attend from a day-school periodicals-was recomdistance should apply for tickets, with mended as practicable economy. Warnstamped envelope for reply, to Lay- ing was voiced against the danger of
men's Missionary Movement, I Madi- multiplying duplicate agencies in Sunson A venue, New York.
day-school missionary work. The subThe meeting in Carnegie Hall will ject of young people's nurture was
be in the nature of an international marked as an important theme of conmeeting of the Movement. Men will ference and combined advance. But
be present from all parts of the Uni- the most emphatic and important printed States and Canada.
ciple which the Federation adopted
under this head was its record of the
Cooperative Missionary Service
conviction that the 'principle of coMissionary service is the especial operation should be applied as far as
bond of unity with which the Presby- possible to work among the colored
terian Federation has sealed its organi- people of our country.' A permanent
zation. This "Council of the Reformed committee on work for colored peoChurches in America holding the ple was named besides the one on genPresbyterian System,"held its first ses- eral home missions."
sion in the Marble Collegiate Church,
The Forward Movement
New York some weeks since. It
During the past few months, Rev.
is composed of the American Presbyterian Church, the Southern Presby- Charles H. Pratt has enlisted 68
terian Church the Reformed Church churches in the Forward Movement in
in America, ~nd the United Presby- the southeastern portion of the Assemterian Church-four of the seven de- bly. Most of these are small churches.
nominations that were signatories to They gave to foreign missions last

supported by the alumni and students
of the University, and for which a
number of the best men the University
has turned out have volunteered, and
are now in active service in China.
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year $3,339. They have receritly subscribed on the Forward Movement
plan $15,450. Mr. Pratt is now visiting the churches in the Presbytery of
Florida. Rev. F. A. Brown has recently visited the churches of the
Presbytery of Palmyra in the interest
of the Movement. Thirty-eight services were held and 13 churches enlisted in the Movement in 25 days. Mr.
Brown's next itinerary is in the Presbytery of St. Louis.-Christian Ob-

server.
Church Growth

It is interesting to note, from the
Presbyterian records, the fact that
about fifty churches report over 1,000
members each, and eight, over 2,000
each, Bethany Church of Philadelphia
leading with about 4,000. More significant is the fact that eighteen have received on confession 100 or more each,
and in this list, the first church of
Seattle leads with 613, and Bethany
follows with 294, and Kankaka with
269. Such phenomenal growth is
worth studying. Especially do we
commend the Seattle and Bethany
churches as pursuing methods worthy
of consideration and emulation. Prosperity in these cases is no accident, nor
is it the result of sensational methods.
There is a way of sowing that invites
abundant reaping. Why not have a
congress of churches to study successful methods of soul-winning?
Large Gifts to a Splendid School

More than $100,000 was subscribed
in a few hours last week by prominent
women of New York City at the home
of Miss Helen Gould for the American College for Girls at Constantinople, which was destroyed by fire two
years ago. Miss Gould visited the
school last year. She influenced Dr.
Mary Mills Patrick, president of the
college, to come to America to represent its needs, and it was at a lecture given by Dr. Patrick that the
money was raised. Miss Gould contributed $10,000, Mrs. Russell Sage
$10,000, Miss Grace Dodge $10,000,
John H. Converse, of Philadeplhia,

while a society woman of
Boston pledged $50,000 with the understanding that her name was not to
be mentioned.
Fifteen nationalities are enrolled in
the institution, and it is the only
college for women in the Western
Levant. The college language is English, but French, German, Latin, Ancient and Modern Greek, Armenian,
Bulgarian, Slavic, Turkish, Persian
and Arabic are taught by 26 professors of the best ability and of different
nationalities. The largest number of
students has been 197, and the standard of scholarship has been constantly
raised, so that the diploma of the college is accepted in at least two European universities.

$10,000,

A Model Missionary Sunday

For at least eighteen years the second Sunday after the Epiphany has
been observed by the congregation
and Sunday-school of the Church of
the Holy Apostles, Philadelphia, as
"Missionary Sunday." All the offerings on that day are 'sent to the Board
of Missions without designation. The
first service of the day is a celebration
of Holy Communion, especially for
the officers and teachers and scholars
of the church and chapel Sundayschools. In addition to the usual
morning and evening services there
is a special service in the afternoon
for the younger people, following the
form suggested in the leaflet issued
by the Board. These figures show an
interesting growth in the amount of
the offering of the congregation:
1890,
1891,
1892,
1893,
1894,
1895,

$2.50
339
492
730
727
755

1896
1897,
1898,
1899,
1900,
1901,

$ 99 2
1,027
1,099
1,053
1,146
1,296

1902, $1,785
1903, 4,392
1904, 4,213
190 5, 4,599
1906, 6, 183
1907, 6,139

In making preparation for the offcr~
ing, emphasis is laid upon the fact
that every baptized person is a member of the missionary society, so that
the responsibility and privilege of
sharing in the enterprise becomes a
personal one.-Spirit of Missions.
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A Protest Against the Laymen's Movement

To those acquainted with the general feeling among the officials
charged with the duty of promoting
missions, it is not surprizing that a
somewhat vigorous protest has been
made against the exclusive policy of
the Men's Mis"ionary Movement,
which exerts itse1f in behalf of foreign missions alone. Such a protest
has been voiced by Dr. Henry L.
Morehouse, secretary of the American
Baptist Home Missionary Society and
one of the most prominent missionary
leaders of the country. The protest is
based upon the fact that at a recent
meeting of the executive board of
the Movement, it was definitely decided that nothing but foreign missions should be included in its work.
Dr. Morehouse considers this decision
to be "an almost inconceivable blunder for good men to make in this day
of unparalleled opportunity and need
at home." He points out that such a
decision sets up anew the artificial
barriers between home .and f9reign
missions and he goes so far as to call
upon the men of his denomination to
refuse to accept any such limitation
of their missionary interest.-Cumberland Presbyterian.
SPANISH AMERICA
Mexico Religiously

Mexico is said to be the most progressive of the Latin American republics. The census of 1890 reports
a population of 13,545,000. Thirtyeight per cent. of the population are
Indians, hardly civilized, and fortythree per cent. mixed blood. Among
the religions are Roman ~atholics.
numbering over 13,380,000; Protestants, over 40,000; Jews, 8,900, and
other religions, about 62,000. The last
available report shows 38,864 professing Christians, of whom 20,638 are
regular communicants. The total number of missionaries is given as 216,
with 680 workers, including men and
women. There are 116 stations and
outstations.

~I"ei!o.t
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Loss to British Guiana

Says The Mission Field:
The
death is announced of Miss Anna
Maria Austin, of the Duffryn Mission, Essequibo, British Guiana,
who for 63 years had been engaged in
missionary work among the Indians.
She was known among the Indians
as Tete, i. e. "Great Mother." She
was the last surviving daughter of the
Rev. William Austin, who was for
59 years vicar of St. John's parish,
Essequibo. Mr. Kirke, in his book entitled "Twenty-five Years in British
Guiana," says of her :"This exemplary
woman has lived for years surrounded
by the gentle Indian people, whose
children she has taught to read and
sew, whose wives she has protected
while the men were away fishing and
woodcutting. She has been a sort of
protecting goddess to these poor people, and her sole recompense has been
their love and devotion."
A Hero of Chili

One of our fonner missionaries in
Chili tells the interesting incident of
the conversion and self-control of one
of the prominent evangelists working
there to-day, an ordained member of
the Presbytery of Chili, and in charge
of the church at the Port of Taltal,
together with working in the interior.
This man was a Chilian Tortilero. He
carried or wheeled his cakes and special bread along the streets crying his
list, going from door to door among
the poorest people. After his conversion he was always ready to testify
for Christ, even to those who were
the most outspoken enemies of the
Gospel. He was always ready to take
part in public service. His tongue,
however, often got the better of him,
either when driving a bargain with a
wrangling customer, or in his tendency to exaggerate in his testimony
of the things pertaining to the Gospel. At such times he voluntarily imposed upon himself a gag. He claimed
it was so easv to lie, and so natural
in his business, also that his inclination to magnify facts seemed so
electronic file created by cafis.org
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inborn in him, that in no other way
could he control himself or satisfy his
own conscience; so he willingly imposed this punishment upon himself.
He frequently wore this gag for an
hour, sometimes for two hours,and occasionally for six hours at a time, and
thus forced his memory to help him
overcome his besetting sin. Finally,
he won the victory over himself, and
was always, after this, composed,
happy, radiant and deeply spiritual,
altho frequently under the fear of adverse criticism, the subject of scorn,
hatred, and open opposition.
JOHN TIMOTHY STONE.

EUROPE
Missionary Enterprise in England

We are accustomed to think that
ours is the country of bold undertakings and that new schemes in missions, as in other matters, are apt to
originate here. Behold the daring of
our cousins across the sea, who are
preparing to hold in London next
June a great missionary exhibition, to
be called "The Orient in London."
How large and elaborate this presentation of missionary work will be may
be judged from the fact that the estimated expense is $35,000. The representation of missionary scenes will
be both artistic and realistic. One of
the promenades of the exhibition is to
represent an Eastern street, with the
various courts lining the roadway. Mr.
Moss, who managed the Ramsey Pageant which charmed England recently,
has been engaged to present for this
exhibition a pageant entitled, "Darkness and Light," representing the contrast between heathenism and Christianity. Ten kindred societies are
expected to have courts or stalls at the
exhibi tion.-M issionary Herald.
Livingstone's Life Reviewed

A Livingstone Memorial Meeting
was recently held in the Senate House
at Cambridge. The Registrar of the
University spoke as one who was
present at the famous lecture delivered in 1857, of which the direct outcome was the founding of the Univer-
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sities' Mission to Central Africa.
"He never saw any man whose appearance told its own tale as Livingstone's did." The lecture was "a series
of notes on Africa and on the open
path for commerce and Christianity
which he had been permitted to
make." Livingstone apologized for
his language on the ground that he
had "spoken the native languages of
Africa for seventeen years;" but no
eloquent peroration could have been·
so effective as his closing words: "Do
you carry out the work which I have
begun. I leave it with you."
Livingstone and Cecil Rhodes

It may seem almost profane to put
the two names in the same category;
but in connection with the meeting
just mentioned the Scottish Review.
has ventured to say:
"There have been two men in African history during the past century
who deserve to be called men of destiny. One was Livingstone, and the
other was Rhodes. Of the two, the
first was far the purer and nobler
type. The career of the great missionary is stained by no crimes
and marred bv no blunders. But both
had certain q&alities in common. Both
were robust optimists, believing that
in time the desert could be made to
blossom as the rose. Livingstone believed in the possibilities of the dark
races, and in the value of contact with
the best civilization. Rhodes dreamed
of an Africa where white and black
could live in harmony, with equal
rights.
"Both, again, had practical good
sense. They saw the economic needs
of the country, the necessity of routes
and highways of commerce; and they
grasped that cardinal f~ct that civilization, if it is to last, must pay a
dividend. Both, finally, had imagination. Rhodes could see beyond the
bare leagues of bush to a country of
cornfields and homesteads, and Livingstone could discern in the lowest
savage the promise of something to
be shaped to noble ends. Faith and
imagination on a grand scale, comelectronic file created by cafis.org
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bined with a clear-eyed perception of
present needs-this is the equipment
of the pioneer; and Livingstone must
rank among the greatest pathfinders
of the British race."
A Missionary Jubilee

It may not be generally known that
at the present time there are about 90
women's missionary societies, most of
them of comparatively recent date.
Until 1858 there were only 3; but in
that year a fourth was founded, which
is now celebrating its Jubilee-the
Women's Auxiliary of the Wesleyan
Missionary Society.
It cooperates
with the Society in India, Ceylon, and
China, devoting itself to work that in
these lands only women may do.
Twenty thousand girls are receiving
Christian teaching in its schools;
80,000 patients were treated last year
in its hospitals; thousands of women
in zenanas and pariah hilts are under
religious instruction, and a great number through its industrial work have
been saved from starvation and still
worse evils. Because the harvest is
greater than the workers have strength
to reap, a Jubilee Thanksgiving Fund
of £20,000 is being raised, to be spent
on the better equipment of the hospitals (now 10 in number), the schools,
on converts and rescue homes, on
training Bible-women and women
doctors, and in augmenting a small
pension and sick fund for disabled
women missionaries.
London Society's Campaign

An important circular has been just
issued in regard to the special campaign of the London Missionary Society during the year.
In view of Dr. Wardlaw Thompson's unanimous election to the Chairmanship of the Congregational Union,
it has been widely felt that his year
of office should be celebrated in all the
churches of the denomination as preeminently a missionary year. The
object aimed at is to carry out a campaign for the definite purpose of informing and inspiring the churches,
and special emphasis will be laid on
the spiritual side of the campaign.
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A~ong the methods to be adopted

be (I) The visitation of the
churches by a number of ministers.
(2) Simultaneous mission lasting
from November IS to 22. (3) The
systematic study of foreign missions
and the promotion of study classes in
all the churches. (4) Conferences.
( 5) The preparation and circulation
of missionary literature. (6) Special
prayer throughout the year.
Will

Independent Catholic Movement

This movement is making rapid
progress in France, where a grc:lt
change has taken place, the large majority of the people favoring the action
of the Government. Three years ago
some hundreds of priests, through
reading the New Testament, formed a
combination with a view to establishing themselves and their congregations on new lines "los von Rom." In
consultation over a proper man to
lead them on with advice and example, they decided upon M. Meillon,
the converted priest at the head of
the Paris Mission of Protestant converts. This talented successor of the
lamented Abbe Courneloup entered
fully into the spirit of the movement,
and accepted the choice of himself as
a leader in counsel.
The claims of 300 priests, and 300
congregations willing to be led, came
so powerfully upon his soul, zealous
for the promotion of the Gospel light,
and truth, and salvation, that he has
resigned the charge and employment
of the Paris office and has concentrated his time and talents to these
congregations called by Government,
"Associations culturvelles." They are
banded together in a league, and these
are some of their pronouncements:
Separation from Rome; establishment
on the basis of the Gospel; absolute
independence to be the right of each
Church, yet federation of all; election
of trustees by and their own Associations only; perfect liberty as to
Rome's dogmas, and substitution of
French for Latin in public worship;
loyalty to the Republic.-Mission

World.
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Swedish Evangelical National Socief7

The Fosterlands stiftelsens is the
oldest of the Swedish Missionary Societies, having celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary in 1906, and also the
largest, having expended $161,717 for
its work in 1906. Its spheres of activity are in East Africa and in India.
In East Africa its missionaries are
at work among the Gallas, the inhabitants of Abyssinia, and the heathen
inhabitants of the Italian colony of
Eritrea. The work among the Gallas
is most encouraging, while great difficulties have to be overcome in Abvssinia, where the jealousy and the "intrigues of the priests just at present
seem to make aggressive missionary
work impossible. In Eritrea the work
makes rapid progress. According to
the report for 1906 the Fosterlands
stiftelsens employed in East Africa 42
Swedish and 58 native workers upon
14 stations.
The 36 missionary
schools were attended by 858 pupils,
while 125 baptisms increased the number of native Christians to 1,122.
The Swedish work in India is
among the Hindus and was being carried on, in 1906, by 52 Swedish and
95 native workers upon 8 stations.
The 24 missionary schools were attended by 768 pupils, while 79 baptisms increased the number of native
Christians to 1,243.
The Society also supports Seamen's
l\Iissions in a number of foreign seaports.
RUSSIA
Good News from a Dark Land

In a marvelous manner God has recently opened the cloor into the great
empire of Russia. A few years ago
one of our German preachers went
over the northern frontier into
Kowno, Russia, amI now we have
there a flourishing circuit. One year
ago we appointed the Rev. Hj. Salmi
to Saint Petersburg. He reports 150
conversions. A few months ago we
transferred 1:he Rev. Geo. A. Simons,
a young man of brilliant parts,
from the New York East Conference
to take charge of this vast field of
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15 0 ,000,000 souls. He writes with enthusiasm of what has already been
done and says that there is a great
opening for us everywhere in Russia
but especially in the south. He says;
"I could place 50 men immediately if
I had them. We must put a man down
in Moscow, the heart of Russia."W estern Advocate.
The Papacy Smitten in Italy

An apparently reliable statement
has come from the pen of Rev. A.
Robertson, of Venice, which informs
us of the i)resent ecclesiastical state
of Italy. In this paper we are told
that "the tables in Italy are entirely
reversed." The Pope is saved from
actual violence, at the hands of the
people of Rome, by the hated Italian
bayonets only. A great cry was sent
up by the Church for what France
has done in confiscating its property.
But in Italy "All property has been
taken from them. The Papal Church
does not possess a stone of building
in the land, or an inch of Italian soil.
It can not hold, it can not build, it
can not inherit property. It is a tenant at will. Formerly the schools were
entirely in the hands of the priesthood. "N ow no priest, no monk, no
nUll, 110 sister is permitted to be a
teacher in anv national school-all the
teachers of these schools are laymen
and laywomen. Education in Italy is
national, secular, compulsory, free and
lay. The children of Italy, during
school vears, must attend the national
schools"; before and after that term
priests and nuns are at liberty to teach
them. And the conditions prevailing
in these schools have been subjected,
on complaint, to a government investigation, with the result that shocking
revelations of immoralitv were made.
As a consequence-"th~ government
has closed many clerical, infant, and
high-class schools and many priests
and sisters are in prison."
"The attitude of the people to Protestantism is manifestly friendly. The
gospel of Christ, preached in all its
simplicity, is well received and the
halls, where services are helel always
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crowded. Dr. Robertson tells us that
the fields are white for the harvest and
that "at the present moment Italy is
open to the Gospel!"
MOSLEM LANDS
Gospel Work in Asia Minor

Dr. J. K. Greene writes as follows
to the M iss iOlw r1) Herald.'
Asia Minor is -the center of Turkish
power, with its population of some
13,000,000 Turks and of 5,000,000
Greeks, Armenians, Europeans, and
others. The Turkish peasants are a
patient, hard-working people, and
from them is recruited the main bocly
of the Turkish army. The Greeks and
Armenians are for the most part traders and artisans. Eighty years ago
American Christians began to cast the
Gospel leaven into this Asiatic mass.
The 'missionaries whom they sent
sought to revive the Eastern churches
by a fresh presentation of Christ and
of his teachings. What response has
been made to such teaching?
The response is found in spiritual
fruit; in the organization of 123 evangelical churches, with 14,276 members
and 50,008 adherents. These churches
have formed five associations, including one of Greek Protestants, and to
them belongs the solution of all questions touching the government and
spiritual growth of the churches.
l\1any of these churches have been
self-supporting for years, and in 1905
the native payments for religious and
educational purposes amounted to
$II 1,351.
In 1906 the total gift of
the Board to the 20,000 Protestants of
the Central l\1ission was but $1,430,
while the gifts of the people amounted
to $24,200.
The Syrian Protestant College

Of the death of l\Iorris K. Jesup, of
New York, the New York Sun says:
Nowhere will Morris K. Jesup be
more sincerely mourned than on the
extreme easte~n sho:-e of the Mediterranean under the side of 1\'lount Lebanon, where one of the most interesting educational institutions in the
world owes much of its remarkable
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development to his energetic financial
administration and constant fostering
care. \Ve refer to the great modern
English-speaking university at Beirut,
formerly styled the Syrian Protestant
College.
This school of civilization surprises
e~ery new be~older.
Having pre~
YlOusly entertamed, perhaps, some
vague idea of a "college" in which a
handful of native youth sit at the feet
of the local missionary,.
the
visitor discovers, generally to his immense astonishment, what the Beirut
institution really is. He finds a thoroughly organized and perfectly crys-.
tallized university with a faculty of
80 or more accomplished and eminent
men, and nearly I,OOO students from
all parts of the Turkish Empire, from
the Greek Islands, from Egypt, from
the Sudan, from Persia, from India,
from the very heart of Arabia, pursuing both academic and professional
studies under physical and intellectual
conditions precisely similar to those
obtaining in any American colIege of
equivalent importance.
The strictest of Wahabite 1\1ussulmans from Nejd, the most orthodox
of Jews, the fastidious Hindu, the
usually intolerant Christian of the
Oriental churches, the 1\1aronite, the
Druse, the Sunite and the Shiite are
found together in the colIege library,
helping each other in the use of reference books, or on the football field
amicably and even fraternally commingled in the fiercest of rushes, precisely as is the case with the more
homogeneous population of Amherst
or Princeton or Dartmouth.
AFRICA
A Jubilee Contribution

The Church Missionary Society has
received a check for £256 17S. 6d. It
came from Onitsha, on the Niger, and
is the thank offering of the Ibo Christians there for the blessings of the
Gospel, which they have enjoyed
since I857, when Adjai Crowther
planted the first teacher among them.
This special jubilee effort, moreover,
has not been made at the cost of the
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fund which helps to support the native agencies; on the contrary, the
contributions to that fund by the several congregations are larger than the
year before in every case. These West
African converts are an example of
liberality. The Abeokuta Christians
celebrated their pastorate's anniversary at the same time as those at
Onitsha kept their jubilee, and we
read of an annual meeting lasting
from I,O A. ]\1. till 4 P. M., and of an
income of nearly iI,OOO.
A Go!)d Report From the Kongo

The \Vashington Herald reports the
following interview with the Rev.
Motte Martin, missionary at Luebo,
on the Kassai river:
Rev. M. Martin, missionary of the
American Presbyterian Kongo Mission, who has recently arrived from
his field vf labor in the Dark Continent for a vacation, said that he would
rather work among the Kongo natives
than anywhere else. "The natives are
very bright and learn quickly," said
Mr. Martin, "and they have a childlike confidence and respect for those
placed in authority over the111. Whenever fights occur between rival village chiefs we step in between them,
tell them to stop instanter and they
obey. We ask them to listen to reason, and then we explain to them the
folly of fighting. Finally they promise to be good, and shaking hands the
two chiefs go their respective ways
reconciled. They regard the white
man as incalculably above themselvessomething like a demi-god. Anything
we tell them they are quite willing
to do.
Progress of Civilization in Central Africa

The future capital of Central Africa
arises, where German engineers are
forcing the giant powers of the falls
of the Zambesi River into the service
of man. A five-storied "Grand Hotel"
with all the comforts and luxuries
of a modern hostelry has been erected
in the center of the beautiful Peace
Park, while a great Zoological Garden
is being laid out not far away. Upon
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Livingstone Island, situated in the
wide river, important buildings and
pleasure-grounds will be erected, and
soon a large modern city wiII be upon
that spot where Livingstone saw the
grand falls for the first time. Did
he dream of the future! It is scarcely
possible that he could hope for that
which now has become a reality. Where
once he stood alone, the groaning and
puffing of the steam-engine is heard
incessantly.
The "Cape to Cairo
Railway" has its tracks across the
fields, and a railroad bridge crosses
the foaming, roaring falls. The place
which Livingstone reached under almost unbearable hardships and difficulties, can now be reached by the
world-traveler while he enjoys the luxuries of a modern railroad-train. What
a change!
The Race Problem in South· Africa

Says the British Statesman: One of
the most interesting features of contemporary politics in South Africa is
the contrast between the treatment of
the native and colored races in Cape
Colony and in the other three Colonies under the British flag.
In
Natal, in the Transvaal, and in the
Orange River Colony, there is an almost unanimous feeling among the
white colonists against the admission
of the colored races to any kind of
political equality. In Cape Colony, on
the other hand, white politicians of
all parties are apparently resolute to
maintain the right of the colored races
to exercise the parliamentary franchise. This fact is all the more striking when we remember that many of
the prominent politicians in Cape Colony are Dutch by descent, and have
probably inherited the prejudices
against the colored races that are so
marked a characteristic of the Boers
of the Transvaal and of the Orange
River Colony. Yet the Afrikander
Bond in Cape Colony, representing
the Dutch population, is quite as emphatic as are the members of the Progressive Party in favor of the colored
franchise. The explanation is very
simple. The colored franchise exists
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in Cape, Colony, and has existed so
long that the native vote has become
an important factor in contested elections.

en of the street, and has succeeded
far beyond the usual in this work,
in which she receives some help from
the Women's Foreign Missionary Society.

Ingathering in Livingstonia

MISCELLANEOUS

Rev. Dr. Laws gives glad tidings of
ingathering in the Livingstonia African Mission of the United Free
Church of Scotland. Fifteen male
and 6 female adults were baptized
one morning, 51 probationers were received, and 338 received the communion of the Lord's Supper. Seventeen
native teachers have volunteered for
active Christian work.

Judson a Typicb.l Missionary

ISLANDS OF THE SEA
The Busiest Woman in Malaysia

writes home:
. ..
f
A mong t h e many actlvlttes
0
our
women missionaries in Malaysia, none
commands 'my entire respect more
than a little Tamil girl's school and
orphanage, conducted by Mrs. Pykett,
the wife of the principal of our great
'''ood Anglo-Chinese School of Penang.
Mrs. Pykett is a very busy woman
and seems to be able to bring about
results with very little machinery.
This orphanage has no separate buildings,teac:.ing staff, etc., but in the
small buildings and on the lower floor
of her own home this good lady has
gathered a score of girls whose outlook for life would be very dreary
indeed without her help. These she
is training as household servants. The
English residents ir. the land prize
Mrs. Pykett's girls as among the best
trained domestics to be obtained. Any
of them who are old enough and sufficiently advanced can be placed at
once, at good wages. The girls are
taught to read their own language,
and many of them are devout Christians. Indeed it would be difficult for
any girl to pass under Mrs. Pykett's
influence without this result.
Besides this school and the care of
her own home and children, of whom
there is a "quiver-full," Mrs. Pykett
has a refuge home for unhappy womBishop
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Judson never for a moment faltered in his purpose. The prospects,
he said, were "as bright as the promises of God." He was willing to wait
seven years for the first convert, and
when friends at home grew impatient, he wrote, "Give us twenty-five
or thirty years more, and then inquire
again." He lived to baptize many
scores of Burmans, to know of thousands of converts throughout the
country, to translate the whole Bible
into Burmese, and then, as he sought
a little rest and some relief from his
sufferings, he fell asleep on the open
sea, and rests beneath the waters that

~~~~t t~~irhi:p~~~h~!filh~m~h1n r~c:~

England and lave the tropical shores
of Burma.
OBITUARY
Mn. J. T. Gracey. of Rochester

It is with deep sorrow fOf the afflicted husband and familv that we
record the death of Mrs. Gracey, the
beloved wife of OUf coeditor .. Mrs.
Gracey was a power in mission work.
For some years she was a missionary
with her husband in India and when
reasons of health compelled them to
return, both gave themselves with
rare devotion and power to the advocacy of missiol13 in the home
churches. Mrs. Gracey was for many
years a secretary of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church and has been since
its inception secretary of the United
Women's Mission Study Committee.
She was a writer and speaker of rare
ability and was greatly beloved by all
who knew her. Children rise up to
call her blessed. The loss of her counsel and friendly fellowship will be felt
more deeply than words can express.
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Jacob Chamberlain. of India

Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, D.D.,
LL.D., of the Reformed Church Mission, one of the ablest and noblest of
the missionaries in India, died at
Madanapalle, on Monday, March 2.
He was born at Sharon, Conn., April
13, 1835; graduated from the Western Reserve College of Ohio and from
the Theological Seminary of Brunswick, N. J., in 1859. In December of
that year he went to the Arcot Mission of Southern India as an evangelist. He had resided in India ever
since, during except four vacations
which he spent in this country. For
some years Dr. Chamberlain has been
suffering from ill health. He was a
hard worker and a well-known writer.
His bOJks, "In the Tiger's Jungle" and
"In the Cobra's Den" have been and
are deservedly popular. At the time
of his death, Dr. Chamberlain was
working to complete his Telugu Bible
Dictionary, one volume of which has
been put through the press. No one
man can take his place in India.
S. W. Siberts. of Argentina

Word has been received by the
Board of Foreign Missions of the
Methodist Episcopal Church of the
death at Buenos Ayres, Argentina,
March 3, of the Rev. Dr. Samuel W.
Siberts, Dean of the Methodist Theological Seminary at that place. Dr.
Siberts had been a missionary of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in South
America since 1898, and for more
than twenty years previous to that
time was a missionary in Mexico. He
was graduated from Iowa Wesleyan
University and the Boston University
School of Theology.
Lord Overtoun. of Scotland

The death of Lord Overtoun, on
Saturday, February 29th, leaves one
of the greatest gaps in modern Christian beneficence, which we fear will
not soon be filled. He was but sixtyfour, but had left a deep and ineradicable impression on the Scotsmen of
his generation. He was at once a successful merchant and a winning evan-
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geIist, a county magnate and a modest
citizen; he was in spirit a peasant
and in rank a peer. His philanthropy
was proverbial and his benefactions
multitudinous and discriminating. To
him Mr. Moody's Mt. Hermon school
owes it3 commodious Overtoun Hall;
and his sympathy with world-wide
missions put him practically among
missionary workers. During the recent crisis of the United Free Church,
it was, humanly speaking, owing to
him more than to any other one man,
that the Church weathered the storm
that swept away by one decision of
the House of Lords' Commission, the
bulk of all its property holdings. He
put his fortune at the Church's disposal till a more equitable adjustment
could be secured. He was a pupil
of the late Lord Kelvin-when in the
university; and, after graduation entered into his father's business, and
became ultimately the head of the
largest chemical works in the country.
He followed his father's lead also
in not allowing his business to absorb
him. In fact his heavenly Father's
business always had a prior claim. He
was from youth a Bible teacher; and
his adult class at Dumbart6n, which
he taught for nearly forty years grew
to 600 in membership. He maintained in his native place for many
years, a Bible woman, a Scripture
reader and a trained nurse; and the
institute with its gymnasium, reading
rooms and baths, and the fine public
park, shortly to be opened, were both
his gifts. Mr. Campbell White was
powerfully influenced by Moody when
he visited Britain in r874. His munificent gifts for religious, philanthropic, municipal and missionary purposes, were, in the aggregate, very
large; and it was especially in recognition of these that in r893 he was nominated for his peerage by Mr. Gladstone. Tho a member of the House
of Lords, he has taken no active part
in its affairs. He leaves no family,
but probably no man in Scotland was
more loved or would be more
lamented.
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IN KOREA WITH MARQUIS ITO. By George
Trumbull Ladd, L.L D. Svo, 463 pp.
Charles Scribner's Sens, New York,
I90S.

The title of this work is most appropriate. It reads like a lawy.er's
plea in behalf of the Japanese domrnation of Korea. It takes advantage of
every possible argument to clear J apan, but makes no admissions whatever to the other side. It is clear cut
and definite in its statements, but it is
to be regretted that we could not h~ve
had a more unprejudiced presentatIOn
of the case. It is evident, however,
that Prof. Ladd looked through Japanese eyes. The American public has
been informed almost wholly from
prejudicial sources on both side~ of
this controversy and the conclUSIons
reached have been so contrary that
thoughtful people will have to confess
to some degree of bewilderment. In
the present volume the evil that Japan
may have done in Korea is belittled or
excused and the good is magnified. On
the other hand every weakness of the
Korean is painted in strong relief and
only occasionally is there a faint note
of commendation. An indication of
the method of the author is seen in
the fact that he quotes largely what
Prof. H. B. Hurlbert has said in a recent book in criticism of the Korean,
but omits entirely all reference to his
conclusions that are commendatory.
This would seem to indicate that the
book is a special plea with a special
purpose.
Prof. Ladd's views about Protestant
mission work in Korea do not agree
with those of other travelers. He belittles the genuineness and the disinterestedness of Christian missions and
charges missionaries with trying to
discredit the Japanese regime in Korea by letters written to their friends,
and by their description of the facts
to travelers. Dr. Ladd charges the
missionaries with unreasonable antipathy against the Japanese, not mentioning the fact that before the late
war all Americans in Korea were

wholly commendatory toward the Japanese. 'Ne may well look for the reason for this sudden and complete
change of feeling. The missionaries are
seeking to keep out of the controversy
in order that they may not become
entangled with politics. In this they
have been following the explicit advice of all diplomats the world over.
Apparently from Dr. Latld's showing,
the Japanese demand that the missionaries give up their neutrality and come
out boldly in Japan's favor, irrespective of their consciences. Missionaries can not well be prevented from
stating their views in private correspondence whatever the result may
be. On the whole it is reasonable to
suppose that the practically unanimous consensus of opinion among two
hundred missionaries is worth somewhat more than the opinion of one
man who spends two or three months
in the country and is the guest of the
Japanese.
Prof. Ladd also speaks slightingly
of the effects of Christianity upon the
Korean, and maintains that the remarka~le work in that land is without a firm basis. Other travelers
judge differently and seem to be better supported by facts. The self-sacrifice, the loyalty, the fellowship, the
thirst for education, the scriptural
eagerness of the Korean Church are
all proofs of the genuineness of the
work.
"WHERE THE BOOK SPEAKS," or; "MISSION
STUDIES IN THE BIBLE." By Rev. Archibald McLean. 12mo, 241 pp. Fleming H. Revell Co., New York, 1905.

Twenty studies of Bible themes in
their relation to Foreign Missions by
one who knows both and has seen the
inside working of the missionary
problem both at home and -abroad.
Altho not the first book on this subject, it is the best we have yet seen
on the Bible as a missionary book.
Epigrammatic in style, interestingly
written, and with good exegetical skill,
the book is strong from beginning to
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end. There is material here for a
score of missionary sermons, and the
pastor will find this volume most
useful.
What the missionary idea is in the
Old Testament-How the Church is
a Missionary Institution-The significance of the Great Commission, of
the Lord's Prayer, of the Macedonian
Call, and of aNew· Testament Church
in Relation to Missions. Such are
some of the 1;opics treated.
There is often a sermon in a sentence, e. g.: "Small giving is the
curse and shame of our day." "God
is not a beggar asking alms, he is a
preferred creditor." "The world will
never be won to Christ by gifts from
our pin money." "Christ does not
ask for the broken fragments that
have remained after we have eaten to
satiety." "He does not ask for our
cheese-parings and pork-rinds." "The
Apostles evangelized the Roman Empire without a choir or pipe organ."
All of the chapters are so good it
is hard to make a choice. One of the
best pieces of missionary exegesis is
the chapter on the call from Macedonia. I t is unfortunate that because
there is no index, it is impossible to
tell exactly where the Book speaks.
A full index of Scripture passages
should have been added, and one would
like to see references for the authorities quoted.
AND THE CHURCH.
By Seven
Bishops. Edited by H. H. Montgomery, D.D. 8vo, 398 pp. $2.25 tId. Longman, Green & Co., London and New
York, 1907.

MANKIND

This book is upon an unusual plan.
Its aim is to estimate the contribution
of great races to the fulness of the
Church of God, by giving the personal
witness of Bishop Stone-Wigg, among
the Papuans; Archbishop Nuttall,
among the Negroes of the West Indies; Bishop A wdry in Japan; the late
Bishop Hoare in China; Bishop Lefroy in India, among the Moslems; and
Bishop Mylne, among the Hindus.
This volume is thus seven in one, the
center of unity being the main pur-

pose to show how, from these various
sources, proceed streams tributary to
the church life. An elaborate introduction by Dr. Montgomery, formerly
Bishop of Tasmania, upon the Church
of the Far West, adds value to the
book, and is by no means the least of
its attra·ctions.
The demand of the day is· for the
testimony of experts, and one hesitates
to criticize the views of writers who
in their individual spheres are obviously competent. "\iVith some of the
opinions exprest we may not fully
accord, but the writers have earned
the right to be heard, and have experience which enriches their testimony. We have been specially interested in the analysis of racial character
found in these pages, and the outlines of the different religious systems, as for example those of Japan
and China, and the characteristic features of Islam and Hinduism. There
is much here to interest the student
of mental and moral philosophy, as
well as the student of Christian missions. Many of the strange notions
and practises of other peoples find here
an illumining exposition. The book
is not to attract the common reader,
but it will interest thoughtful men
and women, who want to add to their
stock of information on great question~ of ethnology and the adaptation
of the Gospel to the world. These
discussions obviously aim at fairncsspresenting the whole case, from both
sides, as Bishop Lefroy does in the
case of Islam, giving -:\lohammedanism credit for all that is good, while
with judicial impartiality exposing its
clefects, or as he says, "its merits and
failures." It is not expected that every
reader will agree with the writerprobably such agreement would be impossible without the writer's observation and point of view; but aU such
testimony tends to promote intelligent
and moderate opinions, and no one
will close this book without the deepened conviction that Christianity supplies to man what no other religious
system can furnish, and is incomp~rably superior to them all.
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THE HEATHEN HEART. By Campbell N.
Moody missionary in Formosa. 12mo,
3S, 6d.,' net. Illustrated. Oliphant Anderson & Ferrier, Edinburgh & London, 1907.

This is an account of the reception
of the Gospel among the Chinese in
Formosa-a modest volume of 25 0
pages. The author himself says the
central chapter is the fourth, "Christ
crossing the Threshold of the Heathen
Heart." He says that there are several ways in which Chinese are won
over to Christ; by the study of the
New Testament; by the actual exorcism of demons, which seems to be a
common experience in China; by monotheism; and by the purity of Christian life as seen in those who exhibit
it.
Their faith is of a very simple sort.
They take everything literally, and expect their newly found Jehovah-G~d
to shield them from harm even 111
temporal things. Hence wh~n a pig
dies or a child or a crop falls, there
is ;isk of relapse into heathenism
through their keen disappointment.
They need constant care and ins~ruc
tion, till they get more adequ~te. Id~as
of the real character of Chnsttalllty,
as to what salvation is, as to the character of a justifying faith and the danger of reliance on works, etc.
There are certainly marvelous transformations seen in gamblers, opiuron
smokers, and victims of lust. Fear IS
more frequently a motive than love. Indeed the Chinese ideas of love are very
defective. It too often means to them
kind treatment, or condescension to
inferiors. They also crave external
signs and place on them undue ~m
phasis. Teaching as well as pre~ch1l1g
is needful, that thoroughly scnptural
conceptions may prevail. Only a true
knowledge of the Word of God, in i~s
spirit as well as letter, can make 111
China or anywhere else, steadfast
and intelligent disciples. Mr. Moody
strongly takes ground against th.e
modern notion of an undogmat1c
preaching. He thinks that to ~weep
all doctrines away would senous!y
complicate all the problems met 111

Formosa, and that the condition of
things there may find a very close
forecast on the apostolic age-that the
needs are similar, the dangers similar, and the remedies similar. The
other chapters treat of Formosa under Japanese rule; of the character,
conduct and religion of a heathen peopIe; and give graphic accounts of
some Chinese converts, portraying also the difficulties of missionary life,
and the lamentable lack of an adequate
missionary force.
Some one has
called this the "most illuminating book
on missions he has ever read." This
we regard as excessive use of superlatives, but it shows that to some minds
it must appeal as especially helpful.
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